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The purpose of this testimony is to adopt the portions of Library Reference 

LR-H-89 that deal with the Postal Service’s Revenue, Pieces and Weight (RPW) 

System, and that are concerned generally with the Postal Service’s data 

collection methods (pages l-9, and Appendices A, B, and C of the Library 

Reference). Library Reference H-89 was filed on July 10, 1997; the portions of 

this Library Reference which I adopt are attached to my testimony as exhibits as 

Exhibit USPS-48A -- Statistical Documentation of the RPW System; 
Exhibit USPS-4813 -- Mailing Statement Forms (Appendix A in 

Library Reference H-89); 
Exhibit USPS-48C -- Statistical Programs Guidelines (Appendix B 

in Library Reference H-89); 
Exhibit USP S-48D - Mail Exit Point Guidelines (Appendix C of 

Library Reference H-89. 

This testimony presents a brief summary of this material. 

A. Domestic Probability Subsystem 

Pages 2-7 of LR-H-89 describe the statistical documentation for the RPW 

Domestic Probability Subsystem, including the population and characteristics of 

interest, the sample design, the manner in which the survey is administered, and 

the estimators used in the subsystem, 
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B. Non-Countable Subsystem 

Pages 8-9 of LR-H-89 describe the statistical documentation of the RPW 

Non-Countable Subsystem, including the population and characteristics of 

interest, the sample design, the survey administration, and means of estimation 

used in the subsystem. 

Ill. Exhibit 48B: MAILING STATEMENT FORMS 

This Exhibit supplies the forms relevant to the Non- 

Countable Subsystem. A listing of the enclosed forms is supplied as the first 

page of the Exhibit. 

IV. Exhibit 48C: STATISTICAL PROGRAMS GUIDELINES 

Exhibit 48C is made up of the introductory section to Library Reference H- 

89, which contains information on the administration of the Postal Service’s 

Statistical Programs function, and the Guidelines for Specific Statistical 

Programs, published in December 1995. The Guidelines are concerned mainly 

with the scheduling of tests, and with testing techniques and procedures. 

V. Exhibit 48D: MAIL EXIT POINT GUIDELINES 

This Exhibit contains guidelines for the use of Mail Exit Points (MEPs) 

within the RPW Domestic Probability Subsystem, including their frame structure, 

relevant considerations for designing MEPs, and subsampling issues. 
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RPW DOMESTIC PROBABILITY SUBSYSTEM 
STATISTICAL DOCUMENTATION 

A. Population and Characteristics of Interest 

The study plan used by the Domestic Probability Subsystem is a probability 
sample of originating units and mail exit points which are collectively referred to as 
MEPs. The population of interest, or universe under study, is all mail entering or exiting 
the mail stream during the Fiscal Year (FY). Characteristics of interest include revenue, 
pieces, and weight, by class of mail and fees by type of service. 

B. Sample Design 

The Domestic Probability Subsystem has a multi-stage, two-phase design, The 
sampling frame is the list of finance numbers and MEPs within finance number. A 
random sample of MEPs is selected each Postal Quarter (PQ) within a panel of finance 
numbers, and a date is randomly assigned for conducting the test. For MEPs with large 
volumes of mail, subsampling is usually done to avoid delays in delivering the mail. 

First Stage Sample 

The first stage sampling unit is the finance number, The first stage sample 
frame is a list of all finance numbers, A given finance number corresponds to a 
post office in many cases. Finance numbers are stratified into Cost Ascertainment 
Groups (CAGs) based on total revenue receipts for the previous year. All finance 
numbers that were in CAG A or CAG B prior to FY 1996 are included in the 
sample. In the remaining CAGs. the number of finance numbers selected is 
approximately proportional to the total revenue receipts for all offices in the CAG. 

Second Phase Sample 

The second phase sampling frame is the list of MEPs within the selected 
finance numbers. The MEPs from the selected first stage finance numbers are 
stratified within each Customer Service & Sales District (CS&SD) starting in Postal 
Quarter (PQ) Ill, and within CS&SD and super-CAG group prior to that time. 
There are three super-CAG groups that include CAGs A and B, CAGs C and D, 
and CAGs E through L. Within each strata a random sample of MEPs is selected, 
and a date for conducting the test randomly assigned. Details of the random date 
assignment process are contained in Library Reference SSR-58 of Docket NO. 
MC96-3. 



Third Stage Sample 

The frame consists of all mail passing through the MEP during the test 
period, which typically consists of 24 hours. When a selected MEP has a large 
volume of mail on the test day, a subsample of the mail is selected to facilitate 
counting the mail without causing delivery delays. Subsampling involves a 
systematic random selection of mail for which the characteristics of interest are 
recorded. 

C. Survey Administration 

1. Sample Selection Methodology 

First Stage Sample 

The first-stage sample of finance numbers is stratified into 11 Cost 
Ascertainment Groups (CAGs) based upon the annual revenue of each . 
office as reported under the Accounts Reporting System. All off&s that 
were in CAG A or CAG B prior to Fiscal Year (FY) 1996 are included in the 
sample. The number of finance numbers selected from CAGs C through L 
is approximately proportional to the total revenue receipts for the CAG. 
Selected finance numbers in CAGs C through L make up a permanent 
panel. Oftices which change CAG are moved to their new CAG. Most 
CAGs have at least 30 sample oftices. Due to the general tendency over 
time for finance numbers to move upward in CAG, periodic replenishment 
of CAGs having less than the 30 sample offtces is made by random 
selection, First stage universe and sample sizes are contained in Library 
Reference H-91. 

. Second Phase Sample 

Within each finance number selected in the first-stage sample, the 
list of all MEPs is obtained from the RPW Sample Selection Frame System. 
The RPW Frame defines all of the possible points at which mail may be 

sampled. All possible exit points as well as all possible originating entry 
points for registered, COD, Certificates of Mailing, and insured mail are 
identified. Separate strata are defined and samples drawn each Postal 
Quarter for each of the following special MEP types: APO/FPO, special 
delivery, originating, CAG K&L, unstable (beginning PQ Ill, FY 1996) and 
small panel office MEPs (offroes with 3 or fewer MEPs prior to PQ III, FY 
1996, and offices with 5 or fewer MEPs thereafter). For the remaining 
MEPs. a stratified random sample of MEPs is independently selected within 
each CS8SD starting in PC? Ill, and within each CS&SD and super-CAG 
group prior to that time. There are three super-CAG groups as follows: 
CAGs A and B; CAGs C and D; and CAGs E through L. Strata are 
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computationally defined using multivariate clustering algorithms. There 
were 54,010 MEP-days selected for testing in FY 1996. The list of all 
selected MEPs within a CS&SD, along with the corresponding test dates, is 
electronically transmitted to a desktop microcomputer in the district, 
Second phase universe and sample sizes, and strata definitions are 
contained in Library Reference H-92. 

Third Stage Sample 

When a large volume of mail is expected for a test, the selected 
MEP is subsampled. The skip interval used is based on the expected 
number of mailpieces for counted-skip subsampling. In the case of 
weighted-skip subsampling, the skip interval used is based on the number 
of pieces in five pounds of mail. In the case of container-skip subsampling, 
the container and mailpiece-skip intervals are based on the expected 
number of containers and the expected average number of pieces per 
container. Detailed procedures for subsampling are described in Appendix 
6 of this library reference, and in Library Reference G-44 of Docket No. 
R94-1. 

2. Data Collection Procedures 

Domestic probability tests are conducted by counting mail that passes 
through the selected MEP during the test period. Recording characteristics of mail 
pieces may take place at several different times during a test day. For MEPs 
defined as a mail processing stream of predominantly one shape for a office, the 
data collection technician generally samples all mail in that stream as it arrives at 
the facility. For MEPs defined for a single mail shape, the data collection 
technician sweeps and tests all mail processing streams for that mail shape, either 
as it arrives at the facility or as it is distributed to the delivery units. For MEPs 
defined as delivery units, samplings requires the data collector to gather the mail 
to be sampled from distribution areas such as letter cases, flat cases, irregular 
parcel and roll cases, and postage due cases. 

Prior to recording test information, mailpieces may be separated by class, 
subclass, indicia and rate group. For each of these separations, pieces are 
counted and data concerning the revenue and pieces are recorded on laptop 
microcomputers using Computerized On-Site Data Entry System (CODES) 
software. The weight for these pieces or groups of pieces is usually captured 
automatically by the CODES software from electronic scales connected to the 
laptop microcomputer, but can also be key-entered into the CODES software after 
being manually determined. lndicia are also recorded for most pieces, and the 
dimensions, origin ZIP Code, machinability, and information on destination BMC 
entry are recorded for fourth-class zone rate parcels. Detailed data collection 
procedures are contained in Library Reference G-44 of Docket No. R94-1 and in 
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Appendix B of this library reference. Instructions for using the CODES data entry 
software and equipment are contained in Library Reference H-55. 

3. Quality Assurance 

As the data are entered into the microcomputer, the CODES software 
performs numerous on-line edits to ensure the data are complete and consistent. 
The data are further reviewed at the Base Unit system, where they are checked 
in, aggregated, and then transmitted electronically to the Information Systems 
Service Center (ISSC) in San Mateo, California. At the San Mateo ISSC, a 
mainframe production system edit and analysis is performed, and corrections are 
made by the Headquarter’s technical staff. CODES software documentation is 
contained in Library References H-54, and H-56 through H-59. 

D. Estimation 

The following estimators are used for the RPW Domestic Probability Subsystem: 

Let, 
h = CAG stratum; 

i = Finance number (post office); 

j = MEP stratum; 

k = MEP; 

g = domain (I= private mail, 2 = penalty mail, 3 = congressional franked mail); 

Nh = number of post ofices in CAG h; 

“II = number of sampled post offices in CAG h; 

M, = number of MEPs in stratum j; 

m, = number of usable MEPs (sampled minus delinquents, cancelled, etc..) 

in stratum j; 

dj = number of delivery days in Postal Quarter in stratum j; 

y,, = revenue, pieces, or weight for the rate category of interest ( zero otherwise) 

in domain g, CAG h, post ofl?ce i, MEP stratum j, MEP k, and 

x~*,~~ = total revenue in domain g, CAG h, post office i, MEP stratum j, MEP k. 
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Then, the offtcial RPW estimate for a particular rate category, i is: 

where B, is the known book revenue for domain g. 

The jacknife variance estimator for a particular rate category is: 

where .?” is the book revenue adjusted estimate computed from the 

sample after omitting the ilh office from the sample, and i” is the average of 

the .?“. The components of equation (2) are: 

where, 

5,~~ = national estimate of revenue, pieces, or weight for a 

given rate category in domain g, 

f,~~ = national estimate of revenue in domain g, 

j* = CAG h estimate of revenue, pieces, or weight for a 

given rate category in domain g, 

- xA-h = CAG h estimate of revenue in domain g, 
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^ Yph, = post office i, CAG h estimate of revenue, pieces, or 

weight for a given rate category in domain g, and 

^ Xph, = post office i, CAG h estimate of revenue in domain g 

Variance estimation programs are contained in Library Reference H-177. 

E. Assumptions 

At the first stage of selection, the method of estimation assumes that the sample 
of offices within CAGs C through L constitutes an equal probability sample. The 
estimation methodology also assumes that nonresponse is random, or independent of 
what is being estimated, through a simple reduction in sample size. 
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RPW NON-COUNTABLE SUBSYSTEM 
STATISTICAL DOCUMENTATION 

A. Population and Characteristics of Interest 

The Non-countable Subsystem employs a sample of bulk mailing statement data 
to estimate revenue, pieces and weight for the constituent mail categories of First-Class 
bulk mail, publishers’ second-class mail, third-class bulk permit imprint regular-rate mail, 
third-class bulk permit imprint nonprofit-rate mail, and fourth-class permit imprint bound- 
printed matter (BPM). The population of interest, or universe, consists of all mail for 
these five categories entered into the postal system during a Fiscal Year. 

B. Sample Design 

For each of the five categories, the Non-countable Subsystem represents a 
single-stage sample, stratified by accounting system revenue for the mail class of 
interest. For First-Class bulk, all offices are stratified based on stratification revenue as 
described in Library Reference H-l 17. For publishers’ second-class, all offices 
automated through the PERMIT system are included in one certainty stratum. The 
remaining ofices are stratified into either In-County revenue intensive strata or other 
strata based on their total second-class revenue. For third-class and fourth-class BPM 
permit imprint, one certainty stratum contains offices automated through the PERMIT 
System. The remaining offices are stratified into noncertainty strata based on their total 
third- or fourth-class permit imprint revenue. 

For each post office within the sample, a complete census of data is collected for 
all mail entered in that post office throughout the Fiscal Year. 

C. Survey Administration 

1. Sample Selection Methodology 

The method of selecting sampling units (offices) for non-certainty strata for 
publishers’ second-class, third-class and fourth-class permit imprint was random 
initially. These offices, along with automated PERMIT System offices, form a 
panel that reports each Accounting Period. 

2. Data Collection Procedures 

Data collection in the Non-countable Subsystem consists of gathering data 
from mailing statements at offices where the mail is entered. The relevant mailing 
statements are Form 3600 (permit imprint First-Class), Form 3541 (publishers’ 
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second class), Form 3602 (permit imprint third-class regular and non-profit rate), 
and Form 3605 (fourth-class BPM permit imprint). Mailing statement Forms 3600, 
3541, 3602, 3605 are included in Appendix A of this library reference. 

Data are collected from all offices where the bulk mail acceptance function 
has been automated through the PERMIT System, and for selected non-certainty 
strata offices.. Mailing statement data are key-entered into the PERMIT System at 
the automated offices, and in Headquarters’ for non-certainty strata offices. 
Automated office data are extracted from the Bulk Mail Acceptance Unit data base 
and electronically transmitted to the San Mateo ISSC. 

3. Quality Assurance 

All data in the Non-countable Subsystem are subjected to a series of 
mainframe computer edits which examine sample data for completeness and 
consistency. In offices where the Bulk Mail Acceptance function has been 
automated, the PERMIT System performs edit checks on source data as they are 
keyed from mailing statements at the sample offices. In addition, these data 
benefit from the general quality control measures implemented in the Postal 
Service’s statistical programs function as described in the introduction to this 
library reference. 

D. Estimation 

RPW Non-countable Subsystem revenue, pieces and weight estimates are 
constructed from mailing statement data controlled to trial balance revenue in the case of 
First-Class bulk permit imprint (A/C 41416) publishers’ second-class (A/C 41310 and 
A/C 41320) third-class bulk permit imprint (A/C 41411, A/C 41440, A/C 41414, and A/C 
41441) and fourth-class BPM permit imprint (A/C 41412). Library Reference H-45 
provides a guide for the detailed documentation of the Non-countable Subsystem 
estimation procedures. 
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APPENDIX A: MAILING STATEMENT FORMS 

PS FORM 3600-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3600-PC, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3541-R, OCTOBER 1995 

PS FORM 3541-N, OCTOBER 1995 

PS FORM 3602-N, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3602-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3605-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3600-P, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3600-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3541-N, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3541-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3602-N, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3602-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3605-R, JULY 1996 
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United States Postal Ssrvint 
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PAGE 59,1-l-95,21083A SPECIAL POSTAL BULLETIN 

Form 3602-N - Third-Class Nonprofit Rate - Permit Imprint . . 
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SPECIAL POSTAL BUL~N 21663A, l-l-95, PAGE 67 

United States Postal Service _ .~.~. 

Statement of Mailina With Permit fmrxints 
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PAGE 68, l-l-95,21983A SPECIAL POSTAL 6ULL~El7N 

Form 3602-R -Third-Class Regular Rate - Permit Imprint 

Postaae Comuutatlon - Bulk Rates 
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United Stales Postal Service 
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Postage Computation 
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United States Postal Smvice 
Postage Statement - First-Class Mail - Permit Imprint 
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STATISTICAL SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Library Reference H-89 contains Statistical Systems Documentation for the 
Revenue, Pieces and Weight System (RPW). the In-Office Cost System (IOCS), the City 
Carrier System (CCS) and the Rural Carrier System (RCS). Documentation for RPW 
contains separate sections for the Domestic Probability Subsystem and the 
Noncountable Subsystem. 

Quality Assurance in Statistical Systems 

One important aspect of each statistical system is the set of controls which help 
ensure the quality of sample survey data. Each of the Postal Service’s statistical 
information systems has quality assurance features unique to that system. However, 
they all share a common set of administrative controls to ensure the quality and integrity 
of sample data. 

The Statistical Programs function is administered in each Customer Service and 
Sales District (CSSSD) by managers who are responsible for the proper conduct of the 
programs. Policy interpretation is provided by the three Statistical Programs Service 
Centers and managers at Area Operations. Data collectors receive comprehensive 
training on data collection procedures for each statistical system. In addition, workshops 
and televised interactive training sessions are conducted at which Statistical Programs 
managers and data collectors receive training on new systems and changes to existing 
systems. Included in these training sessions are comprehensive instructions and training 
materials which enable these managers to train their own data collection staffs. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC STATISTICAL PROGRAMS 

December 13. 1995 

1. GENERAL 

Every attempt should be made to conduct statistical programs tests as originally scheduled. 
However, in emergency situations when resources are not available to complete tests as 
scheduled, the following rescheduling and canceling guidelines should be used to resolve the 
conflicts. Avoid using the guidelines as a systematic means of managing resources wtiereby 
tests for a specific program are routinely not taken on a particular day or tour. When this occurs, 
resources (i.e.. stafftng. work schedules, MEP design, etc.) should be re-evaluated and changes 
made to the current structure to eliminate the situation. 

The testing techniques section under each application provides alternatives for handling unique 
situations that may be encountered during a test or result in a test not being conducted as 
scheduled. This section is specific for each application and allows for tests to be conducted in 
less than optimum conditions with minimal impact. 

A. If there is an emergency situation and there is no trained data collector to take a lest in a 
specific program, reschedule the test following the rescheduling guidelines for the specific 
program. If routinely there are no trained data collectors to take tests in a specific program, 
then re-evaluate resources to correct the situation. 

B. The order of priority for scheduling resources is: 

. RPW - priority within RPW 
Domestic RPW 
SIRV/O 
SIRV/I (UCAN. CEPT, TDS) 

l COST System - Riorffy within Cost Systems: 
Canier 
TRACS 
IOCS 

l ODIS _ Prior&~ within ODIS: 
Domestic 
International 

C. It is recommended that a list of canceled/delinquenWrescheduled tests and relevant 
information be retained. This information may be requested a1 a later time. 

D. Though the National Monitoring Program and monitoring requirements have been suspended 
(Sept. I, 1992 memorandum), the SPC continues to have the responsibility of assessing the 
performance of DCTs and ad hoc staff in their data collection duties. The use of ‘monitoring 
as a tool along with other elements (i.e. training programs, SPSC. feedback during data entry 
and weekly taxi messages) ensures qualty data collection. 



2. DOMESTIC RPW 

RPW estimates are critical to the rate making process and every attempt should be made to 
conduct RPW tests as or&ina//y scheduled. The guidelines listed below have been developed 
to maximize the number of tests conducted. 

A. Rescheduling 

Analyses of histotical RPW data showed that class volumes by day of the week are 
significantly different. Therefore, rescheduling a lest to a different day of the week may either 
over-estimate or under-estimate some classes of mail. Rescheduling should be done only as 
a last resort and not as a matter of convenience. 

The rescheduling guidelines remain unchanged from the Domestic RPW rescheduling 
guidelines contained in the October6. 1993, memorandum Attachment 1, Section I. A. 
However, it is no longer necessary to enter an authorization code or the SPC name, If an 
RPW test must be rescheduled, use the CODES software to reschedule the test for a date 
before or afler originally scheduled, as long as the following guidelines are observed. 

Tvoe I - Tests oriainallv scheduled for a Sun.. Mon.. or Tues. 

Type 1 tests must be rescheduled to the exact same day of the week as originally 
scheduled. 

Twe 2 - Tests oriainallv scheduled for Wed. throuah Sat. 

Rescheduling Type 2 tests to the same day as originally scheduled is preferred but not 
mandatory. Type 2 tests can be rescheduled to any Type 2 test day, but cannot be 
rescheduled to Sun.. Mon. or Tues. 

The following situations should be avoided: 

1) Rescheduling tests so that it changes Type; 

2) Rescheduling tests in Type 1 to a different day of the week; 

3) Rescheduling a test which was originally scheduled within five (5) days of a holiday 
(either before or afler); and 

4) Rescheduling a test outside the originally scheduled AP. 
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B. Canceling 

These guidelines replace the Domestic RPW canceling guidelines contained in the 
September 1.1992, memorandum attachment, Section I, C. 

Cancellation of tests may be made at local option; however cancellations should be avoided 
whenever possible. The Base Unit software provides for two types of test cancellations: UNIT 
NO LONGER EXISTS and ADMINISTRATIVE. It is important to select the correct option 
because the inflation factors are adjusted differently for each option. Select the correct option 
as outlined below: 

UNIT NO LONGER EXISTS has always been an option to cancel because a MEP unit 
may no longer exist. Record this type of cancellation as a UNIT NO LONGER EXISTS 
cancellation. If the MEP was changed in the MEP DBMS afler the sample selection was 
generated for the postal quarter, you must continue to take the RPW test based on how 
the MEP unit was listed at the time the sample selection was generated. 

ADMINISTRATIVE cancellation of RPW tests is used when a test cannot be taken or 
rescheduled within the above rescheduling guidelines. Record any such cancellation as 
an ADMINISTRATIVE cancellation. 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Location - At local option, RPW tests may be taken upstream to reduce travel costs, 
provided all mail can be captured for sampling. MEPs should be designed to reduce 
travel costs. For example, if all mail for a MEP can be identified at the plant, then define 
the MEP at the plant and take the test at the plant. 

2. Subsampling - The goal of subsampling is to record the maximum number of pieces in 
the available time window. Therefore, select the subsampling method and skip interval 
that will best accomplish this goal. 

3. Tests coveting more than one tour - Do not test a MEP untt if mutti-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered; the test should be rescheduled or 
administratively canceled. Consider redesigning the MEP based on tours. 

4. Tests normally requlrtng two (or more) data wllectors - Testing of MEPs normally 
requiring two or more data wllectots can be done by one data collector if other data 
collectors are not available. Select a larger skip interval from the tables or choose the 
next subsampling method to keep the number of sampled pieces manageable for one 
data wllector to complete the test. Consider redesigning the MEP. 

5. DPS Mail -These guidelines are intended to help you conduct an RPW test in the 
delivery point sequence (DPS) environment and remain unchanged from the June 25, 
1993, CODESlRPW software release. 

To preserve the sequence of mail as you conduct the count, ‘mark’ the place of each 
selected mail piece In the tray (bundle, etc.) by turning the mail piece which follows it up 
on end. If the last mail piece in the tray is selected, you may tind it helpful to mark its 
place wtth a card or other marker. After you finish skip wunting the DPS mail, record the 
selected mail pieces one at a time, returning each one to its place in the tray before 
recording the next one. 



6. Late Arriving Mail - Whenever possible, use the same skip interval used to sample non- 
late arriving mail. In cases where late arriving mail is cased, it may still be possible to 
sample it using the same procedures used to sample non-late arriving mail. Coordinate 
this with delivery/clerk personnel and/or supervisor(s). 

For other late arriving mail, however, it may be necessary to use a larger skip interval in 
order to sample all the mail in the time available to avoid disrupting operations and/or 
delaying delivery. 



3. SlRVlO - flntemational RPW Outbound) 

A. Rescheduling 

Tests can be rescheduled to the same day of the week before or after the original scheduled 
test date. 

B. Canceling 

A test can be canceled if you do not have penonnel to conduct the test and rescheduling is 
not feasible. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Subsampling - Make detailed counts on the tint selected container as usual and then every 
other siYected container thereafter. Continue to weigh all containers in the sample unit. 
(Changes in the MIDAS system will eliminate the need of weighing all containers. However, 
until this change is implemented, continue weighing all containers). 
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4. SiRVll ~International RPW lnboundl 

Because SlRVll (UCAN / CEPT I TDS) tests are required by international agreement, every effort 
should be made to complete them as scheduled. These guidelines replace the guidelines 
contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum attachment, Sections III, IV. and V. 

u 

A. Rescheduling 

1. If mail arrived and test was not done, reschedule test to the same day of the following 
week. 

2. If no mail arrived to test, then record the test as a zem volume 

B. Canceling 

Cancel a UCAN test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends. To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRV/I software 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, If ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opponunlties to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule stopped? Another Test Was Scheduled or Quarter 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule stopped? (date) MM/DD/w 

6. End Test. Confirm and complete, Save results. Exll. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The software allows dispatches to 
be combined into anival gmups. Combine the dispatches and then subsample from the 
anival group resutting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling t-de5 after 
combining shipments. 



A. Rescheduling 

1. If no mail arrives, reschedule test to the next day the facility would receive mail. 

2. If mail was received at the facility but not tested, reschedule test for the same day of the 
week following the test. 

3. Continue rescheduling until another test is scheduled for the same country or the 
calendar quarter ends. Tests can be scheduled before or after the original test date 

E. Canceling 

Cancel a CEPT test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends, To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRV/I software. 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, if ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opportunities to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule stopped? Another Tesf Was Scheduled or Quarter 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule Stopped? (date) MM/DD/?Y 

6. End Test, Contirm and complete, Save results, Extt. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The sobare allows dispatches to 
be combined into arrival groups. Combine the dispatches end then subsample from the 
arrival group resutting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling rules afler 
combining shipments, 



A. Rescheduling 

1. 

2. 

3. 

If no mail arrives, reschedule test to the next day the facility would receive mail. 

If mail was received at the facility but not tested. reschedule test for the same day of the 
week following the test. 

Continue rescheduling until another test is scheduled for the same country or the 
calendar quarter ends. Tests can be scheduled before or afler the original test date. 

B. Canceling 

Cancel a TDS test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends. To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRV/I software. 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, if ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opportunities to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule slopped? Another Test Was Scheduled or Quarter 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule stopped? (date) MMXWY 

6. End Test. Confirm and complete, Save results, Exii. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The software allows dispatches to 
be combined into arrival groups. Combine the dispatches and then subsample from the 
arrival group resulting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling rules afler 
combining shipments. 
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5. CITY CARRIER COST 

A. Rescheduling 

Reschedule City Carrier Cost tests according to current Handbook F-55 guidelines. 

B. Canceling 

City Canter Cost tests should only be canceled afler all attempts have been made to conduct 
the tests. 

C. Testing Techniques 

These guidelines are intended to help you conduct a canier cost test in delivery point 
sequence (DPS) environment. If questioned by a canter whether lo case the DPS mail, refer 
the carrier to the unit supervisorfor local policy. We do not want to deviate from normal 
policies for DPS mail by reworking the mail, rearranging the sequence of the mail, or delaying 
the carrier any more than absolutely necessary. In order to preserve the sequence of DPS 
mail as you conduct the count, ‘mark’ the place of selected mail pieces in the tray. 

Conduct the test in the same manner as normal for manually cased mail. In order to test the 
DPS mail, use one of the following options: 

Option 1 Ask the carrier if he/she will assist you by finding sample mail in the DPS tray as 
you test each stop. This option will help the carrier leave the office sooner and 
you complete the test sooner. 

Option 2 Record any mail found in the manual case first to obtain each address for the 
sampled stops. Then 

1) Escape <Esc> to Test Options Menu. 

2) Select Option #3 ‘Review/Edit Previous Box’. 

3) Go to the first sample stop 

,4) Escape to the Test Options Menu. 

5) Select Option 2 ‘Collect Mail Piece Data’. At this screen you are able to read 
the sample address to the carrier and the canter can riffle through the DPS 
mail without aitering the sequence. Record the mail and return to the canier. 

6) Press the F2 key to advance to the next stop. Repeat for each stop until the 
test is completed. 

Option 3 Complete steps 1 through 4 of Option 2. During step 5, ask the canter to place 
the DPS trays in the order that he/she will deliver the mail. You can then riffle 
through and record the mail without taking it out of sequence if the CNtier does 
not want to look for the sample mail. Repeat for each stop until test iS complete. 
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6. RURAL CARRIER COST 

A. Rescheduling 

Reschedule Rural Carrier Cost tests according to current Handbook F-56 guidelines. 

9. Canceling 

Rural Carrier Cost tests should only be canceled afler all attempts have been made to 
conduct the tests 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Rural Carrier Cost tests may be taken by phone, if feasible, rather than missing the test. 

2. For DPS mail, the City Carder Cost guidelines may be used. 
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9. 

C. 

DPS mail may be encountered when conducting TRACS tests. It is imperative that the 
sequence of the mail is maintained. To preserve the sequence of DPS mail as you conduct a 
TRACS test, use a ‘class of mail’ scratch sheet to tally the number of pieces of mail for each 
class and subclass in the DPS sample tray. Finger through the mail end count each piece of 
mail by class and subclass, then record the tally of pieces on the scratch sheet. DO NOT 
weigh the DPS tray. Enter zem for total weight, this will be calculated later. Use the 
following procedures to wmpute individual weights for the classes of mail in the DPS tray. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Select three pieces of mail for each subdass. mark the place of each selected piece by 
turning the piece which follows on end. Enter the total number of pieces for this class of 
mail into the CODES software. 

Weigh the selected three pieces. Divide the weight by three (3) to calculate an average 
weight per piece. Calculate the total weight for the class or subclass by muttiplying the 
average weight times the total number of pieces. Return the selected three pieces to the 
tray. 

Repeat steps one and two for each class and subclass. 

Rescheduling 

1. AMTRAK - Try not to reschedule. If you must, then the test may be rescheduled for the 
same train in the next week (or subsequent week in the same quarter). Do not sample 
another train. 

2. HIGHWAY, RAIL, AIR 
a. Reschedule test for the same day later in the quarter. 
b. If test cannot be rescheduled to same day later in the quarter, reschedule to a 

different day. 

Canceling 

A TRACS test is canceled if it cannot be rescheduled within the same quarter. Do not 
reschedule across quarters 

Testing Techniques 

Example: The sampled DPS tray contained 160 First-Class letters and 51 Firs&Class 
Presort letters. The three First-Class letters selected weighed 1.5 ounces 
and the three presorted letten weighed 2.2 ounces. 

CALCULATION OF FIRST-Cl ASS 1 ETTFR WFIGliT 

Total weight three First-Class letters I Three = Average weight par piece 
1.5 I 3 = .5 ouncei 

Total pieces x Average weight = Weight in ounces 
160 x .5 = 60 ounces 

Weight in ounces ! 16 = Total pounds 
80 I 16 = 5lbs. 
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CALCULATION OF PRESORT LE7TER WEIGHT 

Total weight three First-Class letters / Three = Average weight per piece 
2.2 I 3 = .73 ounces 

Total pieces x Average weight = Weight in ounces 
51 x .73 = 37.23 ounces 

Weight in ounces I 16 = Total pounds 
37.23 I 16 = 2.326675 Ibs. 

Total pounds = 2 
Total ounces = 5.23 or 5 (.326875x 16) 

4. Total Weight is calculated by adding the pounds and ounces for all classes and the tare 
weight for the hem type. Enter Total Weight before proceeding. 

Cardboard Letter Tray 1 pound 
Cardboard Half Letter Tray a ounces 
Plastic Letter Tray 7 ounces 
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A. Rescheduling 

1. Reschedule readings one week later than the original test date and on the same day as 
originally scheduled. Continue rescheduling to the same day until the reading is 
completed. 

2. Missed readings that occur during the last week of the quarter must be rescheduled within 
that week. Missed readings on Friday at the end of the quarter may not be rescheduled. 

B. Canceling 

Missed readings on Friday at the end of the quarter remain delinquent 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Telephone Test - In general, on-site IOCS readings are preferable to readings taken by 
telephone. Use telephone readings as necessary to take as many scheduled readings as 
possible. 

2. Scheduling Readings - For on-site readiflgs. data collectors must contact the sampled 
employees to be read or their supervisor(s) at the beginning of the data collector’s tour 
and ask about each of the sampled employee’s work schedule for that day. If it is 
determined that the sampled employee is non-scheduled for that day, this information 
may be immediately entered into the portable computer. The data collector need not 
check back before the scheduled reading time. If it can be determined from a supervisor 
or through PSDS the day after a holiday, other than a Sunday, that on the holiday a 
sampled employee was non-scheduled, or was on annual or sick leave, this information 
may be entered into the portable computer without rescheduling the reading. 
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9. DOMESTIC ODIS 

A. Rescheduling 

B. 

Rescheduling a test to a different day of the week increases the risk of either over-estimating 
or under-estimating some classes of mail. Rescheduling should be done only as a last resort 
and not as a matter of convenience. Every attempt should be made to take the ODIS test 
as or/ginally scheduled. 

The rescheduling guidelines remain unchanged from the Domestic ODIS rescheduling 
guidelines contained in the October 6, 1993. memorandum Attachment 1, Section II, If it 
becomes necessary to reschedule an ODIS test, SPCs should try to reschedule ODIS tests to 
the same day of the week within the same accounting period in which the test was originally 
scheduled. If a test cannot be rescheduled in the prefened manner, try to reschedule the test 
so as to avoid a delinquent test. Ensure that the rescheduled test does not result in an 
“empty cell”. An “empty cell” results when no tests are taken in a group or strata of MEPs 
within a sample area or plant (P&DC). 

Canceling 

This guideline replaces the guideline contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum, 
Section X. C. 

For ODIS, a test is canceled on/y ifthe MEP unit no longer exists. If the MEP was changed 
in the MEP DBMS after the sample selection was generated for the postal quarter, you must 
continue to take the ODIS test based on how the MEP unit was listed at the time the sample 
selection was generated. 

C. Delinquent 

This guideline replaces the guideline contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum, 
Section X. C. 

An ODIS test is to remain delinquent if tt cannot be rescheduled within the rescheduling 
guideline above. 

D. Testing Techniques 

1. Location - At local option, ODIS tests may be taken upstream to reduce travel costs. 
provided all mail can be captured for sampling. MEPs should be designed to reduce 
travel wsts. For example, if all mail for a MEP can be identified at the plant, then define 
the MEP at the plant and take the test at the plant. 

2. Subsampling -The goal of subsampling is to record the maximum number of pieces in 
the available time window. Therefore, select the subsampling method and skip interval 
that will best accomplish this goal. 

3. Multiple Identical Pieces - The MIP procedure should not be used when applying 
container subsampling. If a container skip interval has been applied and the data 
collector observes 200 or more identical mail pieces within the selected containers. the 
following technique using the repeat key may be used to record the identical mail pieces: 
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Determine the number of identical mail pieces and divide that number by the mail 
piece skip interval being used within the selected containers (round to the nearest 
piece). Enter that result using the repeat key procedure. Note: if the result is greater 
than 199, then multiple repeat entries may be required. 

Example: Suppose that on an ODIS test on the incoming letter shape mail 
PKKZSSiflQ stream to an office, a container skip of 12 is used with the letter trays and 
a mail piece skip of 14 is used for sampling mail pieces within the selected 
containers. One of the selected trays has 300 identical mail pieces. Divide the 300 
by 14 and round to nearest piece (result Is 21). Enter the mail piece with a repeat 
value of 21. 

3. Tests covering more than one tour - Do not test a MEP unit if multi-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered; the test should be rescheduled or remain 
delinquent. Consider redesigning the MEP based on touts. 

4. Tests nOnTtally requiting two (or more) data collectors - Testing of MEPs normally 
requiring two or more data collectors can be done by one data collector if other data 
COtlectOm are not available. Select a larger skip interval from the tables or choose the 
next SUbSampling method to keep the number of sampled pieces manageable for one 
data collector to complete the test. Consider redeSigtIit’tQ the MEP. 

5. DPS Mail -These guidelines are intended to help you conduct an ODIS test in the 
delivery point sequence @PS) environment. 

To preserve the sequence of mail as you conduct the count. ‘malk’ the place of each 
selected mail piece in the tray (bundle, etc.) by turning the mail piece which follows it up 
on end. If the last mail piece in the tray is selected, you may find lt helpful to mark its 
place with a card or other marker. Afler you finish skip counting the DPS mail, record the 
selected mail pieces one at a time, returning each one to its place in the tray before 
recording the next one. 

6. Late ArtWing Mail 

Mail Piece Skip Subsampling: Whenever possible, use the same skip interval used to 
sample non-late arriving mail. In cases where late arrtving mail is cased, tt may still be 
possible to sample tt using the same procedures used to sample non-late arriving mail. 
Coordinate this with delivery/clerk personnel and/or supervisor(s). For other late aniving 
mail, however, 1 may be necessary to use a larger skip Interval in order to sample all of tt 
in the time available to avoid dismpting operations and or delaying delivery. 

Mail Container Skip Subsampling: Refer to Section 11 of this document on 
RPW/ODIS Container Subsampling - Adjustments to Basic Procedures. 

7. Tests requiting excessive travel - Testing may be wnduded over the telephone if 
resources do not permit on-she testing, provided qualified personnel are available at the 
tested MEP unit to assist in completing the test, For a telephone test, select a larger skip 
interval from the tables to keep the maximum recording time to 30 minutes 
(approximately). Consider redesigning the MEP upstream or by Single-Shape. 
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10. INTERNATIONAL ODIS 

A. Rescheduling 

Do not reschedule an International ODIS test if you do not have adequate resources; the test 
is to remain delinquent. 

6. Canceling 

An International ODIS test is canceled only if the unit no longer exists 

C. Testing Techniques 

I. Teds covering more than one tour - Do not test a delivery unl if multi-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered. The test remains delinquent. 

2. Tests normally requiting two (or more) data collectors - Testing of delivery units normally 
requiring two or more data collectors can be done by one data collector if other data 
collecton are not available. Select a larger skip interval fmm the tables to keep the 
number of sampled pieces manageable for one data collector to complete the test. 
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II. RPWIODIS CONTAINER SUBSAMPLING 

A. Introduction 

Container subsampling is one Of several methods of sampling and does not replace the 
sampling methods as described in Methods Handbook M-60 or Methods Handbook F-35. Our 
goal in selecting a subsampling procedure is to select and record the maximum number of 
mail pieces in a given time window. Refer to Chapter IV of the MEP Guidelines for a 
discussion of subsampling methods, their benefits and concerns. These guidelines may be 
used for both RPW and ODIS sampling. These guidelines replace the PHS Guidelines and 
PHS Container Subsampling Table. 

The MIP procedure should not be used when applying container subsampling. 

B. Definitions 

Large Container: Any type of container holding other smaller containers (i.e., primary 
containers). 

Primary Container: A container in direct wntact with mail pieces. These containers are 
letter trays. flat tubs, mail Sacks, hampers. all purpose wntainers (APCs). over the road 
Containers pOstWnS, etc. or any other structure holding loose mail pieces, There should be 
no smaller containers within the primary wntaine(. 

Container Type: A unique container shape such as a tray, tub, sack, APC, etc. 

C. Basic Procedum 

The basic procedure assumes that a container skip procedure is necessary to complete the 
test in the time available. The pmcedure also assumes that all mail packaged in containers 
for the MEP has arrived or the expected number range of containers to arrive through all 
dispatches is known. In the basic procedure, data collectors select a subset of containers 
from the total number of containers available when testing the Mail Exit Point (MEP). From 
the selected containers, a subset of mail pieces are selected and recorded wtth the RPW and 
ODIS CODES data entry software. The target for container subsampling is to select and 
record between ZOO-300 mail pieces per test. However, the RPW and ODIS Container 
Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes is designed to select and record ZOO-300 mail pieces 
per wntainer group. Therefore, adjustments to the basic procedure are provided. The basic 
procedure steps include: 

a Separate All Containers: Separate the mail so that all primary containers are 
removed from large containers. This should result in having only primary 
containers directly holding loose mail pieces (i.e., letters. parcels, flats, etc.). 
Note: If the time whdow is too small. see Adhfmenfs to the Basic Procedure. 

w Separate Priority Mail: Separate Priority Mail containers and/or Priority Mail 
pieces for testing as an independent gmup. Atthough there may be a sufficient 
quantity of containers of Priority Mail for container subsampling. mail piece 
subsampling of Ptiortty Mail Is preferred. If time does not permit using mail piece 
subsampling on the Priority Mail group and there are a sufftctent number of 
wntainen for container subsampling, then apply container subsampling to the 
Priority Mail container group. If time does not permit Using mail piece 
subsampling on the Priority Mail gmup and there are an insufficient number of 
wntainers in the Priority Mail container gmup for wntalner subsampling. then do 
not separate Priority Mail as a separate container gmup. 
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g@& Group Container Types: Group the same container types together. For 
example, group letter trays together, flat tubs together, etc. 

m Determine Whether Container Subsampling will be Used: Afler grouping 
wntainer types together, determine if wntainer subsampling is allowable for 
each group of containers. For each group of containers. using the RPW and 
ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes, determine the 
appropriate wntainer range down the lefl side of the table based on total number 
of wntainers for each gmup. If the number of containers within a group does not 
meet the table’s minimum requirements, refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate 
to determine the appmpriate subsampling method for that gmup. If the number 
of containers meets the minimum requirement for one or more groups, go to 
Step 5. 

sJ+& Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Using the RPW and ODIS 
Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes, find the ‘Container Range’ and 
“Average Mail Pieces per Container’ range that best represent the mail to be 
tested. Next find the respective wntainer and mail piece skip intervals from the 
intersection of the row and column. Note: If the test includes muMpIe container 
type groups, aaust container and mail piece skip interval as discussed in 
Adiustments to Basic Procedure. 

m Determine the Random Starts Enter the container skip and mail piece skip in 
the CODES data entry sofhvare which will generate the container random start 
and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Apply the appropriate container 
and mail piece skips to the container type group. Enter the data into the CODES 
data entry software, End session and save when finished sampling the group. 

m Go to the Next Group: Move on to the next group and repeat Steps 5 thmugh 7 
until all container type gmups have been sampled. 



D. Adjustments to Basic Procedure 

Adjustments to the basic procedure may be needed to maintain the target of ZOO-300 pieces 
recorded per test. Reasons such as dealing with more than one wntainer type group, 
unexpected volume changes, or shortened time windows may require using one or a 
combination of the following adjustment options to the basic procedure. The first three 
adjustment options assume that Steps 1 through 3 of the basic procedure can be completed. 
That is, the primary containers will be grouped by wntainer type. The final adjustment option 
is used when there is insufficient time to separate primary wntainerS from large containers. 
After determining the container skip and mail piece skip interval as described in Step 5 
in the basic procedure, the adjustments recommended are in order of preference. 

1 Option 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 4 

Select the wntainer skip and mail piece skip intervals immediately to the right of 
the intenedion of the wntainer range and average mail pieces per wntainer on 
the RPW and ODlS,Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes (Le.. 
same row, next column to the fight). If afler using Step 5 of the basic procedure, 
you are already at the right most wlumn (i.e.. highest average mail pieces per 
wntainer range), select the wntainer skip and mail piece skip intervals 
immediately below (i.e. same column, next row down). Note: This adjustment 
option may on/y be used prior to the a&a/ selection of containers, p-ior to Step 7 
of Me basic procedure. Once the containers are selected, ifan adjustment is 
necessary, use adjustment option 2 of increasing the mail piece skip interval, 
keeping the container skip the same. 

Change the mail piece skip interval, keeping the wntainer skip the same. The 
mail piece skip interval should be adjusted so that the maximum number of mail 
pieces can be recorded in the given situation. Note: This a#&ment option is 
nof always workable with the CODES RPWdata entry somUare, that is, you may 
not be able to keep me wntainer skip fhe same. In this case, you may need to 
use adjustment opfion 3. 

Change the intenedion of the container range and the average mail pieces per 
container range to a new intersection that pmvides a container skip and mail 
piece skip that is appmprtate for maximizing the number of mail pieces recorded 
in the given situation. Note: This adjusfment option may only be used prior to 
the actual selection of containers. prior to Step 7 of the basic procedure. Once 
the containers are selected, ifan aaustment is necessary, use aa&ment 
option 2 of increasing the mail piece skip interval, keeping the container skip the 
same. 

This adjustment applies when both separating primary WntainerS from large 
containers and gmuplng wntainer types are not possible in the available time 
window. In this option, large wntainers are sampled as a first step, and no 
wntainer grouping Is required. Complete Steps 5 thmugh 7 of the basic 
procedure. 

E. Exception: RPW Testing of Accountable Mail 

When testing accountable mail for RPW tests, wntainer subsamolina mav be used onlv fey 
non-wmminoled Business Reolv Mail IBRtyQ. Sub-sampling other accountable mail such as 
postage due, return receipts and commingled BRM Is allowable using the lowest piece skip 
interval possible only to maintain the target of ZOO-300 pieces recorded per RPW test. 
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F. RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Examples 

Example 1: A MEP is defined to be the incoming mail processing stream that is letter shape for 
an associate office. The mail arrives in large containers holding letter trays. The expected 
number of large containers is 3 and the average number of letter trays within a large wntainer is 
30. The expected number of mail pieces per letter tray is approximately 500. 

Separate All Containers: The primary wntainer is the letter tray. If necessary, the 
latter trays should be removed from large wntainers so that a subset of containers 
can be selected for sampling. 

Separate Priority Mail: Since Priority Mail is rare in this processing stream and will 
probably be commingled if present, there should be no attempt to find and separate 
Priority Mail pieces. 

Group Container Types: Since all mail for this MEP arrives in letter tray containers, 
there is only one wntainer type group. 

Determine Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used since the number of primary containers is greater than 3. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: The expected number of letter 
trays for the test is 90 (3 X 30). In the event that the number of large containers or 
the number of letter trays per large wntainer were not easily known, simply choose 
the container range in the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All 
Mail Shapes thal best represents the number of primary containers expected. 

The expected number of mail pieces per letter tray is 500. In the evenf that the 
number of mail pieces per primary container is not easi/y known, simply choose an 
average mail pieces per container range in the RFW and 0Dl.S Container 
Subsampling Tab/e fix All Mail Shapes fhat best represents the number of mail 
pieces found per pfimary container. Adjustments can be made onc8 fhe subsampling 
is in pqyess. 

Using the RPW and ODIS Container Subeampling Table for All Mail Shapes, first, 
find the container range that includes 90 (container range rmv 76125). Second, find 
the average mail pieces per container range that includes 500 (average mail pieces 
per container range column 301-500). Next, flnd the intersaction of the container 
range and average mail pieces per wntainer range (row and column) to rind the 
appropriate container skip and mail piece skip intervals. The intersection resutts in a 
wntainer skip of 12 and a mail piece skip of 14. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software, enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The software will generate the wntainer 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting letter tray container 
as determined by the container random start. and select every 12th letter tray 
container thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected 
letter tray containers, select the starting mail piece as determined by the random 
start, and select every 14th mail piece thereaRer as determined by the mail piece 
skip interval. Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 
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Example 2: A MEP is defined which receives letter mail in letter trays and flats in flat tubs. The 
expected number of letter trays is between 40-50 and the number of mail pieces within any tray is 
generally over 500 pieces but less than 600 pieces. The expected number of flat tubs is between 
7-10 and the number of mail pieces within any tub is generally over 100 pieces but less than 125 
pieces. Since the MEP will involve mu/tip/e container iypa groups (i.e., lefter trays and flat tubs), 
an adjustment fo the basic procedure is waranted to keep the target of sampled mail pieces to 
200-300 for the entire test 

Separate All Containers: The primary containers are the letter trays and the flat 
tubs. If necessary, the letter trays and flat tubs should be removed from large 
containers so that a subset of each type of container can be selected for sampling. 

Separate Priority Mail: Priority Mail is rare in among letter tray mail and will 
probably be commingled if present, therefore make no attempt to find and separate 
Priority Mail pieces from the letter trays, Separate Priority Mail flats if there is time 
and are easy to identify in the flat tubs, 

Group Container Types: Separate the primaty containers into two container type 
groups. One group woJd be composed of letter trays and the other group would be 
composed of flat tubs. 

Detennlne Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used for both container type gmups since the number of primary 
containers in each wntainer type group is greater than 3. Any Priority Mail that was 
identified and separated for container subsampling does not meet the minimum 
requirements for container subsampling. Refer to the M-SO or F-35 as appropriate to 
determine the appmpriate subsampling method for the Priority Mail pieces. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Starting with fha fafter tray 
container group. find the appropriate wntainer range and average mail pieces per 
container range using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All 
Mail Shapes. The appropriate container range is 36-75 (for expected letter trays of 
40-50) and average mail pieces per container range is 501-800 (for expected average 
pieces per container of 501600). The intersection (row and column) results in a 
container skip of 10 and a mail piece skip of 18. 

Because there are multiple wntalner type gmups for this test, the container skip and 
mail piece skip must be adjusted to assure that the number of sampled pieces for the 
entire test is in the 200-300 range. If the adjustment were not made, we would 
sample 200-300 mail pieces for each container type group. 

From the intersection (Tow and column) that results in a container skip and mail piece 
skip of 10 and 18 respectively for the letter tray wntainer gmup. select the container 
skip and mail piece skip immediately to the right (i.e., same mw next column to the 
right). The resulting skip intervals Bra 10 for the wntainers and 27 for the mail 
pieces. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software. enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The sotiare will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 
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w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting letter tray container 
as determined by the container random start, and select every 10th letter tray 
container thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected 
letter tray containers select the starling mail piece as determined by the random 
start, and select every 27th mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece 
skip interval. Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

g@@ Repeat Steps 5 - 7 for the flat tub container group 

w Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: For fhe flaf tub container group. 
find the appropriate wntainer range and average mail pieces per wntainer range 
using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes. The 
appropriate wntainer range is 6-10 (for expected flat tubs of 7-10) and average mail 
pieces per container range is 101-150 (for expected average pieces per wntainer of 
101-125). The intersection (Tow and wlumn) results in a container skip of 2 and a 
mail piece skip of 3. 

Since this is a second container type gmup for this test, adjust the skip intervals by 
selecting the container skip and mail piece skip immediately to the right (i.e., same 
row, next column to the right) in the table. This results in a wntainer skip of 3 for the 
flat tubs and a mail piece skip of 2 for the mail pieces contained in the flat tubs. 

w Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software. enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The sofhvare will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Seled the starting flat tub container as 
determined by the wntainer random start, and select every 3rd flat tub container 
theraafler as determined by the container skip interval. Fmm the seleded flat tub 
containers, seled the starting mail piece as determined by the random start, and 
select every 2nd mail piece thereafler as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

m Refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate to determine the appropriate subsampling 
method for the Priority Mail pieces. Record the seleded mail pieces. End session 
and save. 

Guidclima for SpecW2 StatW4 Prcgfanm 
12113Q5 
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Example 3: A MEP is defined as a PHS unit for an associate ofrice. Seven wntainers are 
available for testing. There are three OTRs and four APCs. The OTRs contain only loose parcel 
and IPP shaped mail pieces. The OTRs each are expected to wntain about 200 mail pieces. 
The APCs contain mail sacks. There are 28 mail sacks total, of which 2 are Priority Mail sacks. 
Each sack contains between 5 to 8 mail pieces. 

Separate All Containers: Separate the sacks from the APCs. The primary 
containers are the OTRs and the mail sacks. 

Separate Priority Mail: Separate the two Priority Mail sacks to form their own group 
for testing. 

Group Container Types: Separate the non-Priority Mail primary wntainers into two 
container type groups. One group would be composed of OTRs and the other group 
would be composed of sacks. 

Determine Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used for both container type groups, the OTRs and the non- 
Priority Mail sacks, since the number of primary wntainers is greater than or equal to 
3 for each container type group. The Priority Mail sacks do not meet the minimum 
requirements for container subsampling. so refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate 
to determine the appropriate subsampling method for the Priority Mail pieces. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Stwting Wh Me 07R container 
gfoup, find the appropriate container range and average mail pieces per wntainer 
range using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail 
Shapes. The appmpriate container range is 3-5 (for expected OTRs of 3) and 
average mail pieces per container range is 151-300 (for expected average pieces per 
container of about 200). The intersection (row and column) results in a wntainer skip 
of 2 and a mail piece skip of 3. 

Because there are muttiple wntainer type groups for this test, the wntainer skip and 
mail piece skip must be adjusted to assure that the number of sampled pieces for the 
entire test is in the 200-300 range. If the adjustment were not made, we would 
sample 200300 mail pieces for each wntainer type group. 

Adjust the skip intervals by seleding the wntainer skip and mail piece skip 
immediately to the tight (i.e., same mw. next wlumn to the right) in the table. This 
resuns in a container skip of 2 for the OTRs and a mail piece skip of 4 for the parcel 
and IPP shaped mail pieces. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software. enter the 
wntainer skip and the mail piece skip. The sopware will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Seled the starting OTR container as 
determined by the container random start, and seled the 2nd OTR container 
thereafler as determined by the wntainer skip intelval. Fmm the seleded OTR 
containers, seled the starting mail piece as determined by the random start, and 
select every 4th mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the seleded mail pieces. End session and save. 

Repeat Steps 5-7 for the sack container gmup. 
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a Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: For the sack container group. find 
the appropriate container range and average mail pieces per container range using 
the RPW and ODE Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes. The 
appropriate container range is 26-35 (for expected non-Priority Mail sacks of 26) and 
average mail pieces per container range is 5-10 (for expected average pieces per 
container of 5-6). The intersection (row and column) results in a container skip of 2 
and a mail piece skip of I. 

Sinus this is a sewnd container type group for this test, adjust the skip intervals by 
selecting the container skip and mail piece skip immediately to the tight (i.e., same 
row, next wlumn to the right) in the table. This results in a container skip of 2 for the 
sacks and a mail piece skip of 2 for the parcel and IPP shaped mail pieces. 

m Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software, enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The software will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting mail sack container 
as determined by the container random start, and select the 2nd mail sack container 
thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected mail sack 
containers, select the starting mail pieces as determined by the random start, and 
select every 2nd mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

m Refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate to detenine the appropriate subsampling 
method for the Priority Mail pieces. Record the selected mail pieces. End session 
and save. 
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RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

This document provides guidelines for establishing Mail Exit Points (MEPS), which are the sampling 
units for the POStal Service’s probability-based sampling svstems: the Origin-Destination Information 
5VStem ICDlSj and the Revenue. Pieces and Weight System #?PW). To allow these programs to bener 
adapt t0 both technological developments and to changes in mail processing and delivery procedures, 
flexibilitv has been built into the way specific MEPs may be defined. A MEP is defined generallv as a 
physical Place in the mail Processing stream between rho destination mail processing plant and the final 
delivery Unit where mail Pieces can be isolated, counted and recorded. 

When defining a MEP. therefore, statistical programs staff need to insure that: 

la) 
(bl 

w 

ldl 

the ‘golden rules- are followed: 
the MEP is located at or near the final delivery unit, but no farther “upstream” than the 
destination mail processing facility; 
the MEP is sized appropriately (i.e.. a targeted MINIMUM average dailv volume of 
approximately 500 pieces); and, 
appropriate stratification information can be provided - e.g. on-site test time, and 
approximate volumes by shape and category of mail. 

The benefits of MEPflexibiliw include the potential to improve precision in the estimates, better control 
over errors or biases, and better management of data collection costs. Costs can be bener managed 
by allowing more local control over the definition of sampling units IMEPsl. Also, knowledge of the 
cost factors associated with each MEP (i.e. approximate travel and test times) allows Headguaners 
to take these costs into account during the sample selection process. Since MEPs can be defined in 
terms of shapes and mail processing streams, and because mail categories are highly correlated with 
shape and mail stream, sampling may more easily be targeted at specific categories of mail. This can 
lead to both (a) improved precision of the estimates of mail volumes, revenues, weights, transir times 
and other mail characteristics: and, fb) improvements in the overall efficiency of our sampling. Finally, 
because of the flexibility to change MEP definitions to coincide with changes in the way mail is 
processed, the MEP design helps ensure that the MEPs collectively cover the entire universe of mail 
in the Postal Service system. 

This document includes five chaptors. Chapter II provides an overview of the MEP frame structure. 
along with definitions and criteria for MEP units. Also included is a discussion of the volume and size 
requirements for various types of MEP units. Chapter on designing MEPs includes the Golden Rules 
and other “criteria’ to be considered when establishing MEPs. Chapter IV provides an overview of 
subsampling methods, and the benefits and concerns related to subsampling. The various subsampling 
methods should be considered when designing MEPs. Chapter V is a Glossaw of definitions related 
to MEPs. It inoludaa entriaa which will be familiar to statistical programs staff. PI welt as some 
statistical temu. 

To get the m&mum ban& from defining and establishing MEPs. the Statistical Programs Coordinator 
should carefully rev@w these guidelines in addition to the MEPTransition Aid and other documentation. 

MJI Exit Point Guide&we I-1 
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II - MAIL EXIT POINT (MEPI FRAME STRUCTURE 

I 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This section defines a sampling frame and a Mail Exit Point (MEP), and describes various 
essential characteristics of effective MEPs. Tvpes of MEPs and their benefits to the postal 
Service’s probability-based sampling systems for providing volumes, revenues, weights. transn 
times and other mail characteristics are also presented. 

e. OEFINITION OF A SAMPLING FRAME 

A sampling frame is a list of sampling units that represent a partitioning of the population of 
interest.. The population of interest for the system(s) providing management information about 
mail vOIur%% revenues. weights. transit times and other mail characteristics is all the mail that 
the Postal Service takes in and delivers in a given time period (e.g.. a given postal ouaner). 
The population of interest can be panitioned lor divided up) in many different ways to allow 
for sampling to obtain statistical estimates. One method of partitioning the population emplovs 
the use of Mail Exit Points IMEPs) that are defined and established in the field by statistical 
programs personnel. The number of sampling units in the frame is the number of MEPs in the 
MEP database multiplied by the number of delivery days in a given time period. Therefore, the 
sampling unit is a MEP-day (e.g., city carrier route Y9509 - January 4thl. 

C. DEFINITION OF MEP 

The term Mail Exit Point IMEP) is defined as a physical place in the mail processing stream 
between and including the destination mail processing plant and the final delivery unit where 
mail pieces can be isolated, counted and information about them can be recorded. 

D. BENEFITS OF MEP-EASED FRAME STRUCTURE 

1. Improve Precision in Estimates 

The systems -providing management information about mail volumes, revenues, 
weights, transit times and other mail characteristics must be able to meet the 
requirements of the customer. These requirements include producing the information 
with the precision the customer needs. Since this information is needed by category 
of mail, testing mail in a mail processing stream that is composed of predominantly one 
shape of mail can improve sampling efficiency by allowing samples to be targeted at 
apacihc shapes which are correlated with specific mail categories. 

Having comporito stratification information or descriptive characteristics 1e.g. letter. 
flat, IPP, parcel, Priority volumesl for each MEP also makes it possible to improve 
sampling efficiancy. 

2. Controlling Bias 

The flexibility in defining MEPs promotes a higher likelihood that the system’s frame 
represents the population of interest. The designs of specific MEPs can be changed 
to reflect changes in the way mail is processed. 

Md Exit Point Guidelines II-1 
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3. Managmg Costs 

E. CHARACTERISTICS OF MEPS 

MEPt should be designed to increase the value of the information obtained from a test 
while decreasing the Costs associated with a rest. The value of the information 
obtained can be increased by capturing as much mail as possible from units defined 
around single mail categories or shapes to enhance the precision of the estimates. 

MEPs should be designed so that, generally, only one person per data collection tour 
is needed to conduct a test. Different subsampling techniques can be employed to 
accomplish this. 

The inclusion of facility travel times and on-site test time for each MEP allows the SPC 
to identify MEPs which are expensive to test, such as MEPs which are far from offices 
where data collection personnel are located. If these expensive units are so identified, 
they can be sampled less frequently. However, expensive units must still be included 
in the MEP Data Base Management System IDEMS) and tested occasionally. 

There are three essential characteristics MEPs must have to function effectively as sampling 
units. First. MEPs must adhere to four critical rules called ‘Golden Rules’; second, maii 
associated with any MEP must be at or near its final destination, where ?tear- means no 
further upstream from the final delivery unit than the dastinrtion mail processing facility: and, 
third, a MEP should have an expected average daily volume of 500 pieces or greater, except 
for some special purpose MEPs. 

1. The Golden Rules 

To operate effectively, each MEP must have essential properties called Golden Rules. 
These rules are: 

a. Evew piece of mail must be associated with one nnd on& ona 
MEP. 

Estimates will be biased if mail pieces have any way of bypassing all MEPs. 
For example, when defining MEPs along shape for the box section, if the MEP 
for the box section flat-rhaped maif ir not associated with any MEP and 
therefore is not in the MEP database this flat-shaped mail has no chant-d 
being tested, and a downward bias in the volume estimates would be crea.,d. 

Estimatme will also be biased if any pieces of mail have the opportunity to be 
counted in more than one MEP. For example, if a MEP is defined as all parcels 
in the parcel mail stresm to s station, other MEPs defined for this station, such 
aa carrier routes, firms and the box se&on. must not include this parcel mail. 

b. The nuil for each MEP should be able to be isolated for testing. 

Mail must be capable of being readily located for a MEP. and in sufficient time 
to ensure mat the mail can be sampled without unduly delaying its delivenl. 
For example, a MEP thmt combines all mail for several carrier routes may be a 
problem. ~WXUSO it could be difficuk to sweep for mail in all the physical 
locations in the facility (i.e.. find the letters, flats, parcels, IPPs, postage due 
and accountable mail) in tha time window available for testing. 

II-2 M&l Exit Poht Guidelinee 
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C. A M@ should be ~Chrrvelv sfabk rhrough t,mc 

i) Bids and Deaths Whenever possible. the ‘bIRhs’ and ‘deatns- of 
MEPs should OCCUr less freauentlv than sample selectron OCcu,S, ~~~ 
this reason. It would not be a good idea to define MEP~ I,, terms of bins 
on machlnes. 

ii) Stratification InformatIon . the stratification lnformatron ~olle~t,,d for 
each MEP lvolume bv ShaPe. Prloritv and accountable volume. and on. 
Site test rime) should remann relatively stable through tlma to help 
ensure effective stratification. Units which will freguent!y Contajn zero 
volume am not go00 MEP candidates. Larger umts. particularly those 
over me nwered minmm of 500 pieces per day. usually have less 
dav-to-drv volume fluctuation. 

d. The cOStdf~Ct~ven8ss of testing should bc mamimiz& for each MEP, 

i) TO the enrnr possiblr. MEPs should bs defined in such a way that only 
onr data COII~K~~ is r@Ouired to conduct s test per tour. 

iii There muSt k m adwuatr time window to conduct a mst with the 
available resources. 

iii) The size of thJ MEP should k sppropriate to ensure l ffectlve 
utilization of dsta collectors, snd Iargs enough to ensure reJsonably 
stJblo mail volumes. 

iv1 MEPs should bo dsfined in wJys rvhich nducr travel costs associatti 
with conducting tests. 

2. MEPs at ot Naar the final Dotinrtion 

In me MEP-brood ff~m~ design, tesl mril mun k’c~ptured st or neJr the destmatlon 
point ramJr mm thy origirwtioo point Imall entry point1 of ths mril procrssmg stream. 
TminO at or ,?ear mt dostinrtion Pomt supports bu COILWSIO reuulremont for 
estimating mJ11 pwa u~nsit tima b~twnn pf~nts. MEPs rruy be defiwd so that mall 
istJStedJtbw1MdolivUvunhWupmum ss faf u the dsninetion mall procers8ng 
pknt 1J.g.. Gonus4 M~ii Faeiiii - GMR. as long IS ir is highlv likelv thJt the mall 41 
bJJvJilJbkfordolivwyonmJdJmofdwI.Jt. 

Tenting upmum creamy m obvious limiufiorl fW transit time JnJlWs. Howover. 
tcuych his in&~W that the rnw we of ansit dme information is to diagnose 
plurptoplun problems. T’hewforr. although wmsit times will not slwavs reflect the 
m * mu;l p*ar ro wnw n ma final poed fadii boforo dJlivetv to me customef. 
dyIwiymaJtmJrwifmMtJofcHLd~ fur diagnosmg plsnt.to-plant 
s and mail pmcrsJin@ Probbw. 

A- c- with defining a MEP up$treJ~T~ is UW pot~MJl for violating the fWSt 
of me four GO&IT Rules - mar wety mea of mail be l uocisred with one and only 
one MEP. Pof Jx~mpk. defining J MEP upmum for mrl mat is furdur OrOCeSaed IntO 
many pot- MEPs downawam would inWOdutr J risk Of doubh COuntW 
HOWV~,. c-in wpes of mad (e.g., automatedlOCS IetW-rhawd mail. l nd PuC*I- 
,hJm mail) s-dmr$ have uniaw IT& sums. lf tfWJ iS a suitable tlm0 *‘noOw. 
these apes of mail couid k dfeaivolv rrmd uem~m from a ddiwrv ml at a 
processmg fsciiii without J slgmficmt nsk of double counting. 
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Bv orovldiw the flexlbW for uwrcam trstmg. data COII~CT,O~ travel cosIs may ba 

reduced. FlexiblliN also implies tha: MEPs can be defined diffsrent,V from onc 
CuStOmrr Service and Sales D~strlct lCSSDl to another, and even between fac,,,tlCs 
within the same CSSD. 

3. Recommrndrd MEP Mimmum Volume 

MEPs should be defined with a targeted mintmum avrngc dally volume of 
aooroxlmately 500 p~~cas. except for accountable mail MEPs. PHS-MEPs. orlgmarmg 
RPW MEPs. special delivery MEPs and APO/FPO MEPs. Another exceot~on to the 500 
Olece mmcmum occurs in situations where a golden rule could be wolatsd. For 
examolr. if a oossible MEP satisfies all of the golden rules. but has an avcngc dally 
volume of slightly less than 500. Including it as a MEP is preferable to redcfinmg the 
MEP to incrsasc volume, but m such a way that a golden rula is wolarcd in the process 

A minimum average daily volume of 500 oioces is designed to preclude a orollferatlon 
of small MEPs. TOO many small ME& rrducos tha rffictoncy of stratlficatton. mcraascs 
MEP unit maintmanc.r. and creates a lot of two volume tests. MEPs wth avcragc 
volumes of tower than 500 oiecos ow dav should k created only when the mall 
cannot bd tested any ottwr way. For rxamglr. this could occur when the malow of 
mail for an assoeiatr officr could be oncomgasaod within large volume MEPs. which 
are drfinod along mail proearring struma. and which could ba costed upsuram at tha 
plant. To do ttGa. howrvrr, could rewire ttw cnation of a small Volunw MEP 
consisting of tha mail for tha asswam offiu which bypaaaaa the plant 1e.g. bvpass 
and turnaround maill. 

F. TYPES OF MLPS 

1. Dalivw Unit(s) as MEP(al 

The definiliOn of a MEP ia flrxibk rnough thn any of dw following could ba defined 
uaMER 

- a dalivw unlf kg. a ciw cmlw roar) 
- mom man w dollww unit h.O. fiw cfrv curlu muN8) - 
- a mbinbm of pwp of mom than w Winy wtil 1r.g. all Imtot mall for five 

2. On Q Mom Jh#Band Mail Rocolalng suuma 

Mad pmcadg amama am gonwal)r band 047 ma4 ahaou ad thr rnont of 
8tmmdal mdia mahanisalim. Son-u ungor*r of mail am found an law 
quamhh in anain incoming mail paxsaing sveams. For rxam~. Romv Mad and 
& posl ata gwwallv soned to gosul faciliia Lo.. stationa, branchor. assoaaw 
oftkoa) rypicallv in tha same mail pocrsaing stream. which is COmgoaad orodom~nantlv 
of garcd and flat ahabwd mail. 

&c~uaa of the cormlation bowwn mail canopy and alum. tha precision Of statwca1 
ostimatos from the ODIS and RPW systems can ba iwovrd it MEPI am defined along 
one or mom shape-band mad procrsamg suma. In rddi(ion. dau CO~IOC~IO~ ma* Da 
aastw and mom dicmnr if a teat rew~as locating and counting mail wIthIn OnlV ona 
suram. comprred with ma r#cal delivoy umt (ha1 nquins thal thr IOTtlf. fiat. OarC*I 
and accountablr mall snrams all ba ~sweot’ for a Sing* mat. 

II4 
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3. MEPs Defined for Less Than 24 noura 

A MEP can bt defined to represent a portion of a 24.hour day, such as a tOUr, 5uch 
MEPS must bt designed so that parts of the 24-hour day at the Pan,Cular phySIcal 
location in fht mail processing stream are listed in the MEP DBMS. As long as each 
tour or Pan of a dav has a chance fo be sampled. and the Golden RUINS have not been 
violated. there will be no bias. To create such MEPs. mail volume and other 
stratification information must be obtamablt separately for each tour or pan of the day 
which is defined as a MEP. Also, i( is important that mail volume be stable over t,mt 
for rhe Particular IOUr Or Dan of rhe 24.hour day for which the MEP is defined. 
Otherwise. the creation of such MEPs will not promote sampling efficiency. 

SOmt dtlivtrV Units, such as large volume firms and box sections, for whxh mail can 
exit the Postal Service around the clock, can be defined for a tour or an increment of 
lime less than 24 hours. For example, if mail is distributed to a Firm around rhe clock. 
the SPC might determine that isoladng and testing all the mail can occur during three 
time windows: 1:OO a.m. f6 9:00 a.m.; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and 5:00 p.m. to 1:OO 
a.m. Three MEPs could be defined. one for each of these time windows. I( should be 
emphasized that these time windows need not necessarily coincide with fours. Mail 
volumes and other characteristics recorded on the frame would have fo be determined 
separately for each time window to ensure that each unit can be properly stratified. 
Mail volumes should not vary drastically within tour for time window as in this case) 
depending on the schedule of mail processing. When a MEP is selected for testing, its 
descriptor should define tht time window for which mail is cesttd. Although this 
approach may eliminate the need for multiple DCTs or covtragt of multiple tours on 
a singlt’ttst, a test may still occur during any ont of the time windows defined for the 
MEPS, and DCT scheduling must accommodate this possibility. 

4. Accountable Mail MEPs 

Accoumablt mail MEPs art defined as mail passing through tht Postage Due Unit or 
accountable section. This includes postage due mail, business rtolv mail. or other 
,sptcial service mail such as merchandise returns, ctriifitd mail and registered mail. 
Accountable mail MEPs may include all such mail for the office, or some subset 
depending on local conditions. Large busintsa reply firms art ideal candidates for 
accountable mail MEPs which rtprestnt subsets of lotal office accountables. Where 
possible, it is rtcommtndtd that a single accountable mail MEP be defined for the 
entire office, when the accountable and/or business raplv mail it tstimatad to be 100 
pieces or more a day. as long as the goldtn rules art nor violattd. Tht benefits of 
defining accountable mail MEPs include: (11 crtating large concentrations Of the 
accountablt mail cattgorits which occur relatively infrtqutntly in the mail stream. thus 
allowing thorn to bt targeted for mort efficient sampling; 12) removing this mail from 
t&ng in othtr units where time windows for testing art a problem; and, I31 improving 
tha auncy of RPW accountable mail estimates bv removing this mail from RPW 
totting in other units located outside the postage due or accounnble section where 
cbwmfiution of the proptr rate categories is difficult. 

5. Mandatory MEP Typts (Originating RPW, APOIFPO. and Sptcial Dtlivtryl 

Combined originating RPW MEPs must be tstablishtd for all facilities with window 
retail units. These MEPs art defined to include all insurtd, registered and COD mail 
pieces originating from the window retail unit. 

APD/FPD and sptcial delivery MEPs art rtquirtd for several reasons. on4 Of which is 
fht nttd to ttltct these units for testing on a 7 day per wttk basis, instead of the 
normal 6 days ptr week for other MEPs. Whenever postible. APO/W0 units should 

M&l Exit Point Guidtliita II-5 
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bo combined 10 meor the minimum 500 owcee per day target for a MEP, and (ha nelo 
ensure stable drv-ro-dav MEP mad volumes. 

Whenever possible, larger spac~al delivew MEPs are prefmed. Howevrr. the way That 
eg&el delivery is processed and delivered varies acrose officer. Therefore. 10 follow 
me golden ,-uIee may require rhat MEPs be defined below rho Dlanf level. and such 
MEPe may not meet the rargec 500 vece per day minimum. 
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III - DESIGNING MAIL EXIT POINTS (MEPs) 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This sewon DrOvldOS specific inSlrUCnOn2 for desigmng MEPs lo be IisIed in rhe MEP Database 
Management Svrtem. 

s. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DESIGNING MEPS 

A MEP is definrd as a ohvsical olace in the mail stream where mai! can ba ,sofatad. counted 
and recorded mat mmS the Golden Rule reouwements and whwe there ,s an adeouare rime 
window for conducting the test. A MEP should be defined by simultaneously cons,der~ng eacn 
of the following: 

1. Golden Rules 

Consider the four Golden Rules when defining a MEP lsee Chapter 1l.E for a more 
detailed explanation): 

Every piuc of mail must be l ssocieted with one and on& one 
MEP. 

The mail for l uR MEP should br ebb to be isolated for testing. 

A MEP should be reletivetv stable thmu@ time 

lho cost-Mut+rwss of trstiho should b# maximized for ech MEP. 

2. MEPs n or Neat the Final Doednnion 

MEPs can be defirwd upmeem as fsr as the dsstirudon mail processing plan7 Ie,g.. 
GMf). or as far downrueem as thr nrdilionallv l eKablished postal delivery umt. as long 
ae il is highlv likely @al ttw mall will be available for delivew on the date Of the test. 

3. Mail Pwcuaiq SuumlShaoe-Sased 

Mai) wm smams ate generally bored on me4 shapes and the enem of 
a-. The mail processing sneam can include mail 10 or from a postal faclllw. 
01 il m hd~& mail within ti facll* Mhet beforr or atrrr m0 Dnmarv. secondarY 
tiothet autmim hae occutrad. 

a. D&M ME& u~streem at rho plant 01 downstream . MEPs defined along mad 
proceesing errrams can be establtiehed onher uostteam l the mall DrocOSSW 
plant. or dowmaveam at rho station. btrnch ot 8ssoc~a~e office. When 
establishing MEPs upstream. special care should be taken to avoId vlolarw a 
golden rule. For exam-, if mail tar a potential Xpsttoam’ MEP 1s mcrgeQ aI 
me deennatkon office wm omer ma4 a nsk of double counfln0 msv D* 
introduced. of so, me pocennal uosream MEP is not a good MEP canoloare 
Also, when detinmg an upstream MEP. mall Ihrt bvoassos the plant lwcn as 
local or rurnarouna maIll must be covered In some wav. 

Mdl Exit Po*n 0uideih.s Ill.1 
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Care should also be exe,c!red when defining a MEP around e ma,l o,ocers,ng 
SWOam that Includes accounrable mall. For example. when conducting an ~pw 
t@St On a PHS-MEP that Includes accountable mail. 11 may be difficult I” the 
available time wmdow to establish the orooer categories for these oleces 
without aSSlStSnC0 from the postage due or accountable mall clerk. 
Establishing an accountable mail MEP at the Postage Due Unit and or 
Accountable Mail Sewon for this mail and other office accountablss, may 
facilitate the prooar recording of this mail. 

b. Ddfind MEPs dlong incoming md,lprocessing srrddm* t* d posfdl fdc;/;v ,dnr,r~ 

ScatiOn Or #SSOCidt# Office/ when nccdssdry - A MEP can be defined to cover 
each ~ncommo mall stream to the enore postal faciliry: i.e. one MEP for all the 
lncomlng IORe, mall to fhe faciliw, and additional MEPs to cover rho fiats and 
oarcels. MEPs defined m thts way will typically Include primarily one shape of 

mall out none of this mall must be eligible for tosong In orher urws. Ask 
YOU’ f ‘If there were other tests on other MEPs in this facility on the same 
dav ;Id any of the mail for r- i MEP oossiblv be counred in any of Those 

othe su7- 

C. Defi- UER dlong mdil procrr 7 Stlddms within d pos1dI fdcility . A MEP 
drfinea along a sing10 mail arc ma mum could be set UD at any one of 
several akrmativr processing 5 s witfUn a facilii, such as immediatelv affer 
thr incoming onmary or soconearv sortations. Defined in this way. the MEP 
would be composed Dlimarilv ol one shape. For l Xam,,l., a MEP cm be 
defined as all mail in the oarc?l hampers for tBa sotion Ithrown to tie incoining 
parcel mail stream conuinrrsl. As defined, this MEP would include all dWd- 
ekes bundka, mer wave. etc.. mm are mrom 8long with the DanA-shama 
mail to ma incoming parcel mail smrm containers to mat offce. 

d. IWwmvu DO&b,,, ddlind MEPs d&g /?I#? ploCdSSfi?g St?bdmS COmDOsdd Of 

predmmfty w shw of nuil to d d&my unit. MEPs can be defined 10 
include a11 mail in the incOming mail proceuing mum to a dolivery unit: ame, 
melmer,tuIorDwoeiawum. 01 by dagnr of at,mnwion or mrchantzarlon 
wimtn m0 mail processq mram. 

i) Automated knu earWon i0 a mail processing stream cons~snng of 
Imu-ohaped md. AN mail in tha wcomaUd lenrr mail stream to a 
tution is a good candidate to, a ME?. 

4) Pa-al wng sveema. dwer&ng on where a MEP IS defined and 
dw dogme of mechanira%ion. can include One or many mall shaooe. If 
Wi maniguledon is te@ed to fwnove mail pieces mat could be 
do&h counud in another MEP. than this may not be a good candtdale 

tar a MEP. 

iii) All null in the ftn mail mum to a box section is comoosed onmarllv 
of flrt-oha& mail and &s a god undi for a MEP. Convarrelv. a 
MEP defined as all mail Ilorter, flat. ~ucele and accountablesl for a box 
su6on. is ~nttef ddimd along maii poursing ItleaF 10, ComuoSOd 
of pmdaminmdy one shape and would 001 ba a gooc MEP CandlQaw 

III.2 Md tic coin Guiddines 
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4~ ftrattficarlon lnformat~on 

TO define a swific ,MEP. stratification lnformatbon must be ~bta,~at,l~ for thaI MEp 
The followma stratlflcatlon mformarlon 4s regulred. 

a. 

iii Flats To the nearest hundred Dieces. total flat volume. regardless of 
mad category. 

iii) IPPs . TO The nearest un pieces. total IPP voluma. regardless of mall 
category. 

WI ParCeh . TO the nearest ren Piece. total parcel volume. regardless of 
mail category. 

b. Estimdtrd dvdrdgd ddity VOhmd of fion’ty mdif . To the nearest ten paces. 
total Prlonrv mail volume regardless of shape. [Note: Pr!onry mall volumes 
recorded bore would also be Included in the estimated average dally volumes 
by shape ducriLW in Ial above.1 

c. EStimdtdd dvdrd&ld dti?v VOfUmd Of dCCOUntdb/d mdii . TO thd nddrdst ten 

pieces. total accountable mail volume. inoiuding postage due unit or 
accountable section mail. [Non: Accountable meil volumes recorded hare 
would a110 be included in the l rtimated average daily volumes bv shape 
described in hl above.1 

d. on-site tdst timd -fhd estimarod time to conduel d test on a MEP begIns wn 
the erriV8l of the daU CoIIMor to the MEP. and endr when the data collector 
is rudv to luve the MEP ten location. On-site teat time includes equnpmenr 
seK-up. iaoleting and recording mail piecu. down time Iauch as wamng for 
another mail dispatch) and time to repack equipment. If more man one data 

collector ie needed to conduot 8~ teat. the sum of 811 data collectors’ time 
rhould be uud. For rxamola. two data collemorr sun me test. onr Ieavu 
~ermanendy after one hour, the omer logr four hour% The total on.s&ta cut 

tlmr #dd 5 houn. 

For talo@w tuu. rmcord only tfw uller’s time roent conducting the test. 

Raotd timu in hours. to me nedrert tenth of an hour. For example. an on-we 
tut time of one hour and 20 mmutes would be recorded at 1.3 hours. 

a. MEP ty#e indicator . an indicator murc be coded if me MEP 1s an ongmanng 
RFW unk. l APOIFPO umt. or a smcul deWew umt. Omer codes mav be 
mainteined by the stansncal programa unit for loeel use. 

5. Volume Guidelinoa 

a. MEPs should defined wtth a targeted minimum II Ylrn f 

~roxlmarelv 500 0~ except for eCCOuntdbla mall MEPs. PHS.MEPs, 
cngmanng RPW MEPs. aoutal Odivuv MEPs and APOIFPO MEPs. Anottw 
excepnon to the 500 mete mmtmum occurs in wuanons where a golden ‘ulc 
could be wolared. 1% Chapter II. Section E.3.1 Who Dosslbla. acCOu!VaDIa 

Mil Exit Point &id&ma III.3 
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mail MEPs should be defined when the accountable an&or bus~ncss rapt” mail 
VOlume IS estimated to be 100 prcces or more a day. 

b. The method Of SubsamDling (i.e.. counted piece skiu. contamer skio. and 
werghted skip for RPWI should be consrdercd in decrding how to srze the MEP 

units. Large unitS whrch would raouire subsampling to test effectwely arc 
PREFERRED~over small umts that do not reaurre subsamoling fsee Chapter Iv 
for subsampling issues for defimng MEPsl. 

c. Entmanng Volume . EXACT PIECE COUNTS ARE NOT NEEDED s\nct volume 
is used only for groupmg together 0.0. stratlfytngl MEPs with slmllar 
characteriStkx. When approximate v0lum.S are ObtatnccI in Ilnear feet or 
weight. the piece volume should be obtamed bv the most appltcable conrerwon 
rate. Offices without local conversion rates may use the Mathods Handbook 
32, Manaoament Ooeranons O&stems fMOD 1 Offices~, sact~on 522, 

6. Subrarr -g Omens 

The sub Ipling options below are discussed II-I furthdr detail rn tha next chaDter 

Census 
Counted . mail piece skip 
Counted . weight skits IODISI 
Weighted ;RPWl 
Container . cenru* of pieces wtmin 

Conteim . mail p* Skiu wthin 
Conuinr . weight skip wrthin IODtSt 

Ill-4 
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Iv - SUBSAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGNING MEPS 

A. lNlROOUCl’lON 

Subsampling is the process that svsremar~callv selecrs a subset of marl wrthrn a samplrng un,, 
(MEP-dav or MEP-DamOf-lhe-davl. Ths chapter dw.sses the imponance of hawng more tnan 
On0 subsampling Option. the diffO,Ont methods Of SubSampling, how to date,m,ne ,,.,n,c,, 
method is best for a sampling umt. and what rho benefits and concerns associated ~,th each 
melhod. 

B. IMPORTANCE OF SUBSAMPLING OPTIONS 

Understanding the various and aooropnate ophons for uswq subsampling WI conducnng tests 
on MEP units is important. When deciding whare to create MEPa. especially new MEPS, 
expected volume, available tim0 window for resting. and approDraate subsampkng oot~on~s~ 
should be considered simultaneoual~. The oblectrve is to create MEPs wth a minimum average 
daily mail volume of et least 500 mail Diecos. It is preferable to have large volume MEPs ralher 
than small volume MEPs. In ordrr 10 implement this objecdve. subsampling mrrhods have been 
developed so that the la,gO, sampling units can be tested in the l veilable trme wmdow. and 
wthout using excessive staff resources. 

Another objective is to record as many mail piecas as possible in the available time wndow. 
The availability of diiermt rubsampling opoons allows the dau coIlactor 10 choose the best 
procedure to optimize the numkr of mail pwea recorded when conducang a 10% ThlS hOIDs 
ensure mat deta collution i8 coet-effactive. 

C. DIFFERENT MCfHODS OF SUBSAMWNQ 

Meeting the objective of large volume MEPs will require that moat tens involve somr torm of 

subsampling. There am two basic methods of subsampling that can be used. mev are: 

1. Counted Subumoli 

c~tftd f- in k br0k0t-t d0m im0 rnrw mamods. mev are 

a. Mail pktr Skip Subsampling - Mail piece skip subsamplmg entads 

yemme&aBy aelecting and recording a subeet of the meil piecas in a samolmg 
initbvandovinga~ p interval number. For example, uamg a mad place skip 
intend number of 5. we would rrndom~ selecl a sur%ng mad prece ana 
Wreetmr aelect and record every fifth piece of mail through the full Oasa of 
m&l volume in the sampling unit. 

b. Mail tomainr Skip Subsampling .- Container skip SubramplinO means 
systematically selecnng a subsample of contamors in the sampling um! Ov 
emplovinq a contemer skip Interval numbu. WMin the selected conta8ners. 
either lil ell of the mall is recorded, or Iii) a mail piece subsampling aooroach 

ia uaed aa dercribed in 111 above. 

C. Mall Piece Skio IJsmg Wetght Subsampling.-- This procedure IS usad ln 00s 
only. it mvolves ~smg a mad Dtece skw. where me ski0 mferveL IS deftned Bv 
waght as opposed to pmce count. For arample, if the mad p+ecr SklP 1s 100 
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and rho associated weight of 100 places IS 5 lb,.. we sYstemat,caj~v ca!lec: 
mail oIeces together until we have 5 Ibs. WI set asrde for recording [he last 
place of mall which resulted m aKalning 5 Ibs. We conhnue thjs process Untl~ 
there is no more mall to selec1 and record in the sampling unrt. Thrs procedure 
should only bc used wth lettershaoed mall. 

2. Weighted SubsamDling (RPW onlvl 

This werghted subsamplinp procedure onlv aDoh 10 RPW rests. DeDendinQ on Ihe 
amount of mail volume IIT a samplmg umt. a CIuStCr of mall eouwalent to a dcsg?ared 
weght IS the skip Interval. For each cluster of mad lotalmg the skq mterval we@r. 
the Ias1 20 mall pieces are selected and recorded. 

D. DETERMINING THE BEST Mf3HOD OF SUBSAMPLING 

The fOIlOWing lists the sawn methods of subsampling in descending order of preference Far 
a DaRlCUlar test, choose the highest lisred Subsampling ahernaove whrch can be emoloved, 
owen the available window of time to test the mail. All of there seven optrons vle~d uno,ased 
esbmales when proper procadures are followed. Noto that the first optmn is a cornplate count, 
or census. It is important to understand that while taking a complete count on a sampling unrt 
has value, this fact should NOT drive SPCs in me direcbon of definq small volume MEPs. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Conduct a census (i.e., select and record all mail pieceal 

Counted Subsampling using a mail preca sk& inter-4 

Counted Subsampling using weight IODIS. letter-eheped mail onlvl 

Weighted Subsampling IRPW only) 

Counted Subaampling using a conuiner skip ad, wfthin the selected contamrs. 
conducf a ceneue 

6. Counted Subaamplinp ueinp a container skip and. within m0 selected comamars. WV 
a mail *we tip intefvel 

7. Counti &~bempllng using a container skip and within the selected contamars usw 
weight to repreeem a mail piece skp mterval IODIS on)v) 

Itirextrvnlv~dUtvouundeMtMd me seven subumpling options when desqn~np 
ad ‘roing’ VOIJ, MEPs. This ~ndm~~ndllg ia cribcal 10 judge how ‘hip’ a DrosDeC11V~ MEP 
m@fvt be end tdlf be ethcpwfy sampled vwthrn the available time endow bv a single data 
m. it *fppr of e&apmpling* cauaea you to erther la) creete small MEPs which reowre 
no wbumo(ing, o( (b) cream large MEPa. but then empkv muRide de0 collectors to test such 
Mm VVWW.JI apbeampling, then meny of me etkrenciea obtamable under the MEP conceot 
win not be ruliaed. 

Withrn each of these aubaampling spoons. a vanerry of skip intervals Can be amproved. The 
different choicea of skip intervals includes an ovemde mechanism whrch allOWs tha data 
collector to sat the container skip Intervale and/or mail *HCO stip intwvals 10 aoorowat~ levels 
to mammtu the marl pieces recorded tn rhr avarlabra trme WrndUY. 

IV.2 
M3 Exif Coinf Gwdeliner 
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E. BENEFITS AND CONCERNS OF SUBSAMPLING 

It is imDORant to reake that lty different ODKlOnS Of Subsampling arc U desegned r. 

OfTCOUfage a Si=l’li~b~ number Of f’Mlt DltCU t0 be recorded 0’7 a given test. As ,,escr,bed above, 

they are drrignrd to prowdc the flextbMv needed to design MEPS with “SW large volumes. 
Having donr thir. for a given test On a Owen dav, the subsampling oorion should be salecrad 
which allows the data collector lo mord the maxlmum number of m),l oiecaZppsslbls *,thln 
rhe available time window for the rw. 

fampllng errOr. a general COtWem whenever a SamDIe IS ussd to estnmare *trus. pooulatlon 
(I.e.. all the mall delivered by the Porn1 Scrwcel characteristics. 1s likewse a faclor ,n 
subsampling. Sampling error IS commonly convened mathrmar~cally to the famtlnr OIUS or 
mmus range about an estnmate. The larger the samoling error, the larger the plus or menus 
range about the esrlmare. There will be Soms element of sampling error assoehteo wtfh rhe 
use of subsampling in MEPS. However. the contnbutlon of error sremmmg from subsampiq 
alone is relatwelv small compared wtth ovarall sampling error. 

The banefits/concems of each subsamolino method are discussed below: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Conduct a CenSUS .- 84CauSe we are Samoling all the mail available durmg a MEP-day, 
there IS 130 adverse affect in the wec1s80n of the esttimates. In other words. because 
we did not samole a oort!on of the mall within a test. we know the exact or *true* 
Volume Of the MEP. The concern IS the available time window for restmg when wng 
a census. Mail could be delayed in order to complete a test, or an mcomolete test 
could result. 

Counted subsampling urinQ a mail skip interval .- Because the skip Interval is apolied 
through the full base of mail available for the test, we can achieve estimates of the 
different characterisucs of thr mail wthin the sampling unit that are fairly close to 
those obtained bv a conlus. The smaller me skin interval tfw loss Ructuarlon around 
the Yrue* velue. The uee of very large ski0 intervals can result in selected mall pneces 
which l not reofesenutive of the full bar of the mail. This could adverselv affect 
the precision of the l erimatu (higher plus or minus vahw about the l stlmatesl. 

Coumed Ski0 ueing wht IODIS onlvl - This procedure is somettmes heloful wth 
large volumes of letw-sired mail if the data collectof has access to a scale. This 
l limmatrr the wed for counting each mail piece to determine the oiece to be recorded. 
However. v&en the mail *es am not idennc8l in weiaht. this method of a COunted 
skip co& have an adverse affect on the prewion of the l stimalos IhIgher 01~s and 
minus vrluee about me estimatrsl. 

WeifJhmd edeampli~ IRPW onlvl .- Thns procedure has Uw same benefits as I3 I 
&we In ti dmu is no need to count each mail oiece to select the pancular mad 
piowe to ncad. An addiional benefit IS mat me blow-w fKtOrS are based on the 
reUo of the cool weight of me mall in the test to the Samde weight. which tends 10 
k more aatmte than mat baud on skm ~nrmals. The concems are the same as (3~1 
above. 

Counted subumpling using a conramef slug and. wlthin the selected contamers. a 
census _- The benofii of usmg contamef subsampling are that II IS nor necessaw 10 
handle or count each owe of mall en rhe samding unit. ad. that It l hmces the abw 
to create larger volume MEPs. However. stlooing Containefs raises Othar Concerns. 
such as whether it IS feawble to grow Contamers wRh Similar 1i.e.. ‘like’1 Volumes as 
descrbbad m me PHS conts~~ subsamolmg guldelmes. blpr OfOUoW like ContamerS 
can have l adverse l fful on the precmon of the estimates. 

Md Exit Point GuidJirra IV.3 
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6. Cowed subsamolinu UsW s contamer skip and. within me rrlrctsd contalnsrs. s mall 
pleca skip .- the benefits are fhat rhs snwe basr of volume at tha sampling UIW does 
not have to be handled and mar it promotes the davelopmenr of larger YOIU~C MEPS 
The concams are the same as 6.1. 

7. Countad subsamplmQ using a contamer ski0 and. within rhe selected contamers. a 
weight skip that Corresponds to fhe sklo mlerval number -- The bansfits are the same 
as (6.1 and the concerns are the same as 15.1. 
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V - GLOSSARY 

This glosury conuinr definitions of a number Of Statistical terms as well as delivery umt terms, The 
inclusion of dolivew unit terms here does not imply rhat MEPs need to be a delivery unit. A thorough 
understanding of all the terms in this glossary wtll be VerV useful for all DCTS and SPCS. 

AuJitirr FoUtJ. a Citv delivery route for which no regular carrisr position has bea” authonred. A ,“,a~ 
rO”U whare the CJrrw works six davs a week and are normally evaluarad ar lass than 39 
hours per week. 

BiJS . a Noe Of error which. when committed reoeatedlv. doss not tend to Cancel out. and has fhe 
effJCt Of irWJJSing @Ositive bias) or decreasing Inegative b;u) rhe est;mares regardless of rhs 
Size Of the Sample. One possible source of bias ,s when the umpling frame differs from the 
population of interest. which will arise if some oans of the ooFulJtfon are not incl”d~d on tha 
frame. or if some pJRS are included on the frame twice. Another possible source of bras ,s 
when me subsJmpling skip interval which is reCorded is dierent than the skip intewaf used, 
Another possible sourcJ of birs is when mail is incorr~ctfy recorded in the SJme manner 
repeatedly. 

Blowup Fr(or . This number ia eithrr the piece ski0 interval for simple mail piece skip subsampling: 
the product of the container skip intrrval and PieCe slup interval for container subsamding: or. 
in RPvV only for weighted subumoling, thr ratio of tool weight of me mril in me tm to me 
sample weight. Once thiJ multiolicJtion is done. me rumpled mail is ‘rxpanded’ to moresem 
the full bJJJ of t?w mlil for rhJ WI. 

Soxhoid~ km - J CUJtOmW Wit0 hu m JSSignJd boxkrlt~f or phJtttOm bOX numkr. l%J CUStOmer’S 
incoming mail mun be regularly distributed bv name on the primarv or SJCondJW disthbutro~ 
operrtionlsl or the box section Wnary. If the mail is distributed to a number series SeDaratlOn 
0” mJ box primuy cue. it is not, ‘direct’ end. therefore, me cuetomer is not J firm. 

SOS Sedm . mr pan of a gortr( facilii having caller urwce or lock ~OXJS. 

b& . J unit 0f J rnJifI pOJt &fiCJ &.JtJd OMJidJ thJ COrpo(JtJ limita of a citv or tow 

&#&.r w. J C* dJkJQ MJ. fWt OI tWC+tOttZJd. On which 70 PJtCJm Ot IWXJ Of thJ D0SSlbiS 
deliverieJ JrJ t0 bUJJWJJ eJtJbliJhmJI%J. 

-0 I( rJ L o(ler - chrw W to be dbd mird- J”d foW+dJJS OffiCJJ. OJU JrJ ObtJmJd bV 
m J,,& a(Rca “w - of the SUt,OnJl CJ”tN. thJ sampling Unit iS S CAC I( O+fGI- 

dWofJCAGL-. 

c& - m porol ad, prhmr pan urd, oversize crrd~. etc.. mcoWs~d bv dwcal 
-. 

C- . a method of sampling in which l ech mail piece in the sWl?di Wil iJ Worded. 1.0.. a maI’ 
~wce ski0 of 1 is uJJd. 

Cl-w Se 01 &rd, - a sutbtl Or br8Mh SUfbd bv CJNW m JmFtoVeJs. 

c&V DJlvm -J . J ~OU~J which delivers mlil to busyness. nsid&tial. IoCJl Jnd bd*‘J’ oovernm*“r 
DOStJb CUSlOmetS Wlmltt J bC.Jl Ciw wst OffICe JrU. 

Md Edt P&W G- 
v.1 
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Coa+ki~~t Of VriMn fc.v.1 a standardized measure of the precision of an astlmate, ~~~ c,v ,s 
usuallv staled as a percefwe of the ettlmarc. The C.Y ,I comwxed by dIvIdIng mc standard 
deviation of an estimate bv Iha mimatc wsW For sxample. an estrmate of 250 m,~rion DeoDle 
in the United Stales wnh a C.V. of 2%. lmpl!eS rhe standard devlatron IS pluSmlnuS 3 m,jl,oh 

Communitv Cost Of&e - a contract ml which prowdrs the foflowmg retail servrces: aI caller Sarvjce. 
bl lock box, and cl window service. CommunNV DOS1 OffiCeS Qenerallv Serve a small 
communtwy. 

Contd’~ SubSmoling counted Subsampiing w!th conramert. Mail pjece $ubsamplinQ IS genererlv 
feasible withm salected contamarr. 

COnVKt StBtiOn Or &mdt - a Station Or branch operatad under contract by non-ocstal emoloveeS 
Contracr unlu are usually located in stores or other places of busrncss. 

CounUd Subamding - either mail &Co skip Subsampling, mail container sbg subramplq or mad 
piece skip weighted subsampling. It 1s the process of ralecting marl p~ccesiconta~ncrs by 
stanino with a randomlv selected mail piece/container. and salectmg every Ic. mall 
piecelcontainer thereafTer. ne S&ction IS done by phySically countmg through mad 
praces/containers for theso kth units. A vanation of thia in OOIS sampling is to weigh porbonr 
of mail that are approximately aouivalont to tha weight of the number of marl pioceS WT the 
skip. Counting out thora werghed oorbonr IS helpful for large volume tests. 

Ea+ute . a numerical value obtained from a statistreal sample and asaignod to a population paramator. 
Population parameters l aumated from a samolo of the MEPr frame include lOtal volume. 
avragq daily volur~, revenue. and weight for a parocular class or wbclau of mail. 

&Jund Roum . Salary for rural carrier routes classified as rv8lwted ia baaad on weeklv workload 
evaluation as detorrnined by office and route time Standards after subtracting anv rerier rIma, 
Thor roan” wem formodv known u ‘haavv drrry’ rural routu and are mv ‘I+‘. ‘J’ or ‘I<’ 
r0UU. 

- u&. l &uifud bran& or sutjm wttiih dou not hava earner deliverv. ia oowatmd bv DOStal 
rmgloyns. and offers allw swvicu. lock bo: and window SUV~CU. 

~+m,. a buairtaaa, school. churcft, iii. 8parttnent building. govWt7mWt aWnCv. or DoltmaSter. 

Plot . p&o of mail lany &se) not having three dtfinite dimenriona. and too Iargo to be dirthbutrd to 
a I*nrr au; ofun in Krr* of nuftil# mv-. Size altoufd 110t l cWd 15 in. x 12 8n x 34 
in. 

Prrqunq DLn+ucbn - 6w number of obeuvatlonr or samphr dut bra containad in each of lha class 
inar#*. Par l unpla. if wa tou a eom 100 ttmea and we Qet 45 hoads and 55 tarIS. than 
bw fmqwncy dihbdon with two classaa. haads and uilo. would be 45 and 55. AS anolhar 
oxam*, rupwr wa conducted 10 tests. or took 10 sam@er. and the number of Phontv Mall 
paces in mow 10 taats ware 5. 8, 15. 20. 22. 2% 30. 43. 87. and 9.4. Than for tha ~mewaII 
o-i 9. 20.39, 40-59. 60-79. l d 80-99. the fralHnsv 8irutbubon wourd be 3. 4 1. 0 and 
2 reaDectlvolv. 

G~UJ o~ivrr sac~ort . rho unit wtthin a matal facrlity where me genrrrl delivery mail 11 hero 

V-2 Mdl Edt Poti Gmddinu 
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Golden Jules ths sat Of rules which must be mat !n order to crasts a MEP. tn.Crudad sre: ! 1 I ma,l must 
ba SsSoC~sted wrth One and only one MEP: 121 the mail for SaCh MEP should be sb,a to be 
IsO~StSd for tosting; (31 MEPs should br relstrvslv stsbls through tima; and, ,a1 tha Coat. 
effectiveness of toting should be msxrmrzed for asch MEP. 

H-Roum . a rural rouu whsrs the rrgulaf csrrirr works six days a wuk. 

Hswv Duty Route any tv~e ‘H’. ‘J’ Or ‘K’ rural route that delivrrs to rural msrlboxea, now known 
as evsluared routes. 

Whwsv COnVrt Route . a route under Contrstt for csrrvmg mail Over tha hrghwsv betwean 
darignatrd points that delivers marl which IS sddrrrsad for dslivrfv Ihrough the office to route 
boxes. A hrghwsv contract routs wss formarlv rrferred to St s atsr routs. 

IPPS Irregular osrcels and oiaces. formerlv known as SPRs. ~rregulsr parcars are osrCers hot maerIng 
tha machinsble DSrCel cnteria md other oarcels which cannot be procaasad bv 6MC oarcal 
SOROrS. including rolls and lubes up to 26 inchas long; merchandise samolas that are hot 
individually sddrssssd: UnWrSpWd. WWr-wraowd or slssve-wrsopsd l rbcles that arc not 
letter-size or flat-sizs; and sRicIes l nclosad in snvolooes that srs not letter-siss, flat-site. or 
mschinsblr osrcrls. 

J-Route . s rural route on which the rrgulsr carrier has a day off sverv othrr week lworks six days the 
first wesk md five days thr second woekl. 

K-&ute . a rural routs on which the re@lsr urrirr hsa s day off l verv week lworks fivr dsvs sack 
wnkl. 

l.uw - msil in snvelopss diibutsd to s lStW USS. 

L- - a n& routs tuving s box dsrtsifv of 12 or more ~OXSS #r mife. this box densd’v doat nOt 
sffm th4 routs JsN as an SuxiliUy L milssQS routs or sn ovslusted rout.. 

Me)-~kWESitPOifKOSUbSUMSrugunn t S~stom. This ie ths data onvv swum for 
ncadpmdmr;m*okgMLh. 

~iyr - _ - for & urr*c -J on rout” &eaifW u milosga IM) is dmsrmmsd undw 
w RWJ crr*r wuba, which p0ndu 8 combbd rats baaed on fixed annual 
comwnmbm and awbbd ratas par mila of rouu. l’hs cSH&S SSW ia bsssd on tha lahgth 
of me rout@ JJ d~srminsd by offcol m*asursmsnt. Fomurty LrnOwn as rsoulsr rural rouw 

Miffwy lAJDIFK)I Yd . Consists of all msil distributed for APDIFPG dssWsdons at oostsr facdmes 

M&l Exit Coin CuidalinU V.3 
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Mid fbn* mMn4sl md RwklmUJ) a city deliveq TOFU. foot or motorlze~, on ,vh,ch 3 I to 69 
PerCmt Of posshlc deliveries arc bus~ncss eStaOI~shments. This t-nay tnclUdC a ,OUtC on ,.,piCh 
bumerr and resldrntial deliveries are made on the first trip and the buSmess area oh+ ,S 
served on subsequent trws. 

Mutudty ~dueivr . two or more events that cannot occur together 

Non-~~hold~ ~~ a Customer whose marl is held out. and IS regulartv distributed bv nam4 on rh4 
OrlmW 0, secondan/ distrlbwon o~crmon Isl. The customer does hot pay for th,s s4rvlce 
Marl So drstrrbutrd IS Onlv consrdrred firm mad when the marl IS called for as in firm holdout 
SENC% Or ddivrred on a relay route. or a collection route, or on a parcel post rOut4. 

NOIVPIXC~~ Post Combine&m Rout4 a crtv dclivcrv regular or auxiliary combmatron rout4 wth no 
Parcel post SCrViCe. fhrs may ba any combination of relay. coll4ctlon. or firm direct. where 
relay is not the primary servic4. 

Optimum Ailourion . the sample allocation which r4sults in thr smallest varianc4 for a pr4s4t rotas 
survey cost. Alternativelv. the sample allocatron which results in the small4st total survey cpSt 
for a pres4t level of varianc4. or pmcision. 

PlcJ . any p14ce with thrw definitr dimensions wrighing more than 1 1 ounces if Prrorrry Mail, or 16 
0unceS or more if fourth-class mail. 

PucJ Port ConUwdon Route . 4 ciw d4liverv rrgular or auxiliary rout4 providing parc4I post d4liv4rv 
and at best on4 other srrvicr such as r4lrv. collection. firm direct. etc. 

PrcJ Post Cue- . a customer lrithr boxholder or non-boxhobderl whoa4 incoming parcels ar4 
sortrd to an individual s4prration in th4 inrtirl rtaga of 814 incoming parcel disntbuuon 
proc4ss. Pare41 post customers are usually mail ordrr compeni4a. dwwtmmt stor4s and other 
“n&s that rrcriw five or more u&a or percels JIM have individwl aep4rations prowd4d for 
m4ir meil to frifii the percel distrfbution pfooeu. 

pod hat Rm Rouu _ a city delivery reguler route devoted ntirefv to Percel Post d4iiv4w 

pw . In m tlworv, m pHeirron l set ia to divide the efementa of ttut s4t in70 two Or mor4 
subr4ts such thm evyy dunerrt of tha ut bskmga tow md mlv 0174 wbwt. If w4 consldrr 
me m of 111 IT&I piuw ddivomd by tha Pwul krvicr dufina a QUKU. thm th4 d4frv4w 
unit/drvr conrtmm Oft4 PWtfdMinq Of chn Wt. lh4 uwtion of MEPs Mn4s a drffrrrnt 
pmnonmg of ttu same mail Piece set. or wwiebon. 

pus. sta& foe m Hwvy Jlmple. A PM-MEP ia w but cohteina VedominJntfv h4avv 
~meil,arn&dutirmoetlvDMmvorpucJpo~. 

pw . l c-011 of ail of the immr of intweet for a mulef 4uMy Or SWdY. For most of our 
suw~ys. th4 popu~eticm of intenn ie a PORIM of. or elf of. the m*l bem0 cof’4ct4o. 
proc4ssed. or d4livered by thr Postal -4. 

~~~ th4 r4fabv4 possibility that an 4v4nt will occur. as 4XPrrti bv th4 ratio of th4 humb*’ 
of acmal occurr4nc4s of a givrn 4vem to the total number Of pouibfe Occu~4nc4s. 

nrnhrn ,smpbp a.p,p4 of sampling in whrch 4v4~y rtrm in th4 poPuf4tiOn Of inter4st has a known 
Chance of b4mg lncludrd in the Sampl4. 
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RWistr4d 0: Clutifi4d %cdonS a unit found I” all Postal facilities havmg Incomlna r40,st4,4~ o, 
certlfled dellveo, functions. 

RIourr Roua (City1 - a city deliverv route for which a regular carrier position has be4n authorized, 

RIpulr RouW (Rwll) - now known as milnge route, 

Rafev Rout4 . 4 citv delivrtv route idantifird as primarily parformmg relay servvc4 on an as “44ded 
basis. %C4 ,ahV s4rViCe 9s prrformed in Conlunchon wth other sarwces. th4,e are “0 r4gula, 
rdav routes. 

R4liabiiUh . the degrre to which astimatas from repeated samples are ConsIstem 

RnidvltlJ Route-a CitV delivery routa. foot or motorized. on which 70 prrcent or mor4 of the ~os~<b!~ 
daliv4ri4s are resid4ntial. 

RW* ROuD . J route PrimariiV to, tha drliv4ry and Coktion of mail from boxaa owned and mJlntatne,j 
by Parsona rasiding in communiti4a that do hot hav4 other convenirnt 0ost.l factiitt4S. 

Smgl4 - a subrat of th4 population for which m4asuremants ara takan. 

Sanolr Abedon . m4 number of teats to b4 conductad in each stratum. Thr rerm IS alS0 used to 
refer to the procau of datrrmtning th4 numkr of teata to be conducted in 4aCh stratum. 

Smt&g Etkimw thr d4gr44 to which a aamol4 design is able to produca rmmates wr(h th4 
raquirrd praciaion for a pra-act coat. Two hwumdy uaad ways of improving samMing 
4fficianw are to improvr m4 saatiRcati011 and to optimiar the sample albcab0n. 

Sm hana . a list of thr population of intaraat. divided into unita which will be sampkl MI o4r1 
or in whola. 

Sp4rA D&wq Gcdon - a unit found in a postal faciiii having incoming wcial drlivrw functions 
for my claaa of mail: uaualiy in e faciiii having a box aaction or a general d4liv4rv section. 

Sipadd Routas . rural rwtaa which the mattmd of compenudon haa hew changed horn a mll4agr 
m4mod of companutlw to m evaluated m4thod of commneaoOn. Th444 routu l r. 

con‘ider‘d u .vakm‘d mm“. 

StmdudOwiaUat~~wuar4rwtofdwv~. A muwn of the degrr to which a numb4r of 
measuremutta rgraa with bw* mean. Thu meawn I‘ in the units which are meaaurad. unltke 
m~~~~whii8iftaqw4dhta. 

sm.-smdlpcabmdNEe. sawa. 

sm . m W- ‘at‘ of VmDling units which were groupad on the basis of on4 or more known 
chuutmwu. The pk~tal tom of stratum. Alw baa rtratifkatM. 

sew . me 0rw4~ of Subdividing the ~o~ulati0n vlt0 two 0f mOn mutualtv excIuSiv4 141s Of 
sampling t,n~u called strau. Th4 smgdar form of tvata ~a stratum. If WI cm SuMwd4 th4 
pOpui.ttOn ,n such J WJY mat th4 units whhm a stratum l ra mw4 aimilu to each otn4,. wtn 
regard to the atam WI are trying to rrnmata. ehan thev am to unita in 0*4r Strata. rh4n 
Stratlfi4d Sampling will be more l fficl4nt than a SlmDI4 random Umd4. 
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The purpose of this testimony is to adopt the portions of Library Reference 

LR-H-89 that deal with the Postal Service’s Revenue, Pieces and Weight (RPW) 

System, and that are concerned generally with the Postal Service’s data 

collection methods (pages l-9, and Appendices A, B, and C of the Library 

Reference). Library Reference H-89 was filed on July 10, 1997; the portions of 

this Library Reference which I adopt are attached to my testimony as exhibits as 

Exhibit USPS-48A -- Statistical Documentation of the RPW System; 
Exhibit USPS-4813 -- Mailing Statement Forms (Appendix A in 

Library Reference H-89); 
Exhibit USPS-48C -- Statistical Programs Guidelines (Appendix B 

in Library Reference H-89); 
Exhibit USP S-48D - Mail Exit Point Guidelines (Appendix C of 

Library Reference H-89. 

This testimony presents a brief summary of this material. 

A. Domestic Probability Subsystem 

Pages 2-7 of LR-H-89 describe the statistical documentation for the RPW 

Domestic Probability Subsystem, including the population and characteristics of 

interest, the sample design, the manner in which the survey is administered, and 

the estimators used in the subsystem, 
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B. Non-Countable Subsystem 

Pages 8-9 of LR-H-89 describe the statistical documentation of the RPW 

Non-Countable Subsystem, including the population and characteristics of 

interest, the sample design, the survey administration, and means of estimation 

used in the subsystem. 

Ill. Exhibit 48B: MAILING STATEMENT FORMS 

This Exhibit supplies the forms relevant to the Non- 

Countable Subsystem. A listing of the enclosed forms is supplied as the first 

page of the Exhibit. 

IV. Exhibit 48C: STATISTICAL PROGRAMS GUIDELINES 

Exhibit 48C is made up of the introductory section to Library Reference H- 

89, which contains information on the administration of the Postal Service’s 

Statistical Programs function, and the Guidelines for Specific Statistical 

Programs, published in December 1995. The Guidelines are concerned mainly 

with the scheduling of tests, and with testing techniques and procedures. 

V. Exhibit 48D: MAIL EXIT POINT GUIDELINES 

This Exhibit contains guidelines for the use of Mail Exit Points (MEPs) 

within the RPW Domestic Probability Subsystem, including their frame structure, 

relevant considerations for designing MEPs, and subsampling issues. 
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RPW DOMESTIC PROBABILITY SUBSYSTEM 
STATISTICAL DOCUMENTATION 

A. Population and Characteristics of Interest 

The study plan used by the Domestic Probability Subsystem is a probability 
sample of originating units and mail exit points which are collectively referred to as 
MEPs. The population of interest, or universe under study, is all mail entering or exiting 
the mail stream during the Fiscal Year (FY). Characteristics of interest include revenue, 
pieces, and weight, by class of mail and fees by type of service. 

B. Sample Design 

The Domestic Probability Subsystem has a multi-stage, two-phase design, The 
sampling frame is the list of finance numbers and MEPs within finance number. A 
random sample of MEPs is selected each Postal Quarter (PQ) within a panel of finance 
numbers, and a date is randomly assigned for conducting the test. For MEPs with large 
volumes of mail, subsampling is usually done to avoid delays in delivering the mail. 

First Stage Sample 

The first stage sampling unit is the finance number, The first stage sample 
frame is a list of all finance numbers, A given finance number corresponds to a 
post office in many cases. Finance numbers are stratified into Cost Ascertainment 
Groups (CAGs) based on total revenue receipts for the previous year. All finance 
numbers that were in CAG A or CAG B prior to FY 1996 are included in the 
sample. In the remaining CAGs. the number of finance numbers selected is 
approximately proportional to the total revenue receipts for all offices in the CAG. 

Second Phase Sample 

The second phase sampling frame is the list of MEPs within the selected 
finance numbers. The MEPs from the selected first stage finance numbers are 
stratified within each Customer Service & Sales District (CS&SD) starting in Postal 
Quarter (PQ) Ill, and within CS&SD and super-CAG group prior to that time. 
There are three super-CAG groups that include CAGs A and B, CAGs C and D, 
and CAGs E through L. Within each strata a random sample of MEPs is selected, 
and a date for conducting the test randomly assigned. Details of the random date 
assignment process are contained in Library Reference SSR-58 of Docket NO. 
MC96-3. 



Third Stage Sample 

The frame consists of all mail passing through the MEP during the test 
period, which typically consists of 24 hours. When a selected MEP has a large 
volume of mail on the test day, a subsample of the mail is selected to facilitate 
counting the mail without causing delivery delays. Subsampling involves a 
systematic random selection of mail for which the characteristics of interest are 
recorded. 

C. Survey Administration 

1. Sample Selection Methodology 

First Stage Sample 

The first-stage sample of finance numbers is stratified into 11 Cost 
Ascertainment Groups (CAGs) based upon the annual revenue of each . 
office as reported under the Accounts Reporting System. All off&s that 
were in CAG A or CAG B prior to Fiscal Year (FY) 1996 are included in the 
sample. The number of finance numbers selected from CAGs C through L 
is approximately proportional to the total revenue receipts for the CAG. 
Selected finance numbers in CAGs C through L make up a permanent 
panel. Oftices which change CAG are moved to their new CAG. Most 
CAGs have at least 30 sample oftices. Due to the general tendency over 
time for finance numbers to move upward in CAG, periodic replenishment 
of CAGs having less than the 30 sample offtces is made by random 
selection, First stage universe and sample sizes are contained in Library 
Reference H-91. 

. Second Phase Sample 

Within each finance number selected in the first-stage sample, the 
list of all MEPs is obtained from the RPW Sample Selection Frame System. 
The RPW Frame defines all of the possible points at which mail may be 

sampled. All possible exit points as well as all possible originating entry 
points for registered, COD, Certificates of Mailing, and insured mail are 
identified. Separate strata are defined and samples drawn each Postal 
Quarter for each of the following special MEP types: APO/FPO, special 
delivery, originating, CAG K&L, unstable (beginning PQ Ill, FY 1996) and 
small panel office MEPs (offroes with 3 or fewer MEPs prior to PQ III, FY 
1996, and offices with 5 or fewer MEPs thereafter). For the remaining 
MEPs. a stratified random sample of MEPs is independently selected within 
each CS8SD starting in PC? Ill, and within each CS&SD and super-CAG 
group prior to that time. There are three super-CAG groups as follows: 
CAGs A and B; CAGs C and D; and CAGs E through L. Strata are 

Exhibit 48A 
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computationally defined using multivariate clustering algorithms. There 
were 54,010 MEP-days selected for testing in FY 1996. The list of all 
selected MEPs within a CS&SD, along with the corresponding test dates, is 
electronically transmitted to a desktop microcomputer in the district. 
Second phase universe and sample sizes, and strata definitions are 
contained in Library Reference H-92. 

Third Stage Sample 

When a large volume of mail is expected for a test, the selected 
MEP is subsampled. The skip interval used is based on the expected 
number of mailpieces for counted-skip subsampling. In the case of 
weighted-skip subsampling, the skip interval used is based on the number 
of pieces in five pounds of mail. In the case of container-skip subsampling, 
the container and mailpiece-skip intervals are based on the expected 
number of containers and the expected average number of pieces per 
container. Detailed procedures for subsampling are described in Appendix 
B of this library reference, and in Library Reference G-44 of Docket No. 
R94-1. 

2. Data Collection Procedures 

Domestic probability tests are conducted by counting mail that passes 
through the selected MEP during the test period. Recording characteristics of mail 
pieces may take place at several different times during a test day. For MEPs 
defined as a mail processing stream of predominantly one shape for a office, the 
data collection technician generally samples all mail in that stream as it arrives at 
the facility. For MEPs defined for a single mail shape, the data collection 
technician sweeps and tests all mail processing streams for that mail shape, either 
as it arrives at the facility or as it is distributed to the delivery units. For MEPs 
defined as delivery units, samplings requires the data collector to gather the mail 
to be sampled from distribution areas such as letter cases, flat cases, irregular 
parcel and roll cases, and postage due cases. 

Prior to recording test information, mailpieces may be separated by class, 
subclass, indicia and rate group. For each of these separations, pieces are 
counted and data concerning the revenue and pieces are recorded on laptop 
microcomputers using Computerized On-Site Data Entry System (CODES) 
software. The weight for these pieces or groups of pieces is usually captured 
automatically by the CODES software from electronic scales connected to the 
laptop microcomputer, but can also be key-entered into the CODES software after 
being manually determined. lndicia are also recorded for most pieces, and the 
dimensions, origin ZIP Code, machinability, and information on destination BMC 
entry are recorded for fourth-class zone rate parcels. Detailed data collection 
procedures are contained in Library Reference G-44 of Docket No. R94-1 and in 
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Appendix B of this library reference. Instructions for using the CODES data entry 
software and equipment are contained in Library Reference H-55. 

3. Quality Assurance 

As the data are entered into the microcomputer, the CODES software 
performs numerous on-line edits to ensure the data are complete and consistent. 
The data are further reviewed at the Base Unit system, where they are checked 
in, aggregated, and then transmitted electronically to the Information Systems 
Service Center (ISSC) in San Mateo, California. At the San Mateo ISSC, a 
mainframe production system edit and analysis is performed, and corrections are 
made by the Headquarter’s technical staff. CODES software documentation is 
contained in Library References H-54, and H-56 through H-59. 

D. Estimation 

The following estimators are used for the RPW Domestic Probability Subsystem: 

Let, 
h = CAG stratum; 

i = Finance number (post office); 

j = MEP stratum; 

k = MEP; 

g = domain (I= private mail, 2 = penalty mail, 3 = congressional franked mail); 

Nh = number of post ofices in CAG h; 

“II = number of sampled post offices in CAG h; 

M, = number of MEPs in stratum j; 

m, = number of usable MEPs (sampled minus delinquents, cancelled, etc..) 

in stratum j; 

dj = number of delivery days in Postal Quarter in stratum j; 

y,, = revenue, pieces, or weight for the rate category of interest ( zero otherwise) 

in domain g, CAG h, post office i, MEP stratum j, MEP k, and 

x~*,~~ = total revenue in domain g, CAG h, post office i, MEP stratum j, MEP k. 
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Then, the official RPW estimate for a particular rate category, i is: 

where B, is the known book revenue for domain g. 

The jacknife variance estimator for a particular rate category is: 

where 2” is the book revenue adjusted estimate computed from the 

sample after omitting the ilh office from the sample, and i” is the average of 

the .?“. The components of equation (2) are: 

where, 

5,~~ = national estimate of revenue, pieces, or weight for a 

given rate category in domain g, 

f,~~ = national estimate of revenue in domain g, 

j* = CAG h estimate of revenue, pieces, or weight for a 

given rate category in domain g, 

- xA-h = CAG h estimate of revenue in domain g, 
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^ Yph, = post office i, CAG h estimate of revenue, pieces, or 

weight for a given rate category in domain g, and 

^ Xph, = post office i, CAG h estimate of revenue in domain g 

Variance estimation programs are contained in Library Reference H-177. 

E. Assumptions 

At the first stage of selection, the method of estimation assumes that the sample 
of offices within CAGs C through L constitutes an equal probability sample. The 
estimation methodology also assumes that nonresponse is random, or independent of 
what is being estimated, through a simple reduction in sample size. 
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RPW NON-COUNTABLE SUBSYSTEM 
STATISTICAL DOCUMENTATION 

A. Population and Characteristics of Interest 

The Non-countable Subsystem employs a sample of bulk mailing statement data 
to estimate revenue, pieces and weight for the constituent mail categories of First-Class 
bulk mail, publishers’ second-class mail, third-class bulk permit imprint regular-rate mail, 
third-class bulk permit imprint nonprofit-rate mail, and fourth-class permit imprint bound- 
printed matter (BPM). The population of interest, or universe, consists of all mail for 
these five categories entered into the postal system during a Fiscal Year. 

B. Sample Design 

For each of the five categories, the Non-countable Subsystem represents a 
single-stage sample, stratified by accounting system revenue for the mail class of 
interest. For First-Class bulk, all offices are stratified based on stratification revenue as 
described in Library Reference H-l 17. For publishers’ second-class, all offices 
automated through the PERMIT system are included in one certainty stratum. The 
remaining offices are stratified into either In-County revenue intensive strata or other 
strata based on their total second-class revenue. For third-class and fourth-class BPM 
permit imprint, one certainty stratum contains offices automated through the PERMIT 
System. The remaining offices are stratified into noncertainty strata based on their total 
third- or fourth-class permit imprint revenue. 

For each post office within the sample, a complete census of data is collected for 
all mail entered in that post office throughout the Fiscal Year. 

C. Survey Administration 

1. Sample Selection Methodology 

The method of selecting sampling units (offices) for non-certainty strata for 
publishers’ second-class, third-class and fourth-class permit imprint was random 
initially. These offices, along with automated PERMIT System offices, form a 
panel that reports each Accounting Period. 

2. Data Collection Procedures 

Data collection in the Non-countable Subsystem consists of gathering data 
from mailing statements at offices where the mail is entered. The relevant mailing 
statements are Form 3600 (permit imprint First-Class), Form 3541 (publishers’ 
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second class), Form 3602 (permit imprint third-class regular and non-profit rate), 
and Form 3605 (fourth-class BPM permit imprint). Mailing statement Forms 3600, 
3541, 3602, 3605 are included in Appendix A of this library reference. 

Data are collected from all offices where the bulk mail acceptance function 
has been automated through the PERMIT System, and for selected non-certainty 
strata offices. Mailing statement data are key-entered into the PERMIT System at 
the automated offices, and in Headquarters’ for non-certainty strata offices. 
Automated office data are extracted from the Bulk Mail Acceptance Unit data base 
and electronically transmitted to the San Mateo ISSC. 

3. Quality Assurance 

All data in the Non-countable Subsystem are subjected to a series of 
mainframe computer edits which examine sample data for completeness and 
consistency. In offices where the Bulk Mail Acceptance function has been 
automated, the PERMIT System performs edit checks on source data as they are 
keyed from mailing statements at the sample offices. In addition, these data 
benefit from the general quality control measures implemented in the Postal 
Service’s statistical programs function as described in the introduction to this 
library reference. 

D. Estimation 

RPW Non-countable Subsystem revenue, pieces and weight estimates are 
constructed from mailing statement data controlled to trial balance revenue in the case of 
First-Class bulk permit imprint (A/C 41416) publishers’ second-class (A/C 41310 and 
A/C 41320) third-class bulk permit imprint (A/C 41411, A/C 41440, A/C 41414, and A/C 
41441) and fourth-class BPM permit imprint (A/C 41412). Library Reference H-45 
provides a guide for the detailed documentation of the Non-countable Subsystem 
estimation procedures. 
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APPENDIX A: MAILING STATEMENT FORMS 

PS FORM 3600-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3600-PC, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3541-R, OCTOBER 1995 

PS FORM 3541-N, OCTOBER 1995 

PS FORM 3602-N, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3602-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3605-R, JANUARY 1995 

PS FORM 3600-P, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3600-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3541-N, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3541-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3602-N, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3602-R, JULY 1996 

PS FORM 3605-R, JULY 1996 
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STATISTICAL SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Library Reference H-69 contains Statistical Systems Documentation for the 
Revenue, Pieces and Weight System (RPW). the In-Office Cost System (IOCS), the City 
Carrier System (CCS) and the Rural Carrier System (RCS). Documentation for RPW 
contains separate sections for the Domestic Probability Subsystem and the 
Noncountable Subsystem. 

Quality Assurance in Statistical Systems 

One important aspect of each statistical system is the set of controls which help 
ensure the quality of sample survey data. Each of the Postal Service’s statistical 
information systems has quality assurance features unique to that system. However, 
they all share a common set of administrative controls to ensure the quality and integrity 
of sample data. 

The Statistical Programs function is administered in each Customer Service and 
Sales District (CSSSD) by managers who are responsible for the proper conduct of the 
programs. Policy interpretation is provided by the three Statistical Programs Service 
Centers and managers at Area Operations. Data collectors receive comprehensive 
training on data collection procedures for each statistical system. In addition, workshops 
and televised interactive training sessions are conducted at which Statistical Programs 
managers and data collectors receive training on new systems and changes to existing 
systems. Included in these training sessions are comprehensive instructions and training 
materials which enable these managers to train their own data collection staffs. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC STATISTICAL PROGRAMS 

December 13. 1995 

1. GENERAL 

Every attempt should be made to conduct statistical programs tests as originally scheduled. 
However, in emergency situations when resources are not available to complete tests as 
scheduled, the following rescheduling and canceling guidelines should be used to resolve the 
conflicts. Avoid using the guidelines as a systematic means of managing resources wtiereby 
tests for a specific program are routinely not taken on a particular day or tour. When this occurs, 
resources (i.e.. stafftng. work schedules, MEP design, etc.) should be re-evaluated and changes 
made to the current structure to eliminate the situation. 

The testing techniques section under each application provides alternatives for handling unique 
situations that may be encountered during a test or result in a test not being conducted as 
scheduled. This section is specific for each application and allows for tests to be conducted in 
less than optimum conditions with minimal impact. 

A. If there is an emergency situation and there is no trained data collector to take a lest in a 
specific program, reschedule the test following the rescheduling guidelines for the specific 
program. If routinely there are no trained data collectors to take tests in a specific program, 
then re-evaluate resources to correct the situation. 

B. The order of priority for scheduling resources is: 

. RPW - priority within RPW 

Domestic RPW 
SIRV/O 
SIRV/I (UCAN. CEPT, TDS) 

l COST System - Riorffy within Cost Systems: 

Canier 
TRACS 
IOCS 

l ODIS _ Prior&~ within ODIS: 

Domestic 
International 

C. It is recommended that a list of canceled/delinquenWrescheduled tests and relevant 
information be retained. This information may be requested a1 a later time. 

D. Though the National Monitoring Program and monitoring requirements have been suspended 
(Sept. I, 1992 memorandum), the SPC continues to have the responsibility of assessing the 
performance of DCTs and ad hoc staff in their data collection duties. The use of ‘monitoring’ 
as a tool along with other elements (i.e. training programs, SPSC. feedback during data entry 
and weekly taxi messages) ensures qualty data collection. 



2. DOMESTIC RPW 

RPW estimates are critical to the rate making process and every attempt should be made to 
conduct RPW tests as or&ina//y scheduled. The guidelines listed below have been developed 
to maximize the number of tests conducted. 

A. Rescheduling 

Analyses of historical RPW data showed that class volumes by day of the week are 
significantly different. Therefore, rescheduling a test to a different day of the week may either 
over-estimate or under-estimate some classes of mail. Rescheduling should be done only as 
a last resort and not as a matter of convenience. 

The rescheduling guidelines remain unchanged from the Domestic RPW rescheduling 
guidelines contained in the October6. 1993, memorandum Attachment 1, Section I. A. 
However, it is no longer necessary to enter an authorization code or the SPC name, If an 
RPW test must be rescheduled, use the CODES software to reschedule the test for a date 
before or afler originally scheduled, as long as the following guidelines are observed. 

Tvoe I - Tests oriainallv scheduled for a Sun.. Mon.. or Tues. 

Type 1 tests must be rescheduled to the exact same day of the week as originally 
scheduled. 

Twe 2 - Tests ortainallv scheduled for Wed. throuah Sat. 

Rescheduling Type 2 tests to the same day as originally scheduled is preferred but not 
mandatory. Type 2 tests can be rescheduled to any Type 2 test day, but cannot be 
rescheduled to Sun.. Mon. or Tues. 

The following situations should be avoided: 

1) Rescheduling tests so that lt changes Type; 

2) Rescheduling tests in Type 1 to a different day of the week; 

3) Rescheduling a test which was originally scheduled within five (5) days of a holiday 
(either before or afler); and 

4) Rescheduling a test outside the originally scheduled AP. 

3 



B. Canceling 

These guidelines replace the Domestic RPW canceling guidelines contained in the 
September 1.1992, memorandum attachment, Section I, C. 

Cancellation of tests may be made at local option; however cancellations should be avoided 
whenever possible. The Base Unit software provides for two types of test cancellations: UNIT 
NO LONGER EXISTS and ADMINISTRATIVE. It is important to select the correct option 
because the inflation factors are adjusted differently for each option. Select the correct option 
as outlined below: 

UNIT NO LONGER EXISTS has always been an option to cancel because a MEP unit 
may no longer exist. Record this type of cancellation as a UNIT NO LONGER EXISTS 
cancellation. If the MEP was changed in the MEP DBMS afler the sample selection was 
generated for the postal quarter, you must continue to take the RPW test based on how 
the MEP unit was listed at the time the sample selection was generated. 

ADMINISTRATIVE cancellation of RPW tests is used when a test cannot be taken or 
rescheduled within the above rescheduling guidelines. Record any such cancellation as 
an ADMINISTRATIVE cancellation. 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Location - At local option, RPW tests may be taken upstream to reduce travel costs, 
provided all mail can be captured for sampling. MEPs should be designed to reduce 
travel costs. For example, if all mail for a MEP can be identified at the plant, then define 
the MEP at the plant and take the test at the plant. 

2. Subsampling - The goal of subsamplitvg is to record the maximum number of pieces in 
the available time window. Therefore, select the subsampling method and skip interval 
that will best accomplish this goal. 

3. Tests covering more than one tour - Do not test a MEP untt if mutti-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered; the test should be rescheduled or 
administratively canceled. Consider redesigning the MEP based on tours. 

4. Tests normally requirtng two (or more) data wllectors - Testing of MEPs normally 
requiring two or more data wllectom can be done by one data collector if other data 
collectors are not available. Select a larger skip interval from the tables or choose the 
next subsampling method to keep the number of sampled pieces manageable for one 
data wllector to complete the test. Consider redesigning the MEP. 

5. DPS Mail -These guidelines are intended to help you conduct an RPW test in the 
delivery point sequence (DPS) environment and remain unchanged from the June 25, 
1993, CODESlRPW software release. 

To preserve the sequence of mail as you conduct the wunt. ‘mark’ the place of each 
selected mail piece in the tray (bundle, etc.) by turning the mail piece which follows it up 
on end. If the last mail piece in the tray is selected, you may find it helpful to mark its 
place wtth a card or other marker. After you finish skip wunting the DPS mail, record the 
selected mail pieces one at a time, returning each one to its place in the tray before 
recording the next one. 



6. Late Arriving Mail - Whenever possible, use the same skip interval used to sample non- 
late arrtving mail. In cases where late arriving mail is cased, it may still be possible to 
sample it using the same procedures used to sample non-late arriving mail. Coordinate 
this with delivery/clerk personnel and/or supervisor(s). 

For other late arriving mail, however, it may be necessary to use a larger skip interval in 
order to sample all the mail in the time available to avoid disrupting operations and/or 
delaying delivery. 



3. SlRVlO - flntemational RPW Outbound) 

A. Rescheduling 

Tests can be rescheduled to the same day of the week before or after the original scheduled 
test date. 

6. Canceling 

A test can be canceled if you do not have personnel to conduct the test and rescheduling is 
not feasible. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Subsampling - Make detailed counts on the tint selected container as usual and then every 
other selected container thereafter. Continue to weigh all containers in the sample unit. 
(Changes in the MIDAS system will eliminate the need of weighing all containers. However, 
until this change is implemented, continue weighing all containers). 
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4. SlRVll (International RPW Inbound) 

Because SlRVll (UCAN / CEPT I TDS) tests are required by international agreement, every effort 
should be made to complete them as scheduled. These guidelines replace the guidelines 
contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum attachment, Sections Ill, IV. and V. 

u 

A. Rescheduling 

1. If mail arrived and test was not done, reschedule test to the same day of the following 
week. 

2. If no mail arrived to test, then record the test as a zero volume 

B. Canceling 

Cancel a UCAN test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends. To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRWI sottware 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, If ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opportuntties to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule stopped? Another Test Was Scheduled or Quarter 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule stopped? (date) MM/DD/w 

6. End Test. Confirm and complete, Save resutts. Exit. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The software allows dispatches to 
be combined into anival Qmups. Combine the dispatches and then subsample from the 
anival Qmup resutting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling rules after 
combining shipments. 



A. Rescheduling 

1. If no mail arrives, reschedule test to the next day the facility would receive mail. 

2. If mail was received at the facility but not tested, reschedule test for the same day of the 
week following the test. 

3. Continue rescheduling until another test is scheduled for the same country or the 
calendar quarter ends. Tests can be scheduled before or after the original test date 

E. Canceling 

Cancel a CEPT test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends, To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRV/I software. 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, if ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opportunities to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule stopped? Another Tesf Was Scheduled or Quarter 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule Stopped? (date) MM/DD/?Y 

6. End Test, Contirm and complete, Save results, Exit. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The sohware allows dispatches to 
be combined into arrival groups. Combine the dispatches and then subsample from the 
arrival group resutting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling rules afler 
combining shipments, 
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A. Rescheduling 

1. 

2. 

3. 

If no mail arrives, reschedule test to the next day the facility would receive mail. 

If mail was received at the facility but not tested, reschedule test for the same day of the 
week following the test. 

Continue rescheduling until another test is scheduled for the same country or the 
calendar quarter ends, Tests can be scheduled before or afler the original test date. 

B. Canceling 

Cancel a TDS test when another test is scheduled for the next rescheduled date or the 
calendar quarter ends. To cancel a test, enter test on laptop or base unit SIRV/I software. 
Enter the following under ‘General Test Information’: 

1. When, if ever, was the sample conducted? NEVER 

2. Did mail arrive during scheduled test period? YES 

3. Were any opportunities to subsequently reschedule missed? YES 

4. Why were attempts to reschedule stopped? Another Test Was Scheduled or Ouarfer 
Ended 

5. On what date were attempts to reschedule stopped? (date) MIu/z)D/w 

6. End Test, Confirm and complete, Save results, Exii. 

C. Testing Techniques 

Pooling - Allow pooling of incoming dispatches with tour. The software allows dispatches to 
be combined into arrival groups. Combine the dispatches and then subsample from the 
arrival group resutting in greater time savings. Follow the usual subsampling rules afler 
combining shipments. 
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5. CITY CARRIER COST 

A. Rescheduling 

Reschedule City Carder Cost tests according to current Handbook F-55 guidelines. 

B. Canceling 

City Carrier Cost tests should only be canceled afler all attempts have been made to conduct 
the tests. 

C. Testing Techniques 

These guidelines are intended to help you conduct a canier cost test in delivery point 
sequence (DPS) environment. If questioned by a carrier whether lo case the DPS mail, refer 
the carrier to the unit supervisorfor local policy. We do not want to deviate from normal 
policies for DPS mail by reworking the mail, rearranging the sequence of the mail, or delaying 
the carrier any more than absolutely necessary. In order to preserve the sequence of DPS 
mail as you conduct the count, ‘mark’ the place of selected mail pieces in the tray. 

Conduct the test in the same manner as normal for manually cased mail. In order to test the 
DPS mail, use one of the following options: 

Option 1 Ask the canter if he/she will assist you by finding sample mail in the DPS tray as 
you test each stop. This option will help the carrier leave the office sooner and 
you complete the test sooner. 

Option 2 Record any mail found in the manual case first to obtain each address for the 
sampled stops. Then 

1) Escape <Es.- to Test Options Menu. 

2) Select Option #3 ‘Review/Edit Previous Box’. 

3) Go to the first sample stop 

,4) Escape to the Test Options Menu. 

5) Select Option 2 ‘Collect Mail Piece Data’. At this screen you are able to read 
the sample address to the canter and the carder can riffle through the DPS 
mail without aitering the sequence. Record the mail and return to the carder. 

6) Press the F2 key to advance to the next stop. Repeat for each stop until the 
test is completed. 

Option 3 Complete steps 1 through 4 of Option 2. During step 5, ask the canter to place 
the DPS trays in the order that he/she will deliver the mail. You can then riffle 
through and record the mail without taking it out of sequence if the cNtier does 
not want to look for the sample mail. Repeat for each stop until test iS complete. 
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6. RURAL CARRIER COST 

A. Rescheduling 

Reschedule Rural Carder Cost tests according to current Handbook F-56 guidelines. 

B. Canceling 

Rural Canter Cost tests should only be canceled afler all attempts have been made to 
conduct the tests, 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Rural Carder Cost tests may be taken by phone, if feasible, rather than missing the test. 

2. For DPS mail, the City Canter Cost guidelines may be used. 
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6. 

C. 

DPS mail may be encountered when conducting TRACS tests. It is imperative that the 
sequence of the mail is maintained. To preserve the sequence of DPS mail as you conduct a 
TRACS test, use a ‘class of mail’ scratch sheet to tally the number of pieces of mail for each 
class and subclass in the DPS sample tray. Finger through the mail end count each piece of 
mail by class and subclass, then record the tally of pieces on the scratch sheet. DO NOT 
weigh the DPS tray. Enter zem for total weight, this will be calculated later. Use the 
following procedures to wmpute individual weights for the classes of mail in the DPS tray. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Select three pieces of mail for each subctass. mark the place of each selected piece by 
turning the piece which follows on end. Enter the total number of pieces for this class of 
mail into the CODES software. 

Weigh the selected three pieces. Divide the weight by three (3) to calculate an average 
weight per piece. Calculate the total weight for the ctass or subclass by multiplying the 
average weight times the total number of pieces. Return the selected three pieces to the 
tray. 

Repeat steps one and two for each class and subclass. 

Rescheduling 

1. AMTRAK - Try not to reschedule. If you must, then the test may be rescheduled for the 
same train in the next week (or subsequent week in the same quarter). Do not sample 
another train. 

2. HIGHWAY, RAIL, AIR 
a. Reschedule test for the same day later in the quarter. 
b. If test cannot be rescheduled to same day later in the quarter, reschedule to a 

different day. 

Canceling 

A TRACS test is canceled if it cannot be rescheduled within the same quarter. Do not 
reschedule across quarten. 

Testing Techniques 

Example: The sampled DPS tray contained 160 First-Class letters and 51 Firm-Class 
Presort letters. The three First-Class letters selected weighed 1.5 ounces 
and the three presorted letten weighed 2.2 ounces. 

CALCULATION OF FIRST-Cl ASS 1 ETTFR WFIGH7: 

Total weight three First-Class letters I Three = Average weight par piece 
1.5 I 3 = .5 ouncei 

Total pieces x Average weight = Weight in ounces 
160 x .5 = 60 ounces 

Weight in ounces ! 16 = Total pounds 
60 I 16 = 5lbs. 
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CALCULATION OF PRESORT LETTER WEIGHT 

Total weight three First-Class letters / Three = Average weight per piece 
2.2 I 3 = .73 ounces 

Total pieces x Average weight = Weight in ounces 
51 x .73 = 37.23 ounces 

Weight in ounces I 16 = Total pounds 
37.23 I 16 = 2.326675 Ibs. 

Total pounds = 2 
Total ounces = 5.23 or 5 (.326675x 16) 

4. Total Weight is calculated by adding the pounds end ounces for all classes and the tare 
weight for the item type. Enter Total Weight before proceeding. 

TARE WElGHTS 

Cardboard Letter Tray 1 pound 
Cardboard Half Letter Tray 0 ounces 
Plastic Letter Tray 7 ounces 
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A. Rescheduling 

1. Reschedule readings one week later than the original test date and on the same day as 
originally scheduled. Continue rescheduling to the same day until the reading is 
completed. 

2. Missed readings that occur during the last week of the quarter must be rescheduled within 
that week. Missed readings on Friday at the end of the quarter may not be rescheduled. 

B. Canceling 

Missed readings on Friday at the end of the quarter remain delinquent 

C. Testing Techniques 

1. Telephone Test - In general, on-site IOCS readings are preferable to readings taken by 
telephone. Use telephone readings as necessary to take as many scheduled readings as 
possible. 

2. Scheduling Readings - For on-site readings, data collectors must contact the sampled 
employees to be read or their supervisor(s) at the beginning of the data collector’s tour 
and ask about each of the sampled employee’s work schedule for that day. If it is 
determined that the sampled employee is non-scheduled for that day, this information 
may be immediately entered into the portable computer. The data collector need not 
check back before the scheduled reading time. If it can be determined from a supervisor 
or through PSDS the day after a holiday, other than a Sunday, that on the holiday a 
sampled employee was non-scheduled, or was on annual or sick leave, this information 
may be entered into the portable computer without rescheduling the reading. 
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9. DOMESTIC ODIS 

A. Rescheduling 

B. 

Rescheduling a test to a different day of the week increases the risk of either over-estimating 
or under-estimating some classes of mail. Rescheduling should be done only as a last resort 
and not as a matter of convenience. Every attempt should be made to take the ODIS test 
as or/ginally scheduled. 

The rescheduling guidelines remain unchanged from the Domestic ODIS rescheduling 
guidelines contained in the October 6, 1993. memorandum Attachment 1, Section II, If it 
becomes necessary to reschedule an ODIS test, SPCs should try to reschedule ODIS tests to 
the same day of the week within the same accounting period in which the test was originally 
scheduled. If a test cannot be rescheduled in the prefened manner, try to reschedule the test 
so as to avoid a delinquent test. Ensure that the rescheduled test does not result in an 
“empty cell”. An “empty cell” results when no tests are taken in a group or strata of MEPs 
within a sample area or plant (P&DC). 

Canceling 

This guideline replaces the guideline contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum, 
Section X. C. 

For ODIS, a test is canceled on/y ifthe MEP unit no longer exists. If the MEP was changed 
in the MEP DBMS after the sample selection was generated for the postal quarter, you must 
continue to take the ODIS test based on how the MEP unit was listed at the time the sample 
selection was generated. 

C. Delinquent 

This guideline replaces the guideline contained in the September 1, 1992, memorandum, 
Section X. C. 

An ODIS test is to remain delinquent if tt cannot be rescheduled within the rescheduling 
guideline above. 

D. Testing Techniques 

1. Location - At local option, ODIS tests may be taken upstream lo reduce travel costs. 
provided all mail can be captured for sampling. MEPs should be designed to reduce 
travel wsts. For example, if all mail for a MEP can be identified at the plant, then define 
the MEP at the plant and take the test at the plant. 

2. Subsampling -The goal of subsampling is to record the maximum number of pieces in 
the available time window. Therefore, select the subsampling method and skip interval 
that will best accomplish this goal. 

3. Multiple Identical Pieces - The MIP procedure should not be used when applying 
container subsampling. If a container skip interval has been applied and the data 
collector observes 200 or more identical mail pieces within the selected containers. the 
following technique using the repeat key may be used to record the identical mail pieces: 
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Determine the number of identical mail pieces and divide that number by the mail 
piece skip interval being used within the selected containers (round to the nearest 
piece). Enter that result using the repeat key procedure. Note: if the result is greater 
than 199, then multiple repeat entries may be required. 

Example: Suppose that on an ODIS test on the incoming letter shape mail 
processing stream to an office, a container skip of 12 is used with the letter trays and 
a mail piece skip of 14 is used for sampling mail pieces within the selected 
containers. One of the selected trays has 300 identical mail pieces. Divide the 300 
by 14 and round to nearest piece (result Is 21). Enter the mail piece with a repeat 
value of 21. 

3. Tests covering more than one tour - Do not test a MEP unit if multi-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered; the test should be rescheduled or remain 
delinquent. Consider redesigning the MEP based on tours. 

4. Tests normally requiring two (or more) data collectors - Testing of MEPs normally 
reqthing two or more data collectors can be done by one data collector if other data 
COlleCtOs are not available. Select a larger skip interval from the tables or choose the 
next subsampling method to keep the number of sampled pieces manageable for one 
data collector to complete the test. Consider redesigning the MEP. 

5. DPS Mail -These guidelines are intended to help you conduct an ODIS test in the 
delivery point sequence (DPS) environment. 

To preserve the sequence of mail as you conduct the count. ‘malk’ the place of each 
selected mail piece in the tray (bundle, etc.) by turning the mail piece which follows it up 
on end. If the last mail piece in the tray is selected, you may find it helpful to mark its 
place with a card or other marker. Afler you finish skip counting the DPS mail, record the 
selected mail pieces one at a time, returning each one to tts place in the tray before 
recording the next one. 

6. Late Arriving Mail 

Mail Piece Skip Subsampling: Whenever possible, use the same skip interval used to 
sample non-late arriving mail. In cases where late aniving mail is cased, it may still be 
possible to sample it using the same procedures used to sample non-late arriving mail. 
Coordinate this with delivery/clerk personnel and/or supervisor(s). For other late aniving 
mail, however, 1 may be necessary to use a larger skip Interval in order to sample all of tt 
in the time available to avoid disrupting operations and or delaying delivery. 

Mail Container Skip Subsampling: Refer to Section 11 of this document on 
RPW/ODIS Container Subsampling - Adjustments to Basic Procedures. 

7. Teats requiting excessive travel - Testing may be wnduded over the telephone if 
resources do not permit on-she testing, provided qualified personnel are available at the 
tested MEP unit to assist in completing the test, For a telephone test, select a larger skip 
interval from the tables to keep the maximum recording time to 30 minutes 
(approximately). Consider redesigning the MEP upstream or by single-shape. 
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10. INTERNATIONAL ODIS 

A. Rescheduling 

Do not reschedule an International ODIS test if you do not have adequate resources; the test 
is to remain delinquent. 

6. Canceling 

An International ODIS test is canceled only if the unit no longer exists 

C. Testing Techniques 

I. Teds covering more than one tour - Do not test a delivery unl if multi-tour coverage is 
required and a required tour cannot be covered. The test remains delinquent. 

2. Tests normally requiting two (or more) data collectors - Testing of delivery units normally 
requiring two or more data collectors can be done by one data collector if other data 
collecton are not available. Select a larger skip interval fmm the tables to keep the 
number of sampled pieces manageable for one data collector to complete the test. 
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II. RPWIODIS CONTAINER SUBSAMPLING 

A. Introduction 

Container subsampling is one Of several methods of sampling and does not replace the 
sampling methods as described in Methods Handbook M-60 or Methods Handbook F-35. Our 
goal in selecting a subsampling procedure is to select and record the maximum number of 
mail pieces in a given time window. Refer to Chapter IV of the MEP Guidelines for a 
discussion of subsampling methods, their benefits and concerns. These guidelines may be 
used for both RPW and ODIS sampling. These guidelines replace the PHS Guidelines and 
PHS Container Subsampling Table. 

The MIP procedure should not be used when applying container subsampling. 

B. Definitions 

Large Container: Any type of container holding other smaller containers (i.e., primary 
containers). 

Primary Container: A container in direct wntact with mail pieces. These containers are 
letter trays. flat tubs, mail Sacks, hampers. all purpose wntainers (APCs). over the road 
Containers pOstWnS, etc. or any other structure holding loose mail pieces, There should be 
no smaller containers within the primary wntaine(. 

Container Type: A unique container shape such as a tray, tub, sack, APC, etc. 

C. Basic Procedum 

The basic procedure assumes that a container skip procedure is necessary to complete the 
test in the time available. The pmcedure also assumes that all mail packaged in containers 
for the MEP has arrived or the expected number range of containers to arrive through all 
dispatches is known. In the basic procedure, data collectors select a subset of containers 
from the total number of containers available when testing the Mail Exit Point (MEP). From 
the selected containers, a subset of mail pieces are selected and recorded wtth the RPW and 
ODIS CODES data entry software. The target for container subsampling is to select and 
record between ZOO-300 mail pieces per test. However, the RPW and ODIS Container 
Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes is designed to select and record ZOO-300 mail pieces 
per wntainer group. Therefore, adjustments to the basic procedure are provided. The basic 
procedure steps include: 

a Separate All Containers: Separate the mail so that all primary containers are 
removed from large containers. This should result in having only primary 
containers directly holding loose mail pieces (i.e., letters. parcels, flats, etc.). 
Note: If the time whdow is too small. see Adhfmenfs to the Basic Procedure. 

w Separate Priority Mail: Separate Priority Mail containers and/or Priority Mail 
pieces for testing as an independent gmup. Atthough there may be a sufficient 
quantity of containers of Priority Mail for container subsampling. mail piece 
subsampling of Ptiortty Mail Is preferred. If time does not permit using mail piece 
subsampling on the Priority Mail group and there are a sufftctent number of 
wntainen for container subsampling, then apply container subsampling to the 
Priority Mail container group. If time does not permit Using mail piece 
subsampling on the Priority Mail gmup and there are an insufficient number of 
wntainers in the Priority Mail container gmup for wntalner subsampling. then do 
not separate Priority Mail as a separate container gmup. 
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g@& Group Container Types: Group the same container types together. For 
example, group letter trays together, flat tubs together, etc. 

m Determine Whether Container Subsampling will be Used: Afler grouping 
wntainer types together, determine if wntainer subsampling is allowable for 
each group of containers. For each group of containers. using the RPW and 
ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes, determine the 
appropriate wntainer range down the lefl side of the table based on total number 
of wntainers for each gmup. If the number of containers within a group does not 
meet the table’s minimum requirements, refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate 
to determine the appmpriate subsampling method for that gmup. If the number 
of containers meets the minimum requirement for one or more groups, go to 
Step 5. 

sJ+& Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Using the RPW and ODIS 
Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes, find the ‘Container Range’ and 
“Average Mail Pieces per Container’ range that best represent the mail to be 
tested. Next find the respective wntainer and mail piece skip intervals from the 
intersection of the row and column. Note: If the test includes muMpIe container 
type groups, aaust container and mail piece skip interval as discussed in 
Adiustments to Basic Procedure. 

m Determine the Random Starts Enter the container skip and mail piece skip in 
the CODES data entry sofhvare which will generate the container random start 
and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Apply the appropriate container 
and mail piece skips to the container type group. Enter the data into the CODES 
data entry software, End session and save when finished sampling the group. 

m Go to the Next Group: Move on to the next group and repeat Steps 5 thmugh 7 
until all container type gmups have been sampled. 



D. Adjustments to Basic Procedure 

Adjustments to the basic procedure may be needed to maintain the target of ZOO-300 pieces 
recorded per test. Reasons such as dealing with more than one wntainer type group, 
unexpected volume changes, or shortened time windows may require using one or a 
combination of the following adjustment options to the basic procedure. The first three 
adjustment options assume that Steps 1 through 3 of the basic procedure can be completed. 
That is, the primary containers will be grouped by wntainer type. The final adjustment option 
is used when there is insufficient time to separate primary wntainerS from large containers. 
After determining the container skip and mail piece skip interval as described in Step 5 
in the basic procedure, the adjustments recommended are in order of preference. 

1 Option 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 4 

Select the wntainer skip and mail piece skip intervals immediately to the right of 
the intenedion of the wntainer range and average mail pieces per wntainer on 
the RPW and ODlS,Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes (Le.. 
same row, next column to the fight). If afler using Step 5 of the basic procedure, 
you are already at the right most wlumn (i.e.. highest average mail pieces per 
wntainer range), select the wntainer skip and mail piece skip intervals 
immediately below (i.e. same column, next row down). Note: This adjustment 
option may on/y be used prior to the a&a/ selection of containers, p-ior to Step 7 
of Me basic procedure. Once the containers are selected, ifan adjustment is 
necessary, use adjustment option 2 of increasing the mail piece skip interval, 
keeping the container skip the same. 

Change the mail piece skip interval, keeping the wntainer skip the same. The 
mail piece skip interval should be adjusted so that the maximum number of mail 
pieces can be recorded in the given situation. Note: This a#&ment option is 
nof always workable with the CODES RPWdata entry somUare, that is, you may 
not be able to keep me wntainer skip fhe same. In this case, you may need to 
use adjustment opfion 3. 

Change the intenedion of the container range and the average mail pieces per 
container range to a new intersection that pmvides a container skip and mail 
piece skip that is appmprtate for maximizing the number of mail pieces recorded 
in the given situation. Note: This adjusfment option may only be used prior to 
the actual selection of containers. prior to Step 7 of the basic procedure. Once 
the containers are selected, ifan aaustment is necessary, use aa&ment 
option 2 of increasing the mail piece skip interval, keeping the container skip the 
same. 

This adjustment applies when both separating primary WntainerS from large 
containers and gmuplng wntainer types are not possible in the available time 
window. In this option, large wntainers are sampled as a first step, and no 
wntainer grouping Is required. Complete Steps 5 thmugh 7 of the basic 
procedure. 

E. Exception: RPW Testing of Accountable Mail 

When testing accountable mail for RPW tests, wntainer subsamolina mav be used onlv fey 
non-wmminoled Business Reolv Mail IBRtyQ. Sub-sampling other accountable mail such as 
postage due, return receipts and commingled BRM Is allowable using the lowest piece skip 
interval possible only to maintain the target of ZOO-300 pieces recorded per RPW test. 
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F. RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Examples 

Example 1: A MEP is defined to be the incoming mail processing stream that is letter shape for 
an associate office. The mail arrives in large containers holding letter trays. The expected 
number of large containers is 3 and the average number of letter trays within a large wntainer is 
30. The expected number of mail pieces per letter tray is approximately 500. 

Separate All Containers: The primary wntainer is the letter tray. If necessary, the 
latter trays should be removed from large wntainers so that a subset of containers 
can be selected for sampling. 

Separate Priority Mail: Since Priority Mail is rare in this processing stream and will 
probably be commingled if present, there should be no attempt to find and separate 
Priority Mail pieces. 

Group Container Types: Since all mail for this MEP arrives in letter tray containers, 
there is only one wntainer type group. 

Determine Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used since the number of primary containers is greater than 3. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: The expected number of letter 
trays for the test is 90 (3 X 30). In the event that the number of large containers or 
the number of letter trays per large wntainer were not easily known, simply choose 
the container range in the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All 
Mail Shapes thal best represents the number of primary containers expected. 

The expected number of mail pieces per letter tray is 500. In the evenf that the 
number of mail pieces per primary container is not easi/y known, simply choose an 
average mail pieces per container range in the RFW and 0Dl.S Container 
Subsampling Tab/e fix All Mail Shapes fhat best represents the number of mail 
pieces found per pfimary container. Adjustments can be made onc8 fhe subsampling 
is in pqyess. 

Using the RPW and ODIS Container Subeampling Table for All Mail Shapes, first, 
find the container range that includes 90 (container range rmv 76125). Second, find 
the average mail pieces per container range that includes 500 (average mail pieces 
per container range column 301-500). Next, flnd the intersaction of the container 
range and average mail pieces per wntainer range (row and column) to rind the 
appropriate container skip and mail piece skip intervals. The intersection resutts in a 
wntainer skip of 12 and a mail piece skip of 14. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software, enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The software will generate the wntainer 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting letter tray container 
as determined by the container random start. and select every 12th letter tray 
container thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected 
letter tray containers, select the starting mail piece as determined by the random 
start, and select every 14th mail piece thereaRer as determined by the mail piece 
skip interval. Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 
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Example 2: A MEP is defined which receives letter mail in letter trays and flats in flat tubs. The 
expected number of letter trays is between 40-50 and the number of mail pieces within any tray is 
generally over 500 pieces but less than 600 pieces. The expected number of flat tubs is between 
7-10 and the number of mail pieces within any tub is generally over 100 pieces but less than 125 
pieces. Since the MEP will involve mu/tip/e container iype groups (i.e., lefter trays and flat tubs), 
an adjustment to the basic procedure is wamanted to keep the far@9 of sampled mail pieces to 
200-300 for the entire test 

Separate All Containers: The primary containers are the letter trays and the flat 
tubs. If necessary, the letter trays and flat tubs should be removed from large 
containers so that a subset of each type of container can be selected for sampling. 

Separate Prtority Mail: Priority Mail is rare in among letter tray mail and will 
probably be commingled if present, therefore make no attempt to find and separate 
Priority Mail pieces from the letter trays. Separate Priority Mail flats if there is time 
and are easy to identify in the flat tubs. 

Group Container Types: Separate the primary containers into two container type 
groups. One group would be composed of letter trays and the other group would be 
composed of flat tubs. 

Determine Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used for both container type gmups since the number of primary 
wntainers in each wntainer type group is greater than 3. Any Priortty Mail that was 
identified and separated for container subsampling does not meet the minimum 
requirements for container subsampling. Refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate to 
determine the appmpriate subsampling method for the Priority Mail pieces. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Starting with the /after tray 
container group. find the appropriate wntainer range and average mail pieces per 
container range using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All 
Mail Shapes. The appropriate wntainer range is 36-75 (for expected letter trays of 
40-50) and average mail pieces per container range is 501-800 (for expected average 
pieces per container of 501600). The intersection (row and column) results in a 
container skip of 10 and a mail piece skip of 18. 

Because there are multiple wntalner type gmups for this test, the container skip and 
mail piece skip must be adjusted to assure that the number of sampled pieces for the 
entire test is in the 200-300 range. If the adjustment were not made, we would 
sample 200-300 mail pieces for each container type group. 

From the intersection (row and column) that results in a container skip and mail piece 
skip of 10 and 18 respectively for the letter tray wntainer group. select the container 
skip and mail piece skip immediately to the right (i.e., same row next column to the 
right). The resulting skip intervals are 10 for the wntainers and 27 for the mail 
pieces. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software, enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The sotiare will generate the wntainer 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

Guidelim for specirc statistkal Pmgnms 
lYl3% 
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w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting letter tray container 
as determined by the container random start, and select every 10th letter tray 
container thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected 
letter tray containers select the starling mail piece as determined by the random 
start, and select every 27th mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece 
skip interval. Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

g@@ Repeat Steps 5 - 7 for the flat tub container group 

w Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: For fhe flaf tub container gmup. 
find the appropriate container range and average mail pieces per wntainer range 
using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes. The 
appropriate oontainer range is 6-10 (for expected flat tubs of 7-10) and average mail 
pieces per container range is 101-150 (for expected average pieces per wntainer of 
101-125). The intenection (Tow and wlumn) results in a container skip of 2 and a 
mail piece skip of 3. 

Since this is a second container type gmup for this test, adjust the skip intervals by 
selecting the container skip and mail piece skip immediately to the right (i.e., same 
row. next column to the tight) in the table. This resutts in a wntainer skip of 3 for the 
flat tubs and a mail piece skip of 2 for the mail pieces contained in the flat tubs. 

w Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software. enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The software will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Seled the starting flat tub container as 
determined by the wntainer random start, and select every 3rd flat tub container 
thereafler as determined by the container skip interval. Fmm the seleded flat tub 
wntainen, seled the starting mail piece as determined by the random start, and 
select every 2nd mail piece thereafler as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

m Refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate to determine the appropriate subsampling 
method for the Priority Mail pieces. Record the seleded mail pieces. End session 
and save. 

Guidclima for SpecW2 StatW4 Prcgfanm 
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Example 3: A MEP is defined as a PHS unit for an associate ofrice. Seven wntainers are 
available for testing. There are three OTRs and four APCs. The OTRs contain only loose parcel 
and IPP shaped mail pieces. The OTRs each are expected to wntain about 200 mail pieces. 
The APCs contain mail sacks. There are 26 mail sacks total, of which 2 are Priority Mail sacks. 
Each sack contains between 5 to 6 mail pieces. 

Separate All Containers: Separate the sacks from the APCs. The primary 
containers are the OTRs and the mail sacks. 

Separate Priority Mail: Separate the two Priority Mail sacks to form their own group 
for testing. 

Group Container Types: Separate the non-Priority Mail primary wntainers into two 
container type groups. One group would be composed of OTRs and the other group 
would be composed of sacks. 

Determine Whether Container Subsampling Will Be Used: Container 
subsampling may be used for both container type groups, the OTRs and the non- 
Priority Mail sacks, since the number of primary wntainers is greater than or equal to 
3 for each container type group. The Priority Mail sacks do not meet the minimum 
requirements for container subsampling. so refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate 
to determine the appropriate subsampling method for the Priority Mail pieces. 

Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Starring with Me OTR container 
gfoup, find the appropriate container range and average mail pieces per wntainer 
range using the RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail 
Shapes. The appmpriate container range is 3-5 (for expected OTRs of 3) and 
average mail pieces per container range is 151-300 (for expected average pieces per 
container of about 200). The intersection (row and column) results in a wntainer skip 
of 2 and a mail piece skip of 3. 

Because there are muttiple wntainer type groups for this test, the wntainer skip and 
mail piece skip must be adjusted to assure that the number of sampled pieces for the 
entire test is in the 200-300 range. If the adjustment were not made, we would 
sample 200300 mail pieces for each wntainer type group. 

Adjust the skip intervals by seleding the wntainer skip and mail piece skip 
immediately to the tight (i.e., same mw. next wlumn to the tight) in the table. This 
results in a container skip of 2 for Ihe OTRs and a mail piece skip of 4 for the parcel 
and IPP shaped mail pieces. 

Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software. enter the 
wntainer skip and the mail piece skip. The so6ware will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Seled the starting OTR container as 
determined by the container random start, and seled the 2nd OTR container 
thereafler as determined by the wntainer skip intelval. Fmm the seleded OTR 
containers, seled the starting mail piece as detemrined by the random start, and 
select every 4th mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the seleded mail pieces. End session and save. 

Repeat Steps 5-7 for the sack container gmup. 
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a Determine the Container and Mail Piece Skips: For the sack container group. find 
the appropriate container range and average mail pieces per container range using 
the RPW and ODE Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes. The 
appropriate container range is 26-35 (for expected non-Priority Mail sacks of 26) and 
average mail pieces per container range is 5-10 (for expected average pieces per 
container of 5-6). The intersection (row and column) results in a container skip of 2 
and a mail piece skip of I. 

Sinus this is a sewnd container type group for this test, adjust the skip intervals by 
selecting the container skip and mail piece skip immediately to the tight (i.e., same 
row, next wlumn to the right) in the table. This results in a container skip of 2 for the 
sacks and a mail piece skip of 2 for the parcel and IPP shaped mail pieces. 

m Determine the Random Starts: Using the CODES data entry software, enter the 
container skip and the mail piece skip. The software will generate the container 
random start and the mail piece random start. 

w Apply the Container and Mail Piece Skips: Select the starting mail sack container 
as determined by the container random start, and select the 2nd mail sack container 
thereafter as determined by the container skip interval. From the selected mail sack 
containers, select the starting mail pieces as determined by the random start, and 
select every 2nd mail piece thereafter as determined by the mail piece skip interval. 
Record the selected mail pieces. End session and save. 

m Refer to the M-60 or F-35 as appropriate to detenine the appropriate subsampling 
method for the Priority Mail pieces. Record the selected mail pieces. End session 
and save. 
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RPW and ODIS Container Subsampling Table for All Mail Shapes 

201-500 

500+ 
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AVERAGE MAIL PIECES PER CONTAINER 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

This document provides guidelines for establishing Mail Exit Points (MEPS), which are the sampling 
units for the POStal Service’s probability-based sampling svstems: the Origin-Destination Information 
5VStem ICDlSj and the Revenue. Pieces and Weight System #?PW). To allow these programs to bener 
adapt t0 both technological developments and to changes in mail processing and delivery procedures, 
flexibilitv has been built into the way specific MEPs may be defined. A MEP is defined generallv as a 
physical Place in the mail Processing stream between rho destination mail processing plant and the final 
delivery Unit where mail Pieces can be isolated, counted and recorded. 

When defining a MEP. therefore, statistical programs staff need to insure that: 

la) 
(bl 

w 

ldl 

the ‘golden rules- are followed: 
the MEP is located at or near the final delivery unit, but no farther “upstream” than the 
destination mail processing facility; 
the MEP is sized appropriately (i.e.. a targeted MINIMUM average dailv volume of 
approximately 500 pieces); and, 
appropriate stratification information can be provided - e.g. on-site test time, and 
approximate volumes by shape and category of mail. 

The benefits of MEPflexibiliw include the potential to improve precision in the estimates, better control 
over errors or biases, and better management of data collection costs. Costs can be bener managed 
by allowing more local control over the definition of sampling units IMEPsl. Also, knowledge of the 
cost factors associated with each MEP (i.e. approximate travel and test times) allows Headguaners 
to take these costs into account during the sample selection process. Since MEPs can be defined in 
terms of shapes and mail processing streams, and because mail categories are highly correlated with 
shape and mail stream, sampling may more easily be targeted at specific categories of mail. This can 
lead to both (a) improved precision of the estimates of mail volumes, revenues, weights, transir times 
and other mail characteristics: and, fb) improvements in the overall efficiency of our sampling. Finally, 
because of the flexibility to change MEP definitions to coincide with changes in the way mail is 
processed, the MEP design helps ensure that the MEPs collectively cover the entire universe of mail 
in the Postal Service system. 

This document includes five chaptors. Chapter II provides an overview of the MEP frame structure. 
along with definitions and criteria for MEP units. Also included is a discussion of the volume and size 
requirements for various types of MEP units. Chapter on designing MEPs includes the Golden Rules 
and other “criteria’ to be considered when establishing MEPs. Chapter IV provides an overview of 
subsampling methods, and the benefits and concerns related to subsampling. The various subsampling 
methods should be considered when designing MEPs. Chapter V is a Glossaw of definitions related 
to MEPs. It inoludaa entriaa which will be familiar to statistical programs staff. PI welt as some 
statistical temu. 

To get the m&mum ban& from defining and establishing MEPs. the Statistical Programs Coordinator 
should carefully rev@w these guidelines in addition to the MEPTransition Aid and other documentation. 

MJI Exit Point Guide&we I-1 
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II - MAIL EXIT POINT (MEPI FRAME STRUCTURE 

I 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This section defines a sampling frame and a Mail Exit Point (MEP), and describes various 
essential characteristics of effective MEPs. Tvpes of MEPs and their benefits to the postal 
Service’s probability-based sampling systems for providing volumes, revenues, weights. transn 
times and other mail characteristics are also presented. 

e. OEFINITION OF A SAMPLING FRAME 

A sampling frame is a list of sampling units that represent a partitioning of the population of 
interest.. The population of interest for the system(s) providing management information about 
mail vOIur%% revenues. weights. transit times and other mail characteristics is all the mail that 
the Postal Service takes in and delivers in a given time period (e.g.. a given postal ouaner). 
The population of interest can be panitioned lor divided up) in many different ways to allow 
for sampling to obtain statistical estimates. One method of partitioning the population emplovs 
the use of Mail Exit Points IMEPs) that are defined and established in the field by statistical 
programs personnel. The number of sampling units in the frame is the number of MEPs in the 
MEP database multiplied by the number of delivery days in a given time period. Therefore, the 
sampling unit is a MEP-day (e.g., city carrier route Y9509 - January 4thl. 

C. DEFINITION OF MEP 

The term Mail Exit Point IMEP) is defined as a physical place in the mail processing stream 
between and including the destination mail processing plant and the final delivery unit where 
mail pieces can be isolated, counted and information about them can be recorded. 

D. BENEFITS OF MEP-EASED FRAME STRUCTURE 

1. Improve Precision in Estimates 

The systems -providing management information about mail volumes, revenues, 
weights, transit times and other mail characteristics must be able to meet the 
requirements of the customer. These requirements include producing the information 
with the precision the customer needs. Since this information is needed by category 
of mail, testing mail in a mail processing stream that is composed of predominantly one 
shape of mail can improve sampling efficiency by allowing samples to be targeted at 
apacihc shapes which are correlated with specific mail categories. 

Having comporito stratification information or descriptive characteristics 1e.g. letter. 
flat, IPP, parcel, Priority volumesl for each MEP also makes it possible to improve 
sampling efficiancy. 

2. Controlling Bias 

The flexibility in defining MEPs promotes a higher likelihood that the system’s frame 
represents the population of interest. The designs of specific MEPs can be changed 
to reflect changes in the way mail is processed. 

Md Exit Point Guidelines II-1 
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3. Managmg Costs 

E. CHARACTERISTICS OF MEPS 

MEPt should be designed to increase the value of the information obtained from a test 
while decreasing the Costs associated with a rest. The value of the information 
obtained can be increased by capturing as much mail as possible from units defined 
around single mail categories or shapes to enhance the precision of the estimates. 

MEPs should be designed so that, generally, only one person per data collection tour 
is needed to conduct a test. Different subsampling techniques can be employed to 
accomplish this. 

The inclusion of facility travel times and on-site test time for each MEP allows the SPC 
to identify MEPs which are expensive to test, such as MEPs which are far from offices 
where data collection personnel are located. If these expensive units are so identified, 
they can be sampled less frequently. However, expensive units must still be included 
in the MEP Data Base Management System IDEMS) and tested occasionally. 

There are three essential characteristics MEPs must have to function effectively as sampling 
units. First. MEPs must adhere to four critical rules called ‘Golden Rules’; second, maii 
associated with any MEP must be at or near its final destination, where ?tear- means no 
further upstream from the final delivery unit than the dastinrtion mail processing facility: and, 
third, a MEP should have an expected average daily volume of 500 pieces or greater, except 
for some special purpose MEPs. 

1. The Golden Rules 

To operate effectively, each MEP must have essential properties called Golden Rules. 
These rules are: 

a. Evew piece of mail must be associated with one nnd on& ona 
MEP. 

Estimates will be biased if mail pieces have any way of bypassing all MEPs. 
For example, when defining MEPs along shape for the box section, if the MEP 
for the box section flat-rhaped maif ir not associated with any MEP and 
therefore is not in the MEP database this flat-shaped mail has no chant-d 
being tested, and a downward bias in the volume estimates would be crea.,d. 

Estimatme will also be biased if any pieces of mail have the opportunity to be 
counted in more than one MEP. For example, if a MEP is defined as all parcels 
in the parcel mail stresm to s station, other MEPs defined for this station, such 
aa carrier routes, firms and the box se&on. must not include this parcel mail. 

b. The nuil for each MEP should be able to be isolated for testing. 

Mail must be capable of being readily located for a MEP. and in sufficient time 
to ensure mat the mail can be sampled without unduly delaying its delivenl. 
For example, a MEP thmt combines all mail for several carrier routes may be a 
problem. ~WXUSO it could be difficuk to sweep for mail in all the physical 
locations in the facility (i.e.. find the letters, flats, parcels, IPPs, postage due 
and accountable mail) in tha time window available for testing. 

II-2 M&l Exit Poht Guidelinee 
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C. A M@ should be ~Chrrvelv sfabk rhrough t,mc 

i) Bids and Deaths Whenever possible. the ‘bIRhs’ and ‘deatns- of 
MEPs should OCCUr less freauentlv than sample selectron OCcu,S, ~~~ 
this reason. It would not be a good idea to define MEP~ I,, terms of bins 
on machlnes. 

ii) Stratification InformatIon . the stratification lnformatron ~olle~t,,d for 
each MEP lvolume bv ShaPe. Prloritv and accountable volume. and on. 
Site test rime) should remann relatively stable through tlma to help 
ensure effective stratification. Units which will freguent!y Contajn zero 
volume am not go00 MEP candidates. Larger umts. particularly those 
over me nwered minmm of 500 pieces per day. usually have less 
dav-to-drv volume fluctuation. 

d. The cOStdf~Ct~ven8ss of testing should bc mamimiz& for each MEP, 

i) TO the enrnr possiblr. MEPs should bs defined in such a way that only 
onr data COII~K~~ is r@Ouired to conduct s test per tour. 

iii There muSt k m adwuatr time window to conduct a mst with the 
available resources. 

iii) The size of thJ MEP should k sppropriate to ensure l ffectlve 
utilization of dsta collectors, snd Iargs enough to ensure reJsonably 
stJblo mail volumes. 

iv1 MEPs should bo dsfined in wJys rvhich nducr travel costs associatti 
with conducting tests. 

2. MEPs at ot Naar the final Dotinrtion 

In me MEP-brood ff~m~ design, tesl mril mun k’c~ptured st or neJr the destmatlon 
point ramJr mm thy origirwtioo point Imall entry point1 of ths mril procrssmg stream. 
TminO at or ,?ear mt dostinrtion Pomt supports bu COILWSIO reuulremont for 
estimating mJ11 pwa u~nsit tima b~twnn pf~nts. MEPs rruy be defiwd so that mall 
istJStedJtbw1MdolivUvunhWupmum ss faf u the dsninetion mall procers8ng 
pknt 1J.g.. Gonus4 M~ii Faeiiii - GMR. as long IS ir is highlv likelv thJt the mall 41 
bJJvJilJbkfordolivwyonmJdJmofdwI.Jt. 

Tenting upmum creamy m obvious limiufiorl fW transit time JnJlWs. Howover. 
tcuych his in&~W that the rnw we of ansit dme information is to diagnose 
plurptoplun problems. T’hewforr. although wmsit times will not slwavs reflect the 
m * mu;l p*ar ro wnw n ma final poed fadii boforo dJlivetv to me customef. 
dyIwiymaJtmJrwifmMtJofcHLd~ fur diagnosmg plsnt.to-plant 
s and mail pmcrsJin@ Probbw. 

A- c- with defining a MEP up$treJ~T~ is UW pot~MJl for violating the fWSt 
of me four GO&IT Rules - mar wety mea of mail be l uocisred with one and only 
one MEP. Pof Jx~mpk. defining J MEP upmum for mrl mat is furdur OrOCeSaed IntO 
many pot- MEPs downawam would inWOdutr J risk Of doubh COuntW 
HOWV~,. c-in wpes of mad (e.g., automatedlOCS IetW-rhawd mail. l nd PuC*I- 
,hJm mail) s-dmr$ have uniaw IT& sums. lf tfWJ iS a suitable tlm0 *‘noOw. 
these apes of mail couid k dfeaivolv rrmd uem~m from a ddiwrv ml at a 
processmg fsciiii without J slgmficmt nsk of double counting. 
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Bv orovldiw the flexlbW for uwrcam trstmg. data COII~CT,O~ travel cosIs may ba 
reduced. FlexiblliN also implies tha: MEPs can be defined diffsrent,V from onc 
CuStOmrr Service and Sales D~strlct lCSSDl to another, and even between fac,,,tlCs 
within the same CSSD. 

3. Recommrndrd MEP Mimmum Volume 

MEPs should be defined with a targeted mintmum avrngc dally volume of 
aooroxlmately 500 p~~cas. except for accountable mail MEPs. PHS-MEPs. orlgmarmg 
RPW MEPs. special delivery MEPs and APO/FPO MEPs. Another exceot~on to the 500 
Olece mmcmum occurs in situations where a golden rule could be wolatsd. For 
examolr. if a oossible MEP satisfies all of the golden rules. but has an avcngc dally 
volume of slightly less than 500. Including it as a MEP is preferable to redcfinmg the 
MEP to incrsasc volume, but m such a way that a golden rula is wolarcd in the process 

A minimum average daily volume of 500 oioces is designed to preclude a orollferatlon 
of small MEPs. TOO many small ME& rrducos tha rffictoncy of stratlficatton. mcraascs 
MEP unit maintmanc.r. and creates a lot of two volume tests. MEPs wth avcragc 
volumes of tower than 500 oiecos ow dav should k created only when the mall 
cannot bd tested any ottwr way. For rxamglr. this could occur when the malow of 
mail for an assoeiatr officr could be oncomgasaod within large volume MEPs. which 
are drfinod along mail proearring struma. and which could ba costed upsuram at tha 
plant. To do ttGa. howrvrr, could rewire ttw cnation of a small Volunw MEP 
consisting of tha mail for tha asswam offiu which bypaaaaa the plant 1e.g. bvpass 
and turnaround maill. 

F. TYPES OF MLPS 

1. Dalivw Unit(s) as MEP(al 

The definiliOn of a MEP ia flrxibk rnough thn any of dw following could ba defined 
uaMER 

- a dalivw unlf kg. a ciw cmlw roar) 
- mom man w dollww unit h.O. fiw cfrv curlu muN8) - 
- a mbinbm of pwp of mom than w Winy wtil 1r.g. all Imtot mall for five 

2. On Q Mom Jh#Band Mail Rocolalng suuma 

Mad pmcadg amama am gonwal)r band 047 ma4 ahaou ad thr rnont of 
8tmmdal mdia mahanisalim. Son-u ungor*r of mail am found an law 
quamhh in anain incoming mail paxsaing sveams. For rxam~. Romv Mad and 
& posl ata gwwallv soned to gosul faciliia Lo.. stationa, branchor. assoaaw 
oftkoa) rypicallv in tha same mail pocrsaing stream. which is COmgoaad orodom~nantlv 
of garcd and flat ahabwd mail. 

&c~uaa of the cormlation bowwn mail canopy and alum. tha precision Of statwca1 
ostimatos from the ODIS and RPW systems can ba iwovrd it MEPI am defined along 
one or mom shape-band mad procrsamg suma. In rddi(ion. dau CO~IOC~IO~ ma* Da 
aastw and mom dicmnr if a teat rew~as locating and counting mail wIthIn OnlV ona 
suram. comprred with ma r#cal delivoy umt (ha1 nquins thal thr IOTtlf. fiat. OarC*I 
and accountablr mall snrams all ba ~sweot’ for a Sing* mat. 

II4 
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3. MEPs Defined for Less Than 24 noura 

A MEP can bt defined to represent a portion of a 24.hour day, such as a tOUr, 5uch 
MEPS must bt designed so that parts of the 24-hour day at the Pan,Cular phySIcal 
location in fht mail processing stream are listed in the MEP DBMS. As long as each 
tour or Pan of a dav has a chance fo be sampled. and the Golden RUINS have not been 
violated. there will be no bias. To create such MEPs. mail volume and other 
stratification information must be obtamablt separately for each tour or pan of the day 
which is defined as a MEP. Also, i( is important that mail volume be stable over t,mt 
for rhe Particular IOUr Or Dan of rhe 24.hour day for which the MEP is defined. 
Otherwise. the creation of such MEPs will not promote sampling efficiency. 

SOmt dtlivtrV Units, such as large volume firms and box sections, for whxh mail can 
exit the Postal Service around the clock, can be defined for a tour or an increment of 
lime less than 24 hours. For example, if mail is distributed to a Firm around rhe clock. 
the SPC might determine that isoladng and testing all the mail can occur during three 
time windows: 1:OO a.m. f6 9:00 a.m.; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and 5:00 p.m. to 1:OO 
a.m. Three MEPs could be defined. one for each of these time windows. I( should be 
emphasized that these time windows need not necessarily coincide with fours. Mail 
volumes and other characteristics recorded on the frame would have fo be determined 
separately for each time window to ensure that each unit can be properly stratified. 
Mail volumes should not vary drastically within tour for time window as in this case) 
depending on the schedule of mail processing. When a MEP is selected for testing, its 
descriptor should define tht time window for which mail is cesttd. Although this 
approach may eliminate the need for multiple DCTs or covtragt of multiple tours on 
a singlt’ttst, a test may still occur during any ont of the time windows defined for the 
MEPS, and DCT scheduling must accommodate this possibility. 

4. Accountable Mail MEPs 

Accoumablt mail MEPs art defined as mail passing through tht Postage Due Unit or 
accountable section. This includes postage due mail, business rtolv mail. or other 
,sptcial service mail such as merchandise returns, ctriifitd mail and registered mail. 
Accountable mail MEPs may include all such mail for the office, or some subset 
depending on local conditions. Large busintsa reply firms art ideal candidates for 
accountable mail MEPs which rtprestnt subsets of lotal office accountables. Where 
possible, it is rtcommtndtd that a single accountable mail MEP be defined for the 
entire office, when the accountable and/or business raplv mail it tstimatad to be 100 
pieces or more a day. as long as the goldtn rules art nor violattd. Tht benefits of 
defining accountable mail MEPs include: (11 crtating large concentrations Of the 
accountablt mail cattgorits which occur relatively infrtqutntly in the mail stream. thus 
allowing thorn to bt targeted for mort efficient sampling; 12) removing this mail from 
t&ng in othtr units where time windows for testing art a problem; and, I31 improving 
tha a~~uncy of RPW accountable mail estimates bv removing this mail from RPW 
totting in other units located outside the postage due or accounnble section where 
cbwmfiution of the proptr rate categories is difficult. 

5. Mandatory MEP Typts (Originating RPW, APOIFPO. and Sptcial Dtlivtryl 

Combined originating RPW MEPs must be tstablishtd for all facilities with window 
retail units. These MEPs art defined to include all insurtd, registered and COD mail 
pieces originating from the window retail unit. 

APD/FPD and sptcial delivery MEPs art rtquirtd for several reasons. on4 Of which is 
fht nttd to ttltct these units for testing on a 7 day per wttk basis, instead of the 
normal 6 days ptr week for other MEPs. Whenever postible. APO/W0 units should 

M&l Exit Point Guidtliita II-5 
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bo combined 10 meor the minimum 500 owcee per day target for a MEP, and (ha nelo 
ensure stable drv-ro-dav MEP mad volumes. 

Whenever possible, larger spac~al delivew MEPs are prefmed. Howevrr. the way That 
eg&el delivery is processed and delivered varies acrose officer. Therefore. 10 follow 
me golden ,-uIee may require rhat MEPs be defined below rho Dlanf level. and such 
MEPe may not meet the rargec 500 vece per day minimum. 
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III - DESIGNING MAIL EXIT POINTS (MEPs) 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This sewon DrOvldOS specific inSlrUCnOn2 for desigmng MEPs lo be IisIed in rhe MEP Database 
Management Svrtem. 

s. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DESIGNING MEPS 

A MEP is definrd as a ohvsical olace in the mail stream where mai! can ba ,sofatad. counted 
and recorded mat mmS the Golden Rule reouwements and whwe there ,s an adeouare rime 
window for conducting the test. A MEP should be defined by simultaneously cons,der~ng eacn 
of the following: 

1. Golden Rules 

Consider the four Golden Rules when defining a MEP lsee Chapter 1l.E for a more 
detailed explanation): 

Every piuc of mail must be l ssocieted with one and on& one 
MEP. 

The mail for l uR MEP should br ebb to be isolated for testing. 

A MEP should be reletivetv stable thmu@ time 

lho cost-Mut+rwss of trstiho should b# maximized for ech MEP. 

2. MEPs n or Neat the Final Doednnion 

MEPs can be defirwd upmeem as fsr as the dsstirudon mail processing plan7 Ie,g.. 
GMf). or as far downrueem as thr nrdilionallv l eKablished postal delivery umt. as long 
ae il is highlv likely @al ttw mall will be available for delivew on the date Of the test. 

3. Mail Pwcuaiq SuumlShaoe-Sased 

Mai) wm smams ate generally bored on me4 shapes and the enem of 
a-. The mail processing sneam can include mail 10 or from a postal faclllw. 
01 il m hd~& mail within ti facll* Mhet beforr or atrrr m0 Dnmarv. secondarY 
tiothet autmim hae occutrad. 

a. D&M ME& u~streem at rho plant 01 downstream . MEPs defined along mad 
proceesing errrams can be establtiehed onher uostteam l the mall DrocOSSW 
plant. or dowmaveam at rho station. btrnch ot 8ssoc~a~e office. When 
establishing MEPs upstream. special care should be taken to avoId vlolarw a 
golden rule. For exam-, if mail tar a potential Xpsttoam’ MEP 1s mcrgeQ aI 
me deennatkon office wm omer ma4 a nsk of double counfln0 msv D* 
introduced. of so, me pocennal uosream MEP is not a good MEP canoloare 
Also, when detinmg an upstream MEP. mall Ihrt bvoassos the plant lwcn as 
local or rurnarouna maIll must be covered In some wav. 

Mdl Exit Po*n 0uideih.s Ill.1 
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Care should also be exe,c!red when defining a MEP around e ma,l o,ocers,ng 
SWOam that Includes accounrable mall. For example. when conducting an ~pw 
t@St On a PHS-MEP that Includes accountable mail. 11 may be difficult I” the 
available time wmdow to establish the orooer categories for these oleces 
without aSSlStSnC0 from the postage due or accountable mall clerk. 
Establishing an accountable mail MEP at the Postage Due Unit and or 
Accountable Mail Sewon for this mail and other office accountablss, may 
facilitate the prooar recording of this mail. 

b. Ddfind MEPs dlong incoming md,lprocessing srrddm* t* d posfdl fdc;/;v ,dnr,r~ 

ScatiOn Or #SSOCidt# Office/ when nccdssdry - A MEP can be defined to cover 
each ~ncommo mall stream to the enore postal faciliry: i.e. one MEP for all the 
lncomlng IORe, mall to fhe faciliw, and additional MEPs to cover rho fiats and 
oarcels. MEPs defined m thts way will typically Include primarily one shape of 

mall out none of this mall must be eligible for tosong In orher urws. Ask 
YOU’ f ‘If there were other tests on other MEPs in this facility on the same 
dav ;Id any of the mail for r- i MEP oossiblv be counred in any of Those 

othe su7- 

C. Defi- UER dlong mdil procrr 7 Stlddms within d pos1dI fdcility . A MEP 
drfinea along a sing10 mail arc ma mum could be set UD at any one of 
several akrmativr processing 5 s witfUn a facilii, such as immediatelv affer 
thr incoming onmary or soconearv sortations. Defined in this way. the MEP 
would be composed Dlimarilv ol one shape. For l Xam,,l., a MEP cm be 
defined as all mail in the oarc?l hampers for tBa sotion Ithrown to tie incoining 
parcel mail stream conuinrrsl. As defined, this MEP would include all dWd- 
ekes bundka, mer wave. etc.. mm are mrom 8long with the DanA-shama 
mail to ma incoming parcel mail smrm containers to mat offce. 

d. IWwmvu DO&b,,, ddlind MEPs d&g /?I#? ploCdSSfi?g St?bdmS COmDOsdd Of 

predmmfty w shw of nuil to d d&my unit. MEPs can be defined 10 
include a11 mail in the incOming mail proceuing mum to a dolivery unit: ame, 
melmer,tuIorDwoeiawum. 01 by dagnr of at,mnwion or mrchantzarlon 
wimtn m0 mail processq mram. 

i) Automated knu earWon i0 a mail processing stream cons~snng of 
Imu-ohaped md. AN mail in tha wcomaUd lenrr mail stream to a 
tution is a good candidate to, a ME?. 

4) Pa-al wng sveema. dwer&ng on where a MEP IS defined and 
dw dogme of mechanira%ion. can include One or many mall shaooe. If 
Wi maniguledon is te@ed to fwnove mail pieces mat could be 
do&h counud in another MEP. than this may not be a good candtdale 

tar a MEP. 

iii) All null in the ftn mail mum to a box section is comoosed onmarllv 
of flrt-oha& mail and &s a god undi for a MEP. Convarrelv. a 
MEP defined as all mail Ilorter, flat. ~ucele and accountablesl for a box 
su6on. is ~nttef ddimd along maii poursing ItleaF 10, ComuoSOd 
of pmdaminmdy one shape and would 001 ba a gooc MEP CandlQaw 

III.2 Md tic coin Guiddines 
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4~ ftrattficarlon lnformat~on 

TO define a swific ,MEP. stratification lnformatbon must be ~bta,~at,l~ for thaI MEp 
The followma stratlflcatlon mformarlon 4s regulred. 

a. 

iii Flats To the nearest hundred Dieces. total flat volume. regardless of 
mad category. 

iii) IPPs . TO The nearest un pieces. total IPP voluma. regardless of mall 
category. 

WI ParCeh . TO the nearest ren Piece. total parcel volume. regardless of 
mail category. 

b. Estimdtrd dvdrdgd ddity VOhmd of fion’ty mdif . To the nearest ten paces. 
total Prlonrv mail volume regardless of shape. [Note: Pr!onry mall volumes 
recorded bore would also be Included in the estimated average dally volumes 
by shape ducriLW in Ial above.1 

c. EStimdtdd dvdrd&ld dti?v VOfUmd Of dCCOUntdb/d mdii . TO thd nddrdst ten 

pieces. total accountable mail volume. inoiuding postage due unit or 
accountable section mail. [Non: Accountable meil volumes recorded hare 
would a110 be included in the l rtimated average daily volumes bv shape 
described in hl above.1 

d. on-site tdst timd -fhd estimarod time to conduel d test on a MEP begIns wn 
the erriV8l of the daU CoIIMor to the MEP. and endr when the data collector 
is rudv to luve the MEP ten location. On-site teat time includes equnpmenr 
seK-up. iaoleting and recording mail piecu. down time Iauch as wamng for 
another mail dispatch) and time to repack equipment. If more man one data 
collector ie needed to conduot 8~ teat. the sum of 811 data collectors’ time 
rhould be uud. For rxamola. two data collemorr sun me test. onr Ieavu 
~ermanendy after one hour, the omer logr four hour% The total on.s&ta cut 
tlmr #dd 5 houn. 

For talo@w tuu. rmcord only tfw uller’s time roent conducting the test. 

Raotd timu in hours. to me nedrert tenth of an hour. For example. an on-we 
tut time of one hour and 20 mmutes would be recorded at 1.3 hours. 

a. MEP ty#e indicator . an indicator murc be coded if me MEP 1s an ongmanng 
RFW unk. l APOIFPO umt. or a smcul deWew umt. Omer codes mav be 
mainteined by the stansncal programa unit for loeel use. 

5. Volume Guidelinoa 

a. MEPs should defined wtth a targeted minimum II Ylrn f 

~roxlmarelv 500 0~ except for eCCOuntdbla mall MEPs. PHS.MEPs, 
cngmanng RPW MEPs. aoutal Odivuv MEPs and APOIFPO MEPs. Anottw 
excepnon to the 500 mete mmtmum occurs in wuanons where a golden ‘ulc 
could be wolared. 1% Chapter II. Section E.3.1 Who Dosslbla. acCOu!VaDIa 

Mil Exit Point &id&ma III.3 
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mail MEPs should be defined when the accountable an&or bus~ncss rapt” mail 
VOlume IS estimated to be 100 prcces or more a day. 

b. The method Of SubsamDling (i.e.. counted piece skiu. contamer skio. and 
werghted skip for RPWI should be consrdercd in decrding how to srze the MEP 
units. Large unitS whrch would raouire subsampling to test effectwely arc 
PREFERRED~over small umts that do not reaurre subsamoling fsee Chapter Iv 
for subsampling issues for defimng MEPsl. 

c. Entmanng Volume . EXACT PIECE COUNTS ARE NOT NEEDED s\nct volume 
is used only for groupmg together 0.0. stratlfytngl MEPs with slmllar 
characteriStkx. When approximate v0lum.S are ObtatnccI in Ilnear feet or 
weight. the piece volume should be obtamed bv the most appltcable conrerwon 
rate. Offices without local conversion rates may use the Mathods Handbook 
32, Manaoament Ooeranons O&stems fMOD 1 Offices~, sact~on 522, 

6. Subrarr -g Omens 

The sub Ipling options below are discussed II-I furthdr detail rn tha next chaDter 

Census 
Counted . mail piece skip 
Counted . weight skits IODISI 
Weighted ;RPWl 
Container . cenru* of pieces wtmin 
Conteim . mail p* Skiu wthin 
Conuinr . weight skip wrthin IODtSt 

Ill-4 
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Iv - SUBSAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGNING MEPS 

A. lNlROOUCl’lON 

Subsampling is the process that svsremar~callv selecrs a subset of marl wrthrn a samplrng un,, 
(MEP-dav or MEP-DamOf-lhe-davl. Ths chapter dw.sses the imponance of hawng more tnan 
On0 subsampling Option. the diffO,Ont methods Of SubSampling, how to date,m,ne ,,.,n,c,, 
method is best for a sampling umt. and what rho benefits and concerns associated ~,th each 
melhod. 

B. IMPORTANCE OF SUBSAMPLING OPTIONS 

Understanding the various and aooropnate ophons for uswq subsampling in conducnng tests 
on MEP units is important. When deciding whare to create MEPa. especially new MEPS, 
expected volume, available tim0 window for resting. and approDraate subsampkng oot~on~s~ 
should be considered simultaneoual~. The oblectrve is to create MEPs wth a minimum average 
daily mail volume of et least 500 mail Diecos. It is preferable to have large volume MEPs ralher 
than small volume MEPs. In ordrr 10 implement this objecdve. subsampling mrrhods have been 
developed so that the la,gO, sampling units can be tested in the l veilable trme wmdow. and 
wthout using excessive staff resources. 

Another objective is to record as many mail piecas as possible in the available time wndow. 
The availability of diiermt rubsampling opoons allows the dau coIlactor 10 choose the best 
procedure to optimize the numkr of mail pwea recorded when conducang a 10% ThlS hOIDs 
ensure mat deta collution i8 coet-effactive. 

C. DIFFERENT MCfHODS OF SUBSAMWNQ 

Meeting the objective of large volume MEPs will require that moat tens involve somr torm of 

subsampling. There am two basic methods of subsampling that can be used. mev are: 

1. Counted Subumoli 

c~tftd f- in k br0k0t-t d0m im0 rnrw mamods. mev are 

a. Mail pktr Skip Subsampling - Mail piece skip subsamplmg entads 

yemme&aBy aelecting and recording a subeet of the meil piecas in a samolmg 
initbvandovinga~ p interval number. For example, uamg a mad place skip 
intend number of 5. we would rrndom~ selecl a sur%ng mad prece ana 
Wreetmr aelect and record every fifth piece of mail through the full Oasa of 
m&l volume in the sampling unit. 

b. Mail tomainr Skip Subsampling .- Container skip SubramplinO means 
systematically selecnng a subsample of contamors in the sampling um! Ov 
emplovinq a contemer skip Interval numbu. WMin the selected conta8ners. 
either lil ell of the mall is recorded, or Iii) a mail piece subsampling aooroach 

ia uaed aa dercribed in 111 above. 

C. Mall Piece Skio IJsmg Wetght Subsampling.-- This procedure IS usad ln 00s 
only. it mvolves ~smg a mad Dtece skw. where me ski0 mferveL IS deftned Bv 
waght as opposed to pmce count. For arample, if the mad p+ecr SklP 1s 100 
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and rho associated weight of 100 places IS 5 lb,.. we sYstemat,caj~v ca!lec: 
mail oIeces together until we have 5 Ibs. WI set asrde for recording [he last 
place of mall which resulted m aKalning 5 Ibs. We conhnue thjs process Untl~ 
there is no more mall to selec1 and record in the sampling unrt. Thrs procedure 
should only bc used wth lettershaoed mall. 

2. Weighted SubsamDling (RPW onlvl 

This werghted subsamplinp procedure onlv aDoh 10 RPW rests. DeDendinQ on Ihe 
amount of mail volume I” a samplmg umt. a CIuStCr of mall eouwalent to a dcsg?ared 
weght IS the skip Interval. For each cluster of mad lotalmg the skq mterval we@r. 
the Ias1 20 mall pieces are selected and recorded. 

D. DETERMINING THE BEST Mf3HOD OF SUBSAMPLING 

The fOIlOWing lists the sawn methods of subsampling in descending order of preference Far 
a DaRlCUlar test, choose the highest lisred Subsampling ahernaove whrch can be emoloved, 
owen the available window of time to test the mail. All of there seven optrons vle~d uno,ased 
esbmales when proper procadures are followed. Noto that the first optmn is a cornplate count, 
or census. It is important to understand that while taking a complete count on a sampling unrt 
has value, this fact should NOT drive SPCs in me direcbon of definq small volume MEPs. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Conduct a census (i.e., select and record all mail pieceal 

Counted Subsampling using a mail preca sk& inter-4 

Counted Subsampling using weight IODIS. letter-eheped mail onlvl 

Weighted Subsampling IRPW only) 

Counted Subaampling using a conuiner skip ad, wfthin the selected contamrs. 
conducf a ceneue 

6. Counted Subaamplinp ueinp a container skip and. within m0 selected comamars. WV 
a mail *we tip intefvel 

7. Counti ~~pllng using a container skip and within the selected contamars usw 
weight to repreeem a mail piece skp mterval IODIS on)v) 

Itirextrvnlv~dUtvouundeMtMd me seven subumpling options when desqn~np 
ad ‘roing’ vwr MEPs. This u~ndling ia cribcal to judge how ‘hip’ a DrosDeC11V~ MEP 
m@fvt be end tdlf be ethcpwfy sampled vwthrn the available time endow bv a single data 
m. it *fppr of e&apmpling* cauaea you to erther la) creete small MEPs which reowre 
no wbumo(ing, o( (b) cream large MEPa. but then empkv muRide de0 collectors to test such 
Mm d@foa apbeampling, then meny of me etkrenciea obtamable under the MEP conceot 
win not be ruliaed. 

Withrn each of these aubaampling spoons. a vanerry of skip intervals Can be amproved. The 
different choicea of skip intervals includes an ovemde mechanism whrch allOWs tha data 
collector to sat the container skip Intervale and/or mail *HCO stip intwvals 10 aoorowat~ levels 
to mammtu the marl pieces recorded tn rhr avarlabra trme WrndUY. 

IV.2 
M3 Exif Coinf Gwdeliner 
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E. BENEFITS AND CONCERNS OF SUBSAMPLING 

It is imDORant to reake that lty different ODKlOnS Of Subsampling arc U desegned r. 

OfTCOUfage a Si=l’li~b~ number Of f’Mlt DltCU t0 be recorded 0’7 a given test. As ,,escr,bed above, 

they are drrignrd to prowdc the flextbMv needed to design MEPS with “SW large volumes. 
Having donr thir. for a given test On a Owen dav, the subsampling oorion should be salecrad 
which allows the data collector lo mord the maxlmum number of m),l oiecaZppsslbls *,thln 
rhe available time window for the rw. 

fampllng errOr. a general COnCem whenever a SamDIe IS ussd to estnmare *trus. pooulatlon 
(I.e.. all the mall delivered by the Porn1 Scrwcel characteristics. 1s likewse a faclor ,n 
subsampling. Sampling error IS commonly convened mathrmar~cally to the famtlnr OIUS or 

mmus range about an estnmate. The larger the samoling error, the larger the plus or menus 
range about the esrlmare. There will be Soms element of sampling error assoehteo wtfh rhe 
use of subsampling in MEPS. However. the contnbutlon of error sremmmg from subsampiq 

alone is relatwelv small compared wtth ovarall sampling error. 

The banefits/concems of each subsamolino method are discussed below: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Conduct a CenSUS .- 84CauSe we are Samoling all the mail available durmg a MEP-day, 
there IS 130 adverse affect in the wec1s80n of the esttimates. In other words. because 
we did not samole a ooroon of the mall within a test. we know the exact or *true* 
Volume Of the MEP. The concern IS the available time window for restmg when wng 
a census. Mail could be delayed in order to complete a test, or an mcomolete test 
could result. 

Counted subsampling urinQ a mail skip interval .- Because the skip Interval is apolied 
through the full base of mail available for the test, we can achieve estimates of the 
different characterisucs of thr mail wthin the sampling unit that are fairly close to 
those obtained bv a conlus. The smaller me skin interval tfw loss Ructuarlon around 
the Yrue* velue. The uee of very large ski0 intervals can result in selected mall pneces 
which l not reofesenutive of the full bar of the mail. This could adverselv affect 
the precision of the l erimatu (higher plus or minus vahw about the l stlmatesl. 

Coumed Ski0 ueing wht IODIS onlvl - This procedure is somettmes heloful wth 
large volumes of letw-sired mail if the data collectof has access to a scale. This 
l limmatrr the wed for counting each mail piece to determine the oiece to be recorded. 
However. v&en the mail *es am not idennc8l in weiaht. this method of a COunted 
skip co& have an adverse affect on the prewion of the l stimalos IhIgher 01~s and 
minus vrluee about me estimatrsl. 

WeifJhmd edeampli~ IRPW onlvl .- Thns procedure has Uw same benefits as I3 I 
&we In ti dmu is no need to count each mail oiece to select the pancular mad 
piowe to ncad. An addiional benefit IS mat me blow-w fKtOrS are based on the 
reUo of the cool weight of me mall in the test to the Samde weight. which tends 10 
k more aatmte than mat baud on skm ~nrmals. The concems are the same as (3~1 
above. 

Counted subumpling using a conramef lb.80 and. wlthin the selected contamers. a 
census _- The benofii of usmg contamef subsampling are that II IS nor necessaw 10 
handle or count each owe of mall en rhe samding unit. ad. that It l hmces the abw 
to create larger volume MEPs. However. stlooing Containefs raises Othar Concerns. 
such as whether it IS feawble to grow Contamers wRh Similar 1i.e.. ‘like’1 Volumes as 
descrbbad m me PHS contsww subsamolmg guldelmes. blpr OfOUoW like ContamerS 
can have l adverse l fful on the precmon of the estimates. 

Md Exit Point GuidJirra IV.3 
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IV4 

6. Cowed subsamolinu UsW s contamer skip and. within me rrlrctsd contalnsrs. s mall 
pleca skip .- the benefits are fhat rhs snwe basr of volume at tha sampling UIW does 

not have to be handled and mar it promotes the davelopmenr of larger YOIU~C MEPS 
The concams are the same as 6.1. 

7. Countad subsamplmQ using a contamer ski0 and. within rhe selected contamers. a 
weight skip that Corresponds to fhe sklo mlerval number -- The bansfits are the same 
as (6.1 and the concerns are the same as 15.1. 
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V - GLOSSARY 

This glosury conuinr definitions of a number Of Statistical terms as well as delivery umt terms, The 
inclusion of dolivew unit terms here does not imply rhat MEPs need to be a delivery unit. A thorough 
understanding of all the terms in this glossary wtll be VerV useful for all DCTS and SPCS. 

AuJitirr FoUtJ. a Citv delivery route for which no regular carrisr position has bea” authonred. A ,“,a~ 
rO”U whare the CJrrw works six davs a week and are normally evaluarad ar lass than 39 
hours per week. 

BiJS . a Noe Of error which. when committed reoeatedlv. doss not tend to Cancel out. and has fhe 
effJCt Of irWJJSing @Ositive bias) or decreasing Inegative b;u) rhe est;mares regardless of rhs 
Size Of the Sample. One possible source of bias ,s when the umpling frame differs from the 
population of interest. which will arise if some oans of the ooFulJtfon are not incl”d~d on tha 
frame. or if some pJRS are included on the frame twice. Another possible source of bras ,s 
when me subsJmpling skip interval which is reCorded is dierent than the skip intewaf used, 
Another possible sourcJ of birs is when mail is incorr~ctfy recorded in the SJme manner 
repeatedly. 

Blowup Fr(or . This number ia eithrr the piece ski0 interval for simple mail piece skip subsampling: 
the product of the container skip intrrval and PieCe slup interval for container subsamding: or. 
in RPvV only for weighted subumoling, thr ratio of tool weight of me mril in me tm to me 
sample weight. Once thiJ multiolicJtion is done. me rumpled mail is ‘rxpanded’ to moresem 
the full bJJJ of t?w mlil for rhJ WI. 

Soxhoidu km - J CUJtOmW Wit0 hu m JSSignJd boxkrlt~f or phJtttOm bOX numkr. l%J CUStOmer’S 
incoming mail mun be regularly distributed bv name on the primarv or SJCondJW disthbutro~ 
operrtionlsl or the box section Wnary. If the mail is distributed to a number series SeDaratlOn 
0” mJ box primuy cue. it is not, ‘direct’ end. therefore, me cuetomer is not J firm. 

bx Sedm . mr pan of a gortr( facilii having caller urwce or lock ~OXJS. 

b& . J unit 0f J rnJifI pOJt &fiCJ &.JtJd OMJidJ thJ COrpo(JtJ limita of a citv or tow 

&#&.r w. J C* dJkJQ MJ. fWt OI tWC+tOttZJd. On which 70 PJtCJm Ot IWXJ Of thJ D0SSlbiS 
deliverieJ JrJ t0 bUJJWJJ eJtJbliJhmJI%J. 

-0 I( rJ L o(ler - chrw W to be dbd mird- J”d foW+dJJS OffiCJJ. Onr JrJ ObtJmJd bV 
m J,,& a(Rca “w - of the SUt,OnJl CJ”tN. thJ sampling Unit iS S CAC I( O+fGI- 

dWofJCAGL-. 

c& - m porol ad, prhmr pan urd, oversize crrti. etc.. mcoWs~d bv dwcal 
-. 

C- . a method of sampling in which l ech mail piece in the sWl?di Wil iJ Worded. 1.0.. a maI’ 
~wce ski0 of 1 is uJJd. 

Cl-w Se 01 &rd, - a sutbtl Or br8Mh SUfbd bv CJNW m JmFtoVeJs. 

c&V DJlvm -J . J ~OU~J which delivers mlil to busyness. nsid&tial. IoCJl Jnd bd*‘J’ oovernm*“r 
DOStJb CUSlOmetS Wlmltt J bC.Jl Ciw wst OffICe JrU. 

Md Edt P&n G- v.1 
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Coa+kimt Of VriMn fc.v.1 a standardized measure of the precision of an astlmate, ~~~ c,v ,s 
usuallv staled as a percefwe of the ettlmarc. The C.Y ,I comwxed by dIvIdIng mc standard 
deviation of an estimate bv Iha mimatc wsW For sxample. an estrmate of 250 m,~rion DeoDle 
in the United Stales wnh a C.V. of 2%. lmpl!eS rhe standard devlatron IS pluSmlnuS 3 m,jl,oh 

Communitv Cost Of&e - a contract ml which prowdrs the foflowmg retail servrces: aI caller Sarvjce. 
bl lock box, and cl window service. CommunNV DOS1 OffiCeS Qenerallv Serve a small 
communtwy. 

ContbU SubSmoling counted Subsampiing w!th conramert. Mail pjece $ubsamplinQ IS genererlv 
feasible withm salected contamarr. 

COnVKt StBtiOn Or &mdt - a Station Or branch operatad under contract by non-ocstal emoloveeS 
Contracr unlu are usually located in stores or other places of busrncss. 

CounUd Subamding - either mail &Co skip Subsampling, mail container sbg subramplq or mad 
piece skip weighted subsampling. It 1s the process of ralecting marl p~ccesiconta~ncrs by 
stanino with a randomlv selected mail piece/container. and salectmg every Ic. mall 
piecelcontainer thereafTer. ne S&ction IS done by phySically countmg through mad 
praces/containers for theso kth units. A vanation of thia in OOIS sampling is to weigh porbonr 
of mail that are approximately aouivalont to tha weight of the number of marl pioceS in the 
skip. Counting out thora werghed oorbonr IS helpful for large volume tests. 

Ea+ute . a numerical value obtained from a statistreal sample and asaignod to a population paramator. 
Population parameters l aumated from a samolo of the MEPr frame include lOtal volume. 
avragq daily volurno, revenue. and weight for a parocular class or wbclau of mail. 

&Jund Roum . Salary for rural carrier routes classified as rv8lwted ia baaad on weeklv workload 
evaluation as detorrnined by office and route time Standards after subtracting anv rerier rIma, 
Thor roan” wem formodv known u ‘haavv drrry’ rural routu and are mv ‘I+‘. ‘J’ or ‘I<’ 
r0UU. 

- u&. l &uifud bran& or sutjm wttiih dou not hava earner deliverv. ia oowatmd bv DOStal 
rmgloyns. and offers allw swvicu. lock bo: and window SuvicU. 

~+m,. a buairtaaa, school. churcft, iii. 8parttnent building. govWt7mWt aWnCv. or DoltmaSter. 

Plot . p&o of mail lany &se) not having three dtfinite dimenriona. and too Iargo to be dirthbutrd to 
a I*nrr au; ofun in Krr* of nuftil# mv-. Size altoufd 110t l cWd 15 in. x 12 8n x 34 
in. 

Prrqunq DLn+ucbn - 6w number of obeuvatlonr or samphr dut bra containad in each of lha class 
inar#*. Par l unpla. if wa tou a eom 100 ttmea and we Qet 45 hoads and 55 tarIS. than 
bw fmqwncy dihbdon with two classaa. haads and uilo. would be 45 and 55. AS anolhar 
oxam*, rupwr wa conducted 10 tests. or took 10 sam@er. and the number of Phontv Mall 
paces in mow 10 taats ware 5. 8, 15. 20. 22. 2% 30. 43. 87. and 9.4. Than for tha ~mewaII 
o-i 9. 20.39, 40-59. 60-79. l d 80-99. the fralHnsv 8irutbubon wourd be 3. 4 1. 0 and 
2 reaDectlvolv. 

G~UJ o~ivrr sac~ort . rho unit wtthin a matal facrlity where me genrrrl delivery mail 11 hero 
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Golden Jules ths sat Of rules which must be mat WT order to crasts a MEP. tn.Crudad sre: ! 1 I ma,l must 
ba SsSoC~sted wrth One and only one MEP: 121 the mail for SaCh MEP should be sb,a to be 
IsO~StSd for tosting; (31 MEPs should br relstrvslv stsbls through tima; and, ,a1 tha Coat. 
effectiveness of toting should be msxrmrzed for asch MEP. 

H-Roum . a rural rouu whsrs the rrgulaf csrrirr works six days a wuk. 

Hswv Duty Route any tv~e ‘H’. ‘J’ Or ‘K’ rural route that delivrrs to rural msrlboxea, now known 
as evsluared routes. 

Whwsv COnVrt Route . a route under Contrstt for csrrvmg mail Over tha hrghwsv betwean 
darignatrd points that delivers marl which IS sddrrrsad for dslivrfv Ihrough the office to route 
boxes. A hrghwsv contract routs wss formarlv rrferred to St s atsr routs. 

IPPS Irregular osrcels and oiaces. formerlv known as SPRs. ~rregulsr parcars are osrCers hot maerIng 
tha machinsble DSrCel cnteria md other oarcels which cannot be procaasad bv 6MC oarcal 
SOROrS. including rolls and lubes up to 26 inchas long; merchandise samolas that are hot 
individually sddrssssd: UnWrSpWd. WWr-wraowd or slssve-wrsopsd l rbcles that arc not 
letter-size or flat-sizs; and sRicIes l nclosad in snvolooes that srs not letter-siss, flat-site. or 
mschinsblr osrcrls. 

J-Roum . s rural route on which the rrgulsr carrier has a day off sverv othrr week lworks six days the 
first wesk md five days thr second woekl. 

K-&ute . a rural routs on which the re@lsr urrirr hsa s day off l verv week lworks fivr dsvs sack 
wnkl. 

l.uw - msil in snvelopss diibutsd to s lStW USS. 

L- - a n~rJ routs tuving s box dsrtsifv of 12 or more ~OXSS #r mife. this box densd’v doat nOt 
JHJIX th4 routs JsN as an SuxiliUy L milssQS routs or sn ovslusted rout.. 

Me)-~kWESitPOifKOSUbSUMSrugunn t S~stom. This ie ths data onvv swum for 
ncadpmdmr;m*okgMLh. 

~iyr - _ - for & urr*c -J on rout” &eaifW u milosga IM) is dmsrmmsd undw 
w RWJ crr*r wu~, which p0ndu 8 combbd rats baaed on fixed annual 
comwnmbm and awbbd ratas par mila of rouu. T~s cSH&S ssr~~ ia bsssd on tha lahgth 
of me rout@ JJ d~srminsd by off~col m*asursmsnt. Fomurty LrnOwn as rsoulsr rural rouw 

Miffwy lAJDIFK)I Yd . Consists of all msil distributed for APDIFPG dssWsdons at oostsr facdmes 
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Mid fbn* mMn4sl md RwklmUJ) a city deliveq TOFU. foot or motorlze~, on ,vh,ch 3 I to 69 
PerCmt Of posshlc deliveries arc bus~ncss eStaOI~shments. This t-nay tnclUdC a ,OUtC on ,.,piCh 
bumerr and resldrntial deliveries are made on the first trip and the buSmess area oh+ ,S 
served on subsequent trws. 

Mutudty ~dueivr . two or more events that cannot occur together 

Non-~~hold~ ~~ a Customer whose marl is held out. and IS regulartv distributed bv nam4 on rh4 
OrlmW 0, secondan/ distrlbwon o~crmon Isl. The customer does hot pay for th,s s4rvlce 
Marl So drstrrbutrd IS Onlv consrdrred firm mad when the marl IS called for as in firm holdout 
SENC% Or ddivrred on a relay route. or a collection route, or on a parcel post rOut4. 

NOIVPIXC~~ Post Combine&m Rout4 a crtv dclivcrv regular or auxiliary combmatron rout4 wth no 
Parcel post SCrViCe. fhrs may ba any combination of relay. coll4ctlon. or firm direct. where 
relay is not the primary servic4. 

Optimum Ailourion . the sample allocation which r4sults in thr smallest varianc4 for a pr4s4t rotas 
survey cost. Alternativelv. the sample allocatron which results in the small4st total survey cpSt 
for a pres4t level of varianc4. or pmcision. 

PlcJ . any p14ce with thrw definitr dimensions wrighing more than 1 1 ounces if Prrorrry Mail, or 16 
0unceS or more if fourth-class mail. 

PucJ Port ConUwdon Route . 4 ciw d4liverv rrgular or auxiliary rout4 providing parc4I post d4liv4rv 
and at best on4 other srrvicr such as r4lrv. collection. firm direct. etc. 

PrcJ Post Cue- . a customer lrithr boxholder or non-boxhobderl whoa4 incoming parcels ar4 
sortrd to an individual s4prration in th4 inrtirl rtaga of 814 incoming parcel disntbuuon 
proc4ss. Pare41 post customers are usually mail ordrr compeni4a. dwwtmmt stor4s and other 
“n&s that rrcriw five or more u&a or percels JIM have individwl aep4rations prowd4d for 
m4ir meil to frifii the percel distrfbution pfooeu. 

pod hat Rm Rouu _ a city delivery reguler route devoted ntirefv to Percel Post d4iiv4w 

pw . In m tlworv, m pHeirron l set ia to divide the efementa of ttut s4t in70 two Or mor4 
subr4ts such thm evyy dunerrt of tha ut bskmga tow md mlv 0174 wbwt. If w4 consldrr 
me m of 111 IT&I piuw ddivomd by tha Pwul krvicr dufina a QUKU. thm th4 d4frv4w 
unit/drvr conrtmm Oft4 PWtfdMinq Of chn Wt. lh4 uwtion of MEPs Mn4s a drffrrrnt 
pmnonmg of ttu same mail Piece set. or wwiebon. 

pus. sta& foe m Hwvy Jlmple. A PM-MEP ia w but cohteina VedominJntfv h4avv 
~meil,arn&dutirmoetlvDMmvorpucJpo~. 

pw . l c-011 of ail of the immr of intweet for a mulef 4uMy Or SWdY. For most of our 
suw~ys. th4 popu~eticm of intenn ie a PORIM of. or elf of. the m*l bem0 cof’4ct4o. 
proc4ssed. or d4livered by thr Postal -4. 

~~~ th4 r4fabv4 possibility that an 4v4nt will occur. as 4XPrrti bv th4 ratio of th4 humb*’ 
of acmal occurr4nc4s of a givrn 4vem to the total number Of pouibfe Occu~4nc4s. 

nrnhrn ,smpbp a.p,p4 of sampling in whrch 4v4~y rtrm in th4 poPuf4tiOn Of inter4st has a known 
Chance of b4mg lncludrd in the Sampl4. 
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RWistr4d 0: Clutifi4d %cdonS a unit found I” all Postal facilities havmg Incomlna r40,st4,4~ o, 
certlfled dellveo, functions. 

RIourr Roua (City1 - a city deliverv route for which a regular carrier position has be4n authorized, 

RIpulr RouW (Rwll) - now known as milnge route, 

Rafev Rout4 . 4 citv delivrtv route idantifird as primarily parformmg relay servvc4 on an as “44ded 
basis. %C4 ,ahV s4rViCe 9s prrformed in Conlunchon wth other sarwces. th4,e are “0 r4gula, 
rdav routes. 

R4liabiiUh . the degrre to which astimatas from repeated samples are ConsIstem 

RnidvltlJ Route-a CitV delivery routa. foot or motorized. on which 70 prrcent or mor4 of the ~os~<b!~ 
daliv4ri4s are resid4ntial. 

RW* ROuD . J route PrimariiV to, tha drliv4ry and Coktion of mail from boxaa owned and mJlntatne,j 
by Parsona rasiding in communiti4a that do hot hav4 other convenirnt 0ost.l factiitt4S. 

Smgl4 - a subrat of th4 population for which m4asuremants ara takan. 

Sanolr Abedon . m4 number of teats to b4 conductad in each stratum. Thr rerm IS alS0 used to 
refer to the procau of datrrmtning th4 numkr of teata to be conducted in 4aCh stratum. 

Smt&g Etkimw thr d4gr44 to which a aamol4 design is able to produca rmmates wr(h th4 
raquirrd praciaion for a pra-act coat. Two hwumdy uaad ways of improving samMing 
4fficianw are to improvr m4 saatiRcati011 and to optimiar the sample albcab0n. 

Sm hana . a list of thr population of intaraat. divided into unita which will be sampkl MI o4r1 
or in whola. 

Sp4rA D&wq Gcdon - a unit found in a postal faciiii having incoming wcial drlivrw functions 
for my claaa of mail: uaualiy in e faciiii having a box aaction or a general d4liv4rv section. 

Sipadd Routas . rural rwtaa which the mattmd of compenudon haa hew changed horn a mll4agr 
m4mod of companutlw to m evaluated m4thod of commneaoOn. Th444 routu l r. 

con‘ider‘d u .vakm‘d mm“. 

StmdudOwiaUat~~wuar4rwtofdwv~. A muwn of the degrr to which a numb4r of 
measuremutta rgraa with bw* mean. Thu meawn I‘ in the units which are meaaurad. unltke 
m~~~~whii8iftaqw4dhta. 

sm.-smdlpcabmdNEe. sawa. 

sm . m W- ‘at‘ of VmDling units which were groupad on the basis of on4 or more known 
chuutmwu. The pk~tal tom of stratum. Alw baa rtratifkatM. 

sew . me 0rw4~ of Subdividing the ~o~ulati0n vlt0 two 0f mOn mutualtv excIuSiv4 141s Of 
sampling t,n~u called strau. Th4 smgdar form of tvata ~a stratum. If WI cm SuMwd4 th4 
pOpui.ttOn ,n such J WJY mat th4 units whhm a stratum l ra mw4 aimilu to each otn4,. wtn 
regard to the atam WI are trying to rrnmata. ehan thev am to unita in 0*4r Strata. rh4n 
Stratlfi4d Sampling will be more l fficl4nt than a SlmDI4 random Umd4. 
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